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Abstract
This thesis presents the kinematic and dynamic study of human motion by means of
multibody system dynamics techniques. For this purpose, two biomechanical models
are used: a 2D model formed by 11 segments with 14 degrees of freedom, and a 3D
model that consists of 18 segments with 57 degrees of freedom. The multibody
formulation has been developed in mixed coordinates (natural and relative).
The movement of the subject is recorded in the laboratory using a motion capture
system that provides the position along time of 37 markers attached on the body of the
subject. Position data are filtered using an algorithm based on singular spectrum
analysis (SSA) and the natural coordinates of the model are calculated using algebraic
relations between the marker positions. Afterwards, a procedure ensures the kinematic
consistency and the data processing continues with the approximation of the position
histories using B-spline curves and obtaining, by analytical derivation, the velocity and
acceleration values.
In an inverse dynamic analysis (IDA) of human motion, body segment parameters
(geometric and inertial), kinematic data and force plate measurements are usually used
as input data. Differing to most published works, in this thesis the force plates
measurements are not used directly as inputs of the analysis, they are used to solve the
contact wrench sharing problem during the double support phase. In this phase, both
feet contact the ground and kinematic measurements are insufficient to determine the
individual wrench at each foot. One of the contributions of the thesis is a new strategy
that is proposed to solve this indeterminacy (called corrected force plate sharing
method, CFP). Using this method, a set of two contact wrenches dynamically consistent
with the moviment are obtained with no need neither to add residual forces and torques
nor to modif the original motion.
Also in the IDA field, the sensitivity of the joint torques to errors in the anthropometric
parameters, in the force plate measurements and to errors committed during the
kinematic data processing is studied. The analysis shows that the results are very
sensitive to errors in force measurements and in the kinematic processing, being the
errors in the body segment parameters less influential.
The thesis also presents a new 3D foot-ground contact model based on sphere-plane
contact. Its parameters are estimated using two different approaches based on
optimization techniques. The model is used as an alternative method to solve the
mentioned sharing problem during the double support phase and it is also used, in a
forward dynamic analysis, to estimate the contact forces between the biomechanical
model and its environment. The forward dynamic simulation requires the
implementation of a controller that is based, in this case, on the extended Kalman filter.

The most important contributions of the thesis in IDA are focused on the method to
solve the problem of the distribution of contact forces during the double support phase,
making a comparison of the results obtained via different methods including CFP and
the contact model. Regarding the analysis of the influence of errors in input data on the
inverse dynamics results, the statistical modelling of the uncertainties together with the
perturbation of more than one parameter at same time (remaining height and weight as
constant parameters) is also new in the literature.
Moreover, the presented foot-ground contact model is also original. In the current state
of the art, there are no models that use real data captured in the laboratory to solve the
contact wrench sharing problem during the double support phase. Furthermore, there are
few studies simulating the foot-ground interaction in a forward dynamic analysis using
a continuous foot-ground contact model.
Finally, developing a model that is used for both forward and inverse dynamic analysis
is a relevant aspect of the methodology used. Although the two approaches separately
are common research topics in the field of biomechanics, a small number of studies
prove the validity of the obtained results. In this thesis, the results of the inverse
dynamics are used as input data for the forward dynamic analysis, and the results of the
latter (the motion) have been compared with the motion capture in the laboratory (input
of the inverse dynamics analysis). Thus, the circle has been closed which allows us to
validate the accuracy of both the models and the obtained results.

Resum
La tesi que es presenta tracta l’estudi cinemàtic i dinàmic de la marxa humana
mitjançant tècniques de dinàmica de sistemes multisòlid. Per a aquest propòsit,
s’utilitzen dos models biomecànics: un model pla format per 11 segments i 14 graus de
llibertat i un model tridimensional format per 18 segments i 57 graus de llibertat. La
formulació dinàmica multisòlid ha estat desenvolupada en coordenades mixtes (naturals
i relatives).
La marxa de l’individu s’enregistra al laboratori utilitzant un sistema de captura del
moviment mitjançant el qual s’obté la posició de cadascun dels 37 marcadors situats
sobre el cos del subjecte. Les dades de posició es filtren utilitzant un algorisme basat en
el singular spectrum analysis (SSA) i les coordenades naturals del model es calculen
mitjançant relacions algebraiques entre les posicions dels marcadors. Posteriorment, un
procés de consistència cinemàtica assegura les restriccions de sòlid rígid. El
processament cinemàtic continua amb l’aproximació de les posicions mitjançant corbes
B-spline d’on se n’obtenen, per derivació analítica, els valors de velocitat i acceleració.
En una anàlisi dinàmica inversa de la marxa humana, s’acostumen a utilitzar com a
dades d’entrada els paràmetres antropomètrics (geomètrics i inercials) dels segments,
les dades cinemàtiques i les mesures de les plaques de força. En contraposició al que fan
la majoria d’autors, en aquesta tesi, les mesures de les plaques de força no són
utilitzades directament en l’anàlisi sinó que només s’usen per solucionar el problema
del repartiment del torsor resultant de les forces de contacte durant la fase de doble
suport. En aquesta fase, els dos peus es recolzen sobre el terra i les mesures
cinemàtiques són insuficients per determinar el torsor en cada peu. El nou mètode de
repartiment que es proposa (anomenat contact force plate sharing, CFP) és una de les
aportacions de la tesi i destaca pel fet que permet determinar un conjunt de forces i
moments dinàmicament consistents amb el model biomecànic, sense haver de
modificar-ne les coordenades cinemàtiques ni afegir forces o moments residuals en
algun dels segments.
Encara dins l’àmbit de l’estudi dinàmic invers, s’ha analitzat la sensitivitat dels parells
articulars a errors comesos en estimar els paràmetres antropomètrics, a errors que poden
contenir les mesures de les plaques de força i a errors que es poden cometre en el
processament cinemàtic de les mesures. L’estudi permet concloure que els resultats són
molt sensibles als errors cinemàtics i a les forces mesurades per les plaques, sent els
errors en els paràmetres antropomètrics menys influents.
La tesi també presenta un nou model tridimensional de contacte peu-terra basat en el
contacte esfera-pla i els seus paràmetres s’estimen mitjançant dos enfocaments diferents
basats en tècniques d’optimització. El model s’utilitza com un mètode alternatiu per
solucionar el problema del repartiment durant la fase de doble suport en dinàmica
inversa, i també s’utilitza en simulacions de dinàmica directa per estimar les forces de
contacte entre el model biomecànic i el seu entorn. En l’anàlisi dinàmica directa és
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necessària la implementació d’un controlador que està basat, en aquest cas, en el filtre
de Kalman estès.
Les contribucions més importants de la tesi, en el cas de l’anàlisi dinàmica inversa, es
centren en el mètode CFP i en l’ús del model de contacte per solucionar el repartiment
de forces de contacte en la fase de doble suport. Referent a l’anàlisi de la influència dels
errors en les dades d’entrada del problema dinàmic invers, la modelització estadística
dels errors conjuntament amb la pertorbació conjunta de més d’un paràmetre
antropomètric a la vegada (mantenint constant l’alçada i el pes de la persona) és també
una novetat.
Per altra banda, el model de contacte presentat és també una contribució original. En
l’estat de l’art actual no es troben models que usin dades reals capturades al laboratori i
que a la vegada s’utilitzin per solucionar el problema de repartiment en el doble suport i
per simular el contacte peu-terra en una anàlisi dinàmica directa.
Finalment, el fet de desenvolupar un model que s’utilitzi tant per a l’anàlisi dinàmica
directa com inversa és també una de les aportacions d’aquesta tesi. Tot i que les dues
anàlisis, per separat, són temes de recerca comuns en l’àmbit de la Biomecànica, es
troben a faltar estudis que comprovin la validesa dels resultats que se n’obtenen. En
aquesta tesi, els resultats de la dinàmica inversa s’han utilitzat com a dades d’entrada de
l’anàlisi dinàmica directa, el resultat de la qual (el moviment) ha pogut ser comparat
amb el que s’obté de la captura del laboratori (entrada de la dinàmica inversa).
D’aquesta manera, el cercle es tanca i es pot verificar la validesa tant dels models com
dels resultats obtinguts.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Effective health care requires the work of multidisciplinary teams in which medical staff
and engineers need to cooperate. Following this trend, biomechanics is becoming one of
the most attractive fields to the mechanical engineering research community.
In this thesis, “Application of Multibody Dynamics Techniques to the Analysis of
Human Gait”, a 3D biomechanical model of human body is developed in order to study
the dynamics of the human gait in healthy subjects. This work is part of a national
research project entitled “Application of multibody dynamics techniques to active
orthosis design for gait assistance”, which is developed in the context of a new research
line on Biomechanics in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the School of
Industrial Engineering of Barcelona (ETSEIB) and the Biomedical Engineering
Research Centre (CREB) of the UPC (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya).
This is a coordinated project that involves researchers from the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at UPC, the Laboratory of Mechanical Engineering at UDC
(Universidad de A Coruña) and the Department of Mechanical, Energetic and Materials
Engineering at UEX (Universidad de Extremadura). Moreover, the medical staff of the
Spinal Cord Injuries Unit at Complejo Hospitalario Universitario de A Coruña
(CHUAC) is involved in the project.
The main objective of the project is to develope a computer application that enables to
virtually test different types and designs of active orthoses for gait assistance on the
computational model of a disabled subject. The challenge of the project is that the
mentioned computer application should be able to combine the model of a real patient
(whose data, motion and myographic signals will have been acquired), with the model
of an orthosis, and to simulate the resulting motion of the patient wearing the orthosis,
so that the obtained behaviour can be extrapolated to reality. For this purpose, the
development of a human multibody model is a prerequisite to the simulation of the
orthosis-assisted gait of subjects with incomplete spinal cord injuries. Before that, it is
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necessary to develop, test and validate a tool that simulates the dynamics of human
motion.
Several existing commercial packages deal with this application: Human Figure
Modeller, SIMM (software for interactive musculoskeletal modelling), Kwon3D,
AnyBody and OpenSim, for exemple. The results of these programs are acceptable in
the case of normal gait simulation, but their utility is reduced when studying the
function of impaired muscle models, when simulating active orthoses that assist gait, or
when analysing the human-orthosis interaction. Therefore, in the context of the
mentioned research project, it is necessary to create our own tool to simulate the
dynamics of the human body motion. Given the ultimate goal of the project, firstly we
need to obtain a realistic biomechanical model of a healthy subject and, secondly, this
tool will be adapted to simulate and analyse the gait of spinal cord-injured subjects.
Special emphasis will be given to the validation of the developed model by checking the
correlation of experimental tests and simulations.
In addition, the opportunity to apply mechanics knowledge to the improvement of
patient care provides a remarkable satisfaction, when considering that the basic
objective is to improve the daily life of patients and/or society in general. Moreover, the
interaction between the three groups involved in the project has given the opportunity of
sharing experiences in the development of a common project in the field of
biomechanics, which has been very motivating. The necessary convergence required by
the three engineering groups, particularly, with the medical participants in the UDC
group, has been an enriching experience that will hopefully lead to further projects and
results in the future.
1.2 Gait Analysis
The interest in understanding animal locomotion dates back to the Greek civilization.
However, in ancient times, the analyses were only based on observation. Although
Aristotle in “De Motu Animalium” describes the action of muscles and the locomotion
process, the first scientific biomechanical analysis method appears in 1680 with the
same name “De Motu Animalium” by Borelli (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Ilustrations from “De Motu Animalium” by Borelli.
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Borelli applied the lever principle to study both animal and human motion and to
describe the relationship between the muscular and the skeletal system. He related the
length and volume variations that muscles experience during the motion, not only in
humans but also in mammals, fish, birds, and insects.
In 1836 the Weber brothers performed the first mechanical analysis of the human step.
In their book “Mechanics of the Human Walking Apparatus”, they described the phases
of human walking, the motion of the centre of mass and analysed some gait disorders.
With the invention of photography some details of the motion were revealed.
Muybridge (1887) in “Animal Locomotion” described the sequential photography
techniques applied to the human gait analysis (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2 Animal Locomotion Slide EM1023 ‘female, nude, walking’ [Muybridge, 1887].

During the last century, techniques of gait analysis have experienced a breakthrough
due to the use of more precise measuring equipment and the introduction of the
computer simulation. Nowadays, the motion capture systems include conventional
video, infrared cameras and laser or acoustic emission systems. Usually, laboratories are
also equipped with piezoelectric force plates, which are used to measure the foot-ground
contact wrench. Moreover, new applications of sensor technologies (more accurate and
reliable) are finding their way to biomechanics: EMG sensors to measure muscle
activation, gyroscopes to measure angular velocity of body segments, goniometers to
measure angular displacement of articulations, sensors to measure patient tracking,
monitoring, etc. All these technologies provide a great deal of information that can be
used to improve the dynamic analyses.
These sensors are used to estimate dynamic variables that, by definition, are nonobservable, such as the vertical foot-ground contact force, the trajectory of the
segments’ centre of mass or the electrical activity produced by a muscle. The results of
the biomechanical studies are highly dependent on the reliability of the data provided by
them. Unfortunately, they are corrupted by numerous sources of error. Hazte describes
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this phenomenon as the fundamental problem of myoskeletal inverse dynamics [Hazte
2002].
The biomechanical human model usually employed consists of an open kinematic chain
composed by a number of rigid bodies connected by kinematic joints that represent a
common human anatomical structure. Each rigid body represents a portion of the human
body, called anatomical segment, and it is used to model the physical characteristics of
each segment (mass, length, tensor of inertia about the centre of mass, and position of
the centre of mass in a local coordinate system).
The muscular system is tipically modelled as a set of actuators which are responsible for
the motion. They are defined by differential equations describing muscle activation and
muscletendon contraction dynamics. [Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006, Rodrigo et al.
2008, Tsirakos et al. 1997]. Since several muscles serve each joint of the skeletal
system, a redundant actuator problem appears in biomechanics. In order to solve this
problem, optimization procedures are used [Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006, Anderson
and Pandy 2001a, 2001b, Ralston 1976, Rodrigo et al 2008]. The approach to carry out
the optimization should be carefully considered because the resolution computational
cost can grow exponentially (making the process unfeasible) and the convergence of the
algorithm can be seriously hindered depending on the chosen optimization method.
There are several procedures for obtaining the dynamic equations. The conventional
methods involve the iterative formulation of the Newton-Euler equations of motion for
each anatomical segment. In this thesis, analytical techniques based on multibody
methodologies are used. These techniques have been used since the early 80’s to study
human walking [Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007, Hardt and Mann 1980,
Ramakrishnan et al. 1987, 1991, Tsirakos et al. 1997].
Depending on the purpose of the study, inverse or forward dynamic analyses are carried
out. Inverse dynamics techniques are used to calculate the net joint reaction forces and
driver torques that the musculoskeletal system produces during human locomotion from
acquired kinematic data, foot-ground contact force and estimated body segment
parameters (BSP). The results are suitable for recognizing normal and pathological gait
patterns, determining muscle forces and/or studying how the central nervous system
controls the motion. As said before, from the driver torques the muscle forces can be
calculated via optimization techniques [Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007]. Forward
dynamics techniques are used to predict the body motion from known muscle forces
(or resultant joint torques), based on ideas from neural or optimal control. This approach
can help to investigate aspects of muscle function and energetic cost, simulate gait
disorders or predict the motion of real subjects under virtual conditions.
Human motion analysis has applications in many research and development activities. It
has become a diagnostics and research tool to optimize athletic performance [Herzog
2009, Milne and Davis 1992, de Wit et al. 2000], to detect gait patterns and gait
disorders [Cooney et al. 2006, Crosbie and Nicol 1990, Wang et al. 2003], to animate
computer characters [Faloustos et al. 2001, Thalmann 1999], to develop Virtual Reality
applications [Goldberg 1997, Mirelman et al. 2010] and ergonomic studies [Lee et al.
2001, Tayyari and Smith 1997], to improve the design of orthosis and prosthesis [FontLlagunes et al. 2011, Hansen et al. 2004, Glaister et al. 2009, Williams et al. 2009], etc.
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Usually, the human gait analysis starts in a lab with the capture of the subject’s motion
by means of an optical system and the measurement of the foot-ground contact reactions
through force plates. However, in some practical applications forces cannot be directly
measured and need to be inferred. For instance, pressure platforms only provide the
normal contact force (consequently tangential forces need to be estimated using a footground contact model). In some sports applications (such as jumps), it is possible to
situate cameras properly but it is not easy to put the force plate equipments in the exact
best observation point. In these cases, a suitable foot-ground contact model would be
necessary to perform the analysis as well.
1.3 Scope and Objectives
This thesis studies the human motion dynamics. The main objective of this work is to
develop a dynamic model for the study of human gait in healthy subjects by properly
using kinematic and dynamic information. The double support phase of the human gait
will be solved with and without using force plates. An implicit goal is to develop a footground contact model to reproduce the foot-ground contact during the gait.
The proposed methodology uses a general multibody formulation in mixed coordinates
(natural plus angular) to describe the position of the anatomical segments and the
topological structure of the human body. As a result, the analysis provides quantitative
information on the external forces acting on the skeletal structure and the resultant joint
torques that the involved muscles produce along the gait cycle.
The main goal is accomplished by means of the following specific objectives:


Developing a three-dimensional biomechanical parametric human body model
based on multibody dynamics techniques.



Implementing an inverse dynamic analysis module to obtain the resultant joint
efforts and the foot-ground contact wrenches produced by an able-bodied subject
during the gait cycle.



Developing a realistic contact model for the foot-ground interaction that allows
to solve the IDA both during the single and double support phases.



Implementing a forward dynamic analysis using as input data the joint torques
and modelling the interaction between the subject and the enviroment by means
of the mentioned foot-ground contact model.

The methodology needed to accomplish these goals consists of:


Development of a parametric biomechanical human body model based on
multibody techniques. The model characteristics are studied according to the
purpose of the project –gait analysis of able-bodied and disabled subjects– and
the balance between quality and simplicity of the different proposed models.
The model needs to be three-dimensional, since the gait of disabled subjects
cannot be considered to be planar. The program is developed using the specific
libraries developed by the UDC group for multibody dynamics. The
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mathematical part is coded in Fortran language and C++ is used for the graphical
part.


Set-up of the experimental equipment that comprises an optical system for
motion capture and two force plates for the measurement of foot-ground contact
wrenches. The experimental tests provide the positions of the markers attached
on the subject’s body during the gait cycle and the foot-ground contact wrenches
during a complete gait cycle.



Signal processing. Experimental measurements need to be processed in order to
obtain a suitable data set for the inverse dynamic analysis. To this end,
techniques for filtering marker positions, for differentiating independent
coordinates and for ensuring kinematic consistency are applied.



Implementation of an inverse dynamic analysis module to calculate the joint
efforts during the human gait cycle using the previous processed data as inputs.
Multibody techniques are used to obtain the motor efforts and the external forces
applied to the multibody system.



Comparison between calculated and measured contact torques. The external
forces applied to the multibody system calculated in the previous step
correspond to the foot-ground reaction wrenches that can also be measured using
the force plate equipments. The calculated and measured values are compared to
validate the model.



Development of a suitable foot-ground contact model. For solving the
indeterminacy of the foot-ground wrench during the double support phase and
also as a necessary goal to compute forward dynamic analyses, a realistic model
for the foot-ground interaction is required. Compliant contact models are studied
and a novel foot-ground contact model is proposed. The corresponding
parameters are estimated using optimization techniques until.



Implementation of a forward dynamic analysis module to simulate the human
motion having as input data the joint efforts calculated in the IDA. The
multibody formulation combined with mathematical integrators are used to
obtain the human movement and the external contact forces through the footground contact model. To accomplish this goal, a controller needs to be
emplemented. In this thesis, the extended Kalman filter is used for this purpose.



Comparison between simulated and measured human motion and between
calculated and measured contact wrench. The comparison of both the motion
and the ground reactions obtained in FDA with those measured in the laboratory
allows us assessing the correctness of the foot ground-contact model and the
forward dynamics module.

1.4 Thesis contents
This section offers a brief summary of each chapter of the thesis and lists the congress
presentations and journal papers related to them.
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Chapter 2: State of the art
In this chapter, a literature review of the biomechanical models of the human body is
presented. Many models characterized by number of segments, types of joints and
number of actuators have been developed depending on the nature of the research and
the objectives of the analysis. Focusing on gait analysis, the most important works in
forward and inverse dynamic analysis are cited and compared. Furthermore, the signal
processing techniques used to filter the marker trajectories, to ensure kinematic
consistency and to differentiate coordinates are exposed. Finally, the main
characteristics of published foot-ground contact models are presented.
Chapter 3: Dynamic modelling of the human body
This chapter contains a complete description of the two biomechanical models (2D and
3D) employed in the thesis. Although the 3D model is necessary to accomplish the final
objective of the research project mentioned before, the 2D model is a useful tool for
understanding the mechanism of gait, reducing the complexity of the problem and
decreasing the computational time.
The chapter includes the topology of the models, its anthropometric body segment
parameters and the motion reconstruction process used to define the position and the
orientation of each anatomical segment. The multibody formulation applied to solve the
kinematic and the dynamic problems is also accurately described including the
definition of each constraint equation.

Chapter 4: Inverse dynamic analysis of human gait
This chapter focuses on the inverse dynamic analysis of human gait. In particular, it
describes the method used to reduce the noise inherent to the kinematic capture process
(based on the singular spectrum analysis algorithm), the processing to obtain a
kinematically consistent data set at position level (computed following an augmented
Lagrangian minimization process), and the differentiation procedure to obtain velocities
and accelerations. All these techniques are applied in the case of gait analysis using
laboratory data.
The IDA carried out in this thesis computes the net joint torques and the total contact
wrench applied to the multibody system using as input data the measured 3D skeletal
motion and the BSP (without using directly the force plate measurements). A new
dynamically consistent method for solving the inverse dynamics problem (using the
force plate measurmenets) during the double support is presented in this chapter.
Moreover, the IDA results are used as input data to compute a FDA and a PID
controller is implemented in order to stabilize the multibody system.
The results of this chapter have been published in two congress proceedings and a paper
has been sent to an international journal:
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Lugris U., Carlin J., Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Cuadrado J., Inverse–
dynamics based estimation of motor torques during the double–support phase of human
gait. Multibody System Dynamics (under review).
Lugris U., Carlin J., Pàmies-Vilà R., Cuadrado J., (2011). Comparison of methods to
determine ground reactions during the double support phase of gait. Proceedings of the
4th International Symposium on Multibody Systems and Mechatronics (MuSMe 2011),
129–142, València, Spain.
Cuadrado J., Pàmies-Vilà R., Lugris U., Alonso F.J., (2011). A force-based approach
for joint efforts estimation during the double support phase of Gait. IUTAM Symposium
on Human Body Dynamics: From Multibody Systems to Biomechanics, Procedia
IUTAM, Vol. 2, 26–34. Waterloo, Canada.

Chapter 5: Analysis of different uncertainties in the IDA
This chapter analyses the effect of some uncertainties in input data on the results of a
human gait IDA, focusing on the flexion/extension lower limb torques in a 2D model.
In order to quantify the errors inherent to the use of anthropometric tables to estimate
body segment parameters (BSP), a statistical error analysis is performed assuming that
errors in BSP estimation follow a normal distribution. In a second analysis, three sets of
kinematic data are used to emulate different solutions that may be provided by the
kinematic consistency algorithm and the effect on the IDA results is discussed. Finally,
the foot-ground contact forces and torques are perturbed –according to data sheet
specifications of commercial force plates– to emulate the maximum error committed
when these data are used as inputs of the IDA.
These results have been presented in two congresses and a journal paper has been
published:
Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Cuadrado J., Alonso F.J., (2012). Analysis of
different uncertainties in the inverse dynamic analysis of human gait. Mechanism and
Machine Theory, Vol. 58, 153–164.
Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Cuadrado J., Alonso F.J., (2010). Efectos del
error en las mediciones de la fuerza de contacto pie-suelo en el análisis dinámico
inverso de la marcha humana. Proceedings of the XVIII National Conference on
Mechanical Engineering, 1–10, Ciudad Real, Spain.
Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Cuadrado J., Alonso F.J., (2010). Influence of
input data errors on the inverse dynamics analysis of human locomotion. Proceedings of
the 1st Joint International Conference on Multibody System Dynamics, 1–9,
Lappeenranta, Finland.
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Chapter 6: Foot-ground contact model
The chapter presents a novel foot-ground contact model base on sphere-plane contact
elements. Its contact parameters and the geometrical properties of the contact elements
are estimated using an optimization procedure. The foot-ground contact model is used
to solve the contact force sharing problem during the double support phase in the IDA,
and it is also used to obtain the resulting motion and the foot-ground contact forces
when a FDA is performed.
Related to the results of this chapter, one paper has been presented in an international
congress and another one has been presented in the National Conference on Mechanical
Engineering.
Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Lugris U., Cuadrado J., (2012). Estimación de los
parámetros del modelo de contacto pie-suelo en la marcha humana. Proceedings of the
XIX National Conference on Mechanical Engineering, 1-8, Castelló de la Plana, Spain.
Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Lugris U., Cuadrado J., (2012). Two Approaches
to Estimate Foot-Ground Contact Model Parameters Using Optimizaton Techniques.
2nd Joint Int. Conference on Multibody System Dynamics (IMSD 2012), Book of
abstracts, 90–91, Stuttgart, Germany.

Chapter 7
In this chapter, the thesis conclusions are drawn and some extensions and future lines of
research are proposed.

Appendix A
This appendix contains the analytical expressions used to calculate the joint positions
and the segment unit vectors of the three-dimensional model from the captured marker
positions. This formulation is used in Chapter 4.

Appendix B
This appendix includes the methodology used to obtain analytical expression from a
discretw position signala. It contains the Bézier xurves formulation to define the
mathematical expression of the independent coordinates used in the two-dimensional
model. These equations are used, as explained in Chapter 5, to drive the motion in the
statistical study of the influence of input data uncertainities on the results of a human
gait IDA.
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Appendix C
The equations of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) in its continuous-time form are
reminded. This appendix also contains the expressions of the EKF using the matrix-R
multibody formulation. The EKF is used in Chapter 6 as a controller for the forward
dynamic analysis.

Finally, there are some publications and congress presentations made during the course
of the thesis that are not directly related to one chapter but are in line with the work
done:
Font-Llagunes J.M., Kövecses J., Pàmies-Vilà R., Barjau A., (2012). Dynamic analysis
of impact in swing-through crutch gait using impulsive and continuous contact models.
Multibody System Dynamics, Vol. 28 (3), 257–282.
Alonso J., Romero F., Pàmies-Vilà R., Lugris U., Font-Llagunes J.M., (2012). A
simple approach to estimate muscle forces and orthosis actuation in powered assisted
walking of spinal cord-injured subjects. Multibody System Dynamics, Vol. 28 (1–2),
109–124.
Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M., Lugris U., Cuadrado J., On the use of multibody
dynamics techniques for the inverse and forward dynamic analysis of human gait.
Congress on Numerical Methods in Engineering 2013, Bilbao, Spain (submitted)
Font-Llagunes J.M., Romero F., Lugrís U., Pàmies-Vilà R., Alonso F. J., Cuadrado J.,
Gait analysis of incomplete spinal cord injured subjects walking with an active orthosis
and crutches. Congress on Numerical Methods in Engineering 2013, Bilbao, Spain
(submitted)
Romero F., Pàmies-Vilà R., Lugrís U., Alonso F. J., Font-Llagunes J.M., Cuadrado J.
(2012). Design of an innovative gait-assistive active orthosis for incomplete spinal cord
injured subjects based on human motion analysis. II Reunión del Capítulo Nacional
Español de la Sociedad Europea de Biomecánica, Book of abstracts, 1, Sevilla, Spain
Font-Llagunes J.M., Pàmies-Vilà R., Alonso F.J., Cuadrado J., (2012). Dynamic
analysis of walking with a powered stance-control knee-ankle-foot orthosis.
Proceedings of the 18th Congress of the European Society of Biomechanics (ESB 2012),
Lisbon, Portugal.
Pàmies-Vilà R., Romero F., Lugrís U., Font-Llagunes J.M., Alonso F. J., Cuadrado J.
(2011). Application of multibody dynamics techniques to active orthosis design for gait
assistance, I Reunión del Capítulo Nacional Español de la Sociedad Europea de
Biomecánica, Book of abstracts, 40, Zaragoza, Spain.
Font-Llagunes J.M., Pàmies-Vilà R., Alonso F.J., Lugrís U., (2011). Simulation and
design of an active orthosis for an incomplete spinal cord injured subject. IUTAM
Symposium on Human Body Dynamics: From Multibody Systems to Biomechanics,
Procedia IUTAM, Vol. 2, 68–81. Waterloo, Canada.
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Alonso J., Romero F., Pàmies-Vilà R., Lugrís U., Font-Llagunes J.M., (2011). A
simple approach to estimate muscle forces and orthosis actuation in powered assisted
walking of spinal cord-injured subjects. Proceedings of the Euromech Colloquium 511,
1–16, Ponta Delgada, Portugal.
Alonso F.J., Galán-Marín G., Salgado D.R., Pàmies-Vilà R., Font-Llagunes J.M.,
(2010). Cálculo de esfuerzos musculares en la marcha humana mediante optimización
estática-fisiológica. Proceedings of the XVIII National Conference on Mechanical
Engineering, 1–9, Ciudad Real, Espanya.
Font-Llagunes J.M., Barjau A., Pàmies-Vilà R., Kövecses J., (2010). Two approaches
for the dynamic analysis of impact in biomechanical systems. Proceedings of the
Symposium on Brain, Body and Machine, Springer, ISBN 978-3-642-16258-9, 1–4,
Montreal, Canada.
Font-Llagunes J.M., Kövecses J., Pàmies-Vilà R., Barjau A., (2010). Comparison of
impulsive and compliant contact models for impact analysis in biomechanical
multibody systems. Proceedings of the 1st Joint International Conference on Multibody
System Dynamics, 1–10, Lappeenranta, Finland.
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Chapter 2

2 State of the Art
Kinematic and dynamic studies of human locomotion have been used in many fields
with a wide variety of objectives. The three most important areas are robotics, computer
animation and biomechanics. The goal of robotics research is related to control
techniques. The human gait is an unstable motion and the dynamic balance is a
challenging issue in the field of humanoid robotics. In the area of computer animation,
the purpose has usually been to simulate aesthetically motion for a human-like figure. In
this area, usually, kinematic studies rather than dynamic simulations have been carried
out. The aims addressed in the biomechanics field are varied: obtain human gait
patterns, study gait disorders, evaluate the neural control of gait, look for non
measurable variables, develop better lower limb prosthesis, improve sport performance,
etc.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the studies concerned with the
biomechanics field and specifically with dynamic simulation of human gait based on
multibody dynamics techniques. To cover the methodological tools that need to be
applied in this PhD thesis, this section is divided into five subsections: biomechanical
models, inverse dynamic analysis, forward dynamic analysis, motion reconstruction,
and foot-ground contact force models.
Multibody systems (MBS) can be defined as interconnected systems of bodies. These
connections are modelled by joints that constrain the relative motion of the bodies or via
force transmission elements, such as dampers or springs and actuators. Moreover, the
forces applied to the system can include contact forces, friction forces, impact forces,
joint constraint forces and gravitational forces [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994].
The human body consists of a set of bones linked by joints forming the skeleton and a
set of soft tissues (flesh, organs and muscles). If the bones are considered as rigid
segments, it is possible to assume that the body is divided into segments and the motion
between bones can be described by kinematic restrictions. With this assumption, the
classical mechanical concepts provide us with the possibility of estimating the dynamic
variables of the motion.
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One of the aims of the human motion dynamic analysis is to know the forces and
moments that the musculoskeletal system produces during a motion. Multibody
dynamics techniques can provide quantitative results for a three dimensional motion
using non-invasive devices and with minimal interference with the subject’s motion.
Depending on the purpose of the study, multibody dynamics techniques and a
musculoskeletal computational model can be employed in two different ways: inverse
and forward dynamics [Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007].
Inverse dynamics techniques are used to calculate the net joint reaction forces and
driver torques that the musculoskeletal system produces during human locomotion
using acquired kinematic and kinetic data and estimated body segment parameters
(BSP). Using this analysis, the resultant joint wrench can be obtained. However,
because of the existence of redundant muscles, there is no way to uniquely define the
individual contribution of each muscle. This indeterminacy is called the myoskeletal
indeterminacy problem [Hazte 2002, Anderson and Pandy 2003, Pandy 2003]. The
musculoskeletal system is redundantly actuated and the forces exerted by the different
muscles are currently calculated, from the net joint torques, using optimization
techniques [Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007]. Usually the objective function is
associated with physiological criteria and is related to the strategy that the central
nervous system follows to activate the muscles. The optimization problem is solved at
each time step of the motion and in the literature is usually referred to as static
optimization [Anderson and Pandy 2001b, Silva and Ambrósio 2002b]. The inverse
dynamic studies are suitable for recognizing normal and pathological gait patterns, for
determining muscle forces and/or studying how the central nervous system controls the
movement.
Forward dynamics techniques are used to predict the body movement from known
muscle forces (or resultant joint torques) using principles of neural or optimal control.
This approach can be adequate for investigating aspects of muscle function and
energetic cost, for simulating gait disorders or predicting the combined actuation of the
musculoskeletal system and assistive devices, such as exoskeletons or orthoses. This
approach needs a control strategy that manages the actuators and the resulting motion is
computed through integration of the equations of motion. In recent years, new methods
for efficient control of the musculoskeletal system with optimal control methods have
been presented [Ackermann and Van den Bogert 2010, Chung et al 2007, Ren et al.
2007, Thelen and Anderson 2006, Van den Bogert et al. 2011, Xiang et al 2009, Yang
et al. 2004]. A growing interest in motion prediction has appeared during the last years,
e.g., to anticipate the result of surgery, to help in the design of prosthetic/orthotic
devices, or to study human motion dynamics performing various tasks [Fregly et al.
2007, Kim et al. 2006, Monnier 2006]. To this end, the motion parameters can be
considered as design variables of an optimization problem. In this context, the
determination of the joint efforts for a given motion (inverse dynamic analysis) is a
required step for the subsequent evaluation of cost functions and constraints.
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2.1 Biomechanical Models for Gait Analysis
The characterization of the human body depends on the intended use of the model. The
number of segments, the type of joints, the number of muscles, etc., are decisions that
researchers have to make according to the purpose of their study.
The simplest model used to study human gait is the inverted pendulum [Buczek et al.
2006, Hemami and Golliday 1977, Kagawa and Uno, 2010, Kajita et al. 2003], which is
a useful first approach to study the efficient transfer of kinetic and potential energy that
takes place when a subject walks (Figure 2.1 (a)). Another simple model is the passive
walker, a mechanism vaguely resembling human lower body, that can walk stably down
a slight slope without external energy input or control (Figure 2.1 (b) and (c)). The
pioneering passive dynamic walking work is published by McGeer (1990). Other
models based on the same principle mechanisms are used to study highly efficient gaits
in bipedal walking exploring the natural dynamics of two-legged machines [Collins et
al. 2001, Font-Llagunes and Kövecses 2009, Garcia et al. 1998, Kuo 1999, Tedrake et
al. 2004]. Both two-dimensional motion and three-dimensional motion studies are
present in the literature. However, these simple models do not provide a realistic
representation of the human anatomy.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1 Simple models of human gait. (a) Inverted pendulum model [Kagawa and Uno, 2010].
(b) 2D passive walking [Garcia et al., 1998]. (c) Cornell 3D passive biped with arms [Collins, 2001].

Focusing on the models that realistically represent the body anatomy, two groups can be
distinguished: the partial models [Gilchrist and Winter 1996, Maurel and Thalmann
1999, Pandy and Berme 1988a, Shelburne and Pandy 1997, Tumer and Engin 1993] and
the whole-body models [Hatze 1984, Laananen et al. 1983, Pandy and Berme 1988c,
Reich et al. 1999, Silva and Ambrósio 2002b]. The former describe anatomical joints
with precise geometry and consider their physiological function. They usually use finite
element methods [Dinis et al. 1999, Miller and Chinzei 1997, Prasad 1984, Saha et al.
1993, Wismans et al. 1994]. Conversely, the aim of whole-body models is to describe
the global anatomy and the general motion characteristics.
Multibody dynamics techniques are used in these studies to analyse macroscopic
motions, their interactions with the environment and kinematic relations among the
elements [Amirouche et al. 1990, Anderson and Pandy 2001b, Hatze 1984, Morecki et
al. 1984, Rasmussen et al. 2002, Reich et al. 1999, Silva and Ambrósio 2002a,
Wismans 1996]. Some studies take advantage of the two levels and use a combination
of both to obtain a more detailed analysis, although the computational cost of simulation
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is obviously increased [Eberhard et al. 1999, Maurel and Thalmann 1999, Piazza and
Delp 2001, Ribeiro et al. 2012]. An example of the combination of these two levels is
the work presented by Ribeiro et al. (2012) where in order to represent the complexity
of the knee joint, an accurate modelling of the condyle contact is used (Figure 2.2) and
is included in a full model of the human gait using multibody methodologies.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.2 Articular condyle model [Ribeiro et al. 2012]. (a) Points located used to define the femur
condyle ellipses (b) knee model with two contact points defined on the tibial plateau.

The biomechanical model used in this thesis corresponds to the second group, it is a
whole-body model aimed at describing the gait motion. Therefore, this literature review
is focused on the models that represent the human body as a multibody system in which
the anatomical segments are the bodies of the chain, the human articulations are
modelled as mechanical joints and the muscles are the actuators that cause the motion.
In all these studies, it is usual to assume that the bones are infinitely rigid, and the
articulations are assumed to be ideal joints.
The level of detail of the models used when multibody techniques are applied also
depends on the nature of the investigation and its goals [Eng and Winter 1994]. Models
may include only the skeletal system [Fregly et al. 2007, Silva and Ambrósio 2004,
Srinivasan et al. 2008] while other studies add the musculotendon actuation to this
skeletal base [Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007, Rodrigo et al. 2008, Van den Bogert et
al. 2011]. In more detailed models, the muscular excitation-contraction coupling is
included in the simulation, and even the behaviour of the motor neurons can be
modelled [Kaplan 2000, Lee and Terzopoulos 2006, Nakamura et al. 2006, Seth et al.
2011, Winters 1995, Yamaguchi 2001, Zajac 1989].
Whole-body models used to analyse the human motion can be classified into those that
consider the upper body as a single segment and those that include the upper limbs and
head. The former assemble the head, arms and trunk (HAT) in a single body. This is the
case of the model presented by Delp et al. (1990), a three-dimensional model with 43
muscles used to study musculoskeletal disorders and to analyse the effect of muscle
strength in the wear of the joints. Hicks et al. (2007) use the same skeletal model (same
joints and same degrees of freedom, DOF) but actuated by 92 muscles. This more
detailed musculoskeletal model is used to simulate tibial torsion deformities and to
determine the effect of these deformities on the capacity of lower limb muscles to
extend the hip and the knee.
A similar HAT model is presented by Anderson and Pandy (1999) (Figure 2.3). A 23DOF model formed by 10 anatomical segments and 54 muscles is used in several
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studies to analyze different human motions [Anderson and Pandy 2001a, Arnold et al.
2005]. The same musculoskeletal model is also used by Reinbolt et al. (2008) to study a
particular “disease” the stiff knee gait, characterized by a decreased knee flexion and a
delay of the leg during the swing phase. Ackermann and Schiehlen (2006) propose a 27DOF HAT model defining all the joints as spherical joints to study human gait disorders
and how these disorders modify the metabolical cost estimation.

Figure 2.3 HAT human model [Anderson and Pandy, 1999].

Silva and Ambrósio’s group has developed several models since 1996 considering as
individual segments the head, trunk and arms (without using the HAT simplification).
They often use natural coordinates and Lagrange equations to obtain the equations of
motion. In [Silva et al. 1997], a model with 12 anatomical segments and 29 DOF is
used. In this study, the feet modelling is not needed since authors consider that feet are
not relevant to study the passive motion of the occupants during a vehicle crash. In a
later work, Silva and Ambrósio (2004) extend the model to 33 rigid bodies which define
16 anatomical segments and 44 DOF. It should be noted that in this model the main
human members are modelled with two coincident segments. This is to represent the
rotation of the member with respect to its axis, or what is the same, it is done with the
aim of approaching the rigid body rotation along a segment instead of about an
articulate point (Figure 2.4).
The same model is used by Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy (2007) to analyse the problem
of muscle activation using optimization techniques. The same group has presented a 16segment model with 43 DOF [Rodrigo et al. 2007]. It is used to study muscle activity
by means of optimization tools. The aim of the study is to identify cost functions
describing the neural behaviour during human locomotion.
Besides the number of body segments and the type of joints, a set of anthropometric
parameters (or body segment parameters, BSP) is needed to define the model. The first
studies use corpses to determine the physical characteristics of the segments [de Leva
1993, 1996]. This explains why the median age of the subjects is higher and the study
samples are few (no more than 13). This fact can produce some errors in the estimation
of the anthropometry of the real subjects because some of the BSP change with age
[Jensen 1986, 1993, Jensen and Fletcher 1994]. The median age on Dempster’s study
[Dempster 1955] is 68,5 years old, and in Clauser’s work [Clauser et al. 1969] 49,3
years old. Further studies use gamma rays to estimate these parameters in living people
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[Zatsiorsky 1990a, Zatsiorsky et al. 1990b, Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov 1985] and the
error is highly reduced.

Figure 2.4 Human model [Silva and Ambrósio 2004].

Using the recorded data and statistical techniques, some anthropometric tables are
provided in the literature. Zatsiorsky studies the use of bony landmarks as reference
points for locating the centre of mass of the segments. Some of these landmarks are
noticeably distant from the joint centres currently used by most researchers as reference
points. Therefore, de Leva creates a new collection of parameters adapting and adjusting
the Zatsiorsky’s parameters defined as a function of the anatomical joints [de Leva
1996]. Similarly, Dumas et al. (2007b) readjusted McConville et al. (1980) and Young
et al. (1983) parameters obtaining scale factors for men and women. In his popular
book, Winter (1990) also presents anthropometric tables commonly used by researchers.
There are also particular cases (children, athletes, etc.) that require the use of digital
images to estimate the segments’ volume and their centroids [Davidson et al. 2008].
Similarly, Lee et al. (2009) describe an in vivo method that measures the parameters of
the segments of the body via magnetic resonance imaging.
One of the studies with more samples is [Nikolova 2007]. It presents the anthropometric
data of 5290 Bulgarian people from 30 to 40 years-old. This work determines the mass,
the centre of mass and the inertia tensor about the centre of mass of 16 anatomic
segments for male and female.
2.2 Inverse Dynamic Analysis
The objectives of the IDA are the calculation of the joint reaction forces, muscle forces
and/or their resultant torque about the joints, that correspond to a measured human body
motion. The pioneers of the estimation of forces and torques at lower limb joints are
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Bernstein (1935), Elftman (1938, 1939), Bresler and Frankel (1950) and Blount (1956).
All these studies determine forces and torques using the dynamic equations of each free
body model and rudimentary techniques to obtain kinematic information (sequential
photography techniques) and to measure ground reaction forces (e.g., a basograph or a
device based on calibrated springs (Figure 2.5)).
In IDA a large set of input data is needed. These input data consist of the inertial
properties of each segment, the kinematic information of the captured motion
(trajectories of anatomical points) and the measurement of the applied external forces.
All this information is measured experimentally or estimated via anthropometric tables
and is prone to errors and uncertainties [de Leva 1996, Silva and Ambrósio 2004,
Winter 1990].

Figure 2.5 Illustration of a device capable of measuring the ground reaction in three directions
[Elftman, 1938].

The results of the inverse dynamics problem are sensible to the uncertainties present in
the input data. Different sources of errors in gait analysis are described in [Hazte, 2002].
Literature contains diverse studies that analyse the influence of BSP errors on the IDA
results [Liu and Nigg 2000, Pearsall and Costigan 1999, Rao et al. 2006, Riemer et al.
2008, Davis et al. 1994, Silva and Ambrósio, 2004, Wu and Ladin 1993, Pearsall and
Costigan 1999] and the effect of using different filter techniques to reduce the noise of
the motion capture process [Winter et al. 1974, Gordon et al. 2003, Vaughan 1982,
Cerveri et al. 2003, Senesch and Wolf 2009, Alonso et al. 2005, Cahouët et al. 2002].
There are different algorithms to obtain a new data set that guarantees kinematic
consistency with the biomechanical model which can also introduce uncertainties in the
analysis [Alonso et al. 2010, Celigüeta 1996, Silva and Ambrósio 2002a].
Some researchers have investigated the importance of having accurate kinematic
measurements in gait analysis. Kadaba et al. (1989) compare the repeatability of gait
analysis within the same day as well as in a day-to-day scenario. They have found that
sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics are very consistent but, out of this plane, they are
less repeatable for the day-to-day case and attribute this fact to errors in marker
placement. In another study, Ramacrishnan et al. (1991) performed a sensitivity analysis
of the joint centre position and its rotation axis orientation. Perturbing this position 10
or 20 mm, and the axis orientation ±15°, they found a variation up to a 114 % in
magnitude of the ankle abduction moment.
Generally, in a gait analysis laboratory, foot-ground contact forces are also measured by
means of force plates. If the kinematic information of the whole-body is known and the
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results from two force plates are used as inputs of the IDA (employing one plate for
each foot-ground contact), the biomechanical system is overdetermined because
kinematic and force measurements outnumber the unknown torques [Cappozzo et al.
1975, Dumas et al. 2007a, Forner-Cordero et al. 2006, McCaw and DeVita 1995]. Some
studies avoid this overdeterminacy by adding residual forces and torques or discarding
the acceleration measurements of some segments and working with non-consistent data
[Kuo 1998]. Other studies propose to use optimization techniques to minimize the
residuals modifying the BSP [Vaughan et al. 1982], the joint trajectories [Chao and Rim
1973] or the joint accelerations [Cahouët et al. 2002, Remy and Thelen 2009]. All these
studies assume that the residual torques are small, and this assumption highly depends
on the accuracy of the force plate data.
2.3 Forward Dynamic Analysis
Forward dynamic analysis (FDA), in contrast with inverse dynamics, determines how a
mechanical system will move due to the effect of external and internal forces without
the need of experimentation, i.e., it is a predictive method. Using as input data dynamic
information (BSP, forces, torques, etc.) the simulation predicts the motion of the body.
In a FDA, the differential equations of motion are integrated in time in order to predict
how a human would move. This technique is used to investigate the causal relationship
between muscle forces and the motion generated during locomotion.
Most works on human gait analysis have focused on inverse dynamics studies.
However, in the last years, the biomechanics community is attempting to go one step
further: the prediction of the gait motion of real subjects under virtual conditions
[Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006, Anderson and Pandy 2001b, Millard et al. 2008]. The
most challenging aspect of FDA is the characterization and implementation of the
control rules used to drive the model. An appropriate control to generate a forward
dynamic simulation consistent with the locomotor task has not been clarified yet.
Usually, the FDA takes into account the muscle forces responsible of the motion. The
methods most frequently used to predict the human gait are the dynamic optimization
and the optimal control approach. In the dynamic optimization methodologies, the
muscle force histories can be expressed in terms of parameters that are used as design
variables of the optimization algorithm [Anderson and Pandy 2001a]. The main trouble
of the dynamic optimizations is that the computational cost increases considerably due
to the integration of the equations of human motion. Anderson and Pandy (2001a),
reported more than 10000 hours of calculation in a computer with 32 processors to
achieve a solution using a three-dimensional model. The optimal control approach uses
controllers to preserve the stability of the walker model via closed-loop control
algorithm which follows, for example, a gait pattern [Wojtyra 2003] or with a balance
controller to dynamically maintain the stability of the model [Peasgood et al. 2007].
Usually, FDA works only simulate a single step, keeping the foot fixed to the ground,
(avoiding modelling the foot motion) and without the control approach to guarantee
stability. Moreover, the few multi-step forward-dynamic studies present in the literature
use a relatively fixed gait pattern [Peasgood et al. 2007, Taga 1995]. Some researchers
have used this technique in gait analysis employing constraint equations to restrict the
motion and using a trial and error process to obtain the necessary torques to guide the
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motion [Amirouche et al. 1990, Pandy and Berme 1989, Yamaguchi et al. 1992]. Other
studies use the inverse dynamics results obtained in the laboratory to guide the motion
[Bandera et al. 1990, Onyshko and Winter 1980, Ren et al. 2007].
One of the first studies of human locomotion where FDA is used is presented by Chow
and Jacobson (1971, 1972). The 2D model used is composed of 7 segments and its
mobility is constrained to 2 DOF. Despite the simplifications, the results are in
agreement with the ground reaction forces obtained experimentally by other authors.
Hazte (1977) uses the Hill muscle model [Hill 1938] to define five muscular groups and
determines, by means of optimization techniques, the optimal muscle coordination
strategies for moving the leg to hit a specified target. In later studies, this author spreads
the model throughout the body. Hatze (1980) analyzes the dynamic behaviour of all
segments and then optimizes the muscle control through the stimulation of motor units.
The same approach is used to study long jumps [Hazte 1981]. Similar works are
presented by Hemami and Stokes (1983) using very simple models for gait simulation
[Hurmuzlu and Moskowitz 1987a, 1987b].
Meglan (1991) presents a global approach to the FDA of human motion including a
foot-ground contact model which is integrated in a full body 3D model composed by 13
segments with 34 DOF. Passive elements are placed at the joints to stabilize the motion
and the model is actuated by dynamic data obtained via IDA.
Recently, Millard (2011) has presented a stance limb controller that uses a planar
asymmetric spring loaded inverted pendulum (ASLIP) to compute a reference trajectory
for a planar anthropomorphic multibody model (Figure 2.6). This work shows that the
model reproduces the centre-of-mass kinematics and the ground reaction force profiles
as in real human walking. According to this study, the quality of the FDA solution is
closely related to the reliability of the model, to the control system used and to the
definition that is used to measure how human-like a particular gait is. All this issues are
active areas of research and still have many questions to solve.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6 Planar anthropomorphic model [Millard, 2011] (a) ASLIP model (b) Multibody model.

Humans have a remarkable ability to control their motions, which involve the
cooperation of the nervous and the musculoskeletal systems. In biomechanics, and
explicitly in FDA, one of the most important problems is to emulate how the brain
works in order to control the body motion. Physically, the central nervous system sends
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an electrical signal that stimulates the muscle, which at the same time produces the
force that actuates the skeleton. Meanwhile, the brain collects and processes information
from the senses allowing the central nervous system to adapt for the next muscle
stimulation. How exactly this process works is an unknown and one of the biggest
challenges in FDA is finding the optimal control strategy. The main problem is that the
motor actions are the result of the neuro-muscular actuation and, hence, they are
unknown.
Two different approaches are presented in order to predict how a human will move: to
replicate the neuro-muscular system via an intelligent algorithm [Murai et al. 2008], and
to state an optimization problem (so as to find the most likely motion) according to
some objective functions such as minimizing weighted normalized torques, minimum
metabolic energy cost, weighted joint accelerations, minimum muscle activation or
minimum energy consumption [Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006, Anderson and Pandy
2001a, Ayoub et al. 1998, Fang and Pollard 2003, Kim et al. 2006, Marshall et al. 1989,
Millard et al. 2009, Peasgood 2002, Rostami and Bossonnet 2001]. Nevertheless, not
always a human-like solution is found. Up to now, the multibody community has
chosen the second approach, surely as it is closer to their experience in mechanical
fields. In this thesis, this is the approach that will be used.
The results present in the literature show that they are subjected to the optimization cost
functions used, the convergence of the method, the accuracy of the initial guess, etc. If
simple optimization approaches are used to predict the motion, the process can tend to
local minima and then, the solution does not provide human-like motions [Ackerman
and Schielen 2006, Anderson and Pandy 2001a, Bhushan and Shadmehr 1999]. If a
control system is used to balance the biped, the control system can manipulate the
behaviour of the system and can introduce relevant changes in the gait [Millard et al.
2008]. Moreover, in all optimization processes, the solutions found are strongly
influenced by the definition used to measure how human-like a particular gait is.
2.4 Motion Reconstruction and Data Filtering
Input data used in the IDA are obtained from opto-electronic systems which capture the
position of a set of markers attached to the body of the subject. These data contain
errors introduced by the system itself, due to the marker’s motion with respect to the
skeletal system and also due to the movement of the soft tissue.
The capture system introduces errors in data as high frequency low amplitude noise.
This noise is amplified when the raw displacement signals are differentiated (to obtain
velocity and acceleration data) reaching unacceptable limits. Moreover, since the
markers are placed on the skin of the subject, they move with respect to the underlying
bones that they are intended to represent. There is a relative motion between the marker
and the skeleton. This movement produces a kinematic inconsistence between the
measurements and the actual motion of the skeleton and is one of the most critical
sources of error in the analysis of human motion [Silva and Ambrósio 2002a]. This
error cannot be removed using traditional filtering techniques, as its frequency content
is close to the frequency of skeletal movement [Lu et al. 1999]. Finally, the effect of the
soft tissue masses has to be considered. The human anatomical segments are formed by
high rigidity elements (bones) and by soft tissues (muscles, ligaments, organs, adipose
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tissue, skin and viscera). Usually, in biomechanical studies, these segments are
represented as rigid bodies. This assumption can lead to errors, especially when impacts
occur, due to the relative motion of the soft tissue mass over the skeleton [Gruber 1991,
Andrews and Dowling 1993, Lafortune 1996, Neptune et al. 2000].

Filtering of high frequency error
The problem of differentiation of raw kinematic data has been extensively studied
[Alonso 2005]. The high frequency noise in the position signal introduced by the
motion capture system is highly amplified when obtaining velocity and acceleration
data. Digital filters such as Butterworth filters, splines, polynomial function adjustments
and spectral analysis filters are some of the techniques used to solve these problems.
Some studies show that the methods based on splines are more robust to different
signal-noise combinations [Fazel-Rezi and Shedyck 1998, Walker 1998]. However,
these methods may not be suitable for non-stationary signals such as those that exist in
the impact phase of the heel to the ground during running [Giakas et al. 2000,
Georgiakis et al. 2002a]. More effective filters for this purpose include the discrete
wavelet transform [Adham and Shibab 1999] and the Wigner function [Giakas et al.
2000, Georgiakis et al. 2002a, 2002b]. However, automating these methods is more
complex than using the traditional ones.
In addition, Alonso (2005) has proved that the use of the singular spectrum analysis
(SSA) presents better results and has proposed some methodologies to automate the
process. This technique decomposes the original signal into the sum of a small number
of independent and interpretable components that are used to reconstruct the signal
(losing the least information possible). This is the method used in this thesis.
Correction of the skin motion
In a biomechanical laboratory, usually, markers are attached to the skin of the subjects
and, therefore, they can move with respect to the skeleton. Consequently, the position
signal contains a noise that has a similar frequency response as the motion itself. This
type of error has been widely studied [Chèze 2000, Alexander and Andriacchi 2001,
Manal et al. 2002, Silva and Ambrósio 2002a].
Techniques used to minimize the effects of this error can be divided into three groups:
Some techniques model and simulate the viscoelastic behaviour of skin and model its
relative motion with respect to the skeletal system. Other methods correct the position
signals in order to impose that each segment satisfies kinematic constraints [Chèze et al.
1995]. Finally, invasive techniques place subcutaneous markers and techniques based
on X-rays directly acquire the position of a set of skeletal points [Leardini et al. 2005].
It must be said, however, that this last technique has not yet provided a reliable
estimation of the kinematics of the body segments [Leardini et al. 2005].
Soft tissue artifact effect
Being aware that the human body is not a mechanical system of rigid bodies, several
authors have proposed different models of soft tissue artifacts. Soft tissue masses are
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represented as punctual masses or rigid bodies linked to the multibody system by
viscoelastic elements. These studies are still at an early stage of development and have
some limitations [Hatze 2002]. The motion obtained for the masses is not very realistic,
some studies do not always take into account the filtering errors and sometimes there
are problems of kinematic inconsistency in the acquired data. In gait analysis, since the
speed of movements made during human walking is low, the effect of soft tissue masses
is small, and thus it can be neglected [Alonso 2005].
To conclude this section, note that literature reveals the importance of using some filters
in order to compute properly the inverse dynamic analysis. In this thesis, the algorithm
used to reduce high frequency noise contained in the measurements capture system is
the SSA filter [Alonso 2005]. An automatic algorithm based on this filter is available
and it is much simpler than other automatic filters, having only two parameters to be
chosen: the size of the window and the set of components that will carry out the
reconstruction. Furthermore, the data collected in the laboratory at 100 Hz cannot be
enough in some cases (as will see in Chapter 6) and, consequently, a smoother
interpolation is required, in this thesis smoothing spline techniques are used. We also
use a method to ensure the consistency of kinematics measurements [Alonso et al.
2010]. However, since the study is focused on human walking motion, which involves
relatively low velocities and accelerations, the effects of soft-tissue masses are not taken
into account, as is justified in the literature.
2.5

Foot-Ground Contact Models

The interest for a correct model of the foot-ground interaction has increased during the
last two decades. Initial studies in biomechanics do not use a realistic model of the foot;
they keep it as a rigid body regardless of its actual multi-segment structure [Gull et al.
1998]. This assumption may be valid in an inverse dynamic analysis but cannot be
applied in a forward dynamic study where an accurate modelization of the foot-ground
interaction is necessary in order to obtain a realistic simulation of the motion.
The first biomechanical models assume that the ankle joint is fixed to the ground,
neglecting the foot segment [Amirouche et al. 1990, Mochon and McMahon 1980,
Siegler et al. 1982, Towsend and Seireg 1972]. Other studies consider that the foot
segment is fixed to the ground during the support phase [Chou et al. 1995, Hemami et
al. 1982, Onyshko and Winter 1980, Pandy and Berme 1988b, Yamaguchi and Zajac
1990]. The first model where second order curves are used to model the foot is
presented by Ju and Mansour (1988) in a 2D simulation.
The first to use an explicit formulation for the foot-ground contact forces without
imposing kinematic restrictions into the motion is Meglan (1991). His work contains
three passive spheres and the contact is formulated using a visco-elastic model. The
mechanical properties of these passive elements are taken from a previous experimental
study [Valiant 1984].
Visco-elastic elements are also used by Gilchrist and Winter (1996). Their model
consists of two segments (using revolute joints between phalanges and metatarsial
segments). The values of stiffness and damping parameters are determined by trial and
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error testing. The dynamics simulations using this model reproduce adequately the
kinematics and dynamics of the movement, but the results are very sensitive to the
values assumed as stiffness and damping. Similarly, Güller and Berme (1998) also use a
visco-elastic sphere to represent the sole of the foot and Barbosa et al. (2005) use
ellipsoids and an explicit force model to calculate the foot-ground force (which depends
on the penetration of the ellipsoid and the stiffness and damping parameters of the
materials in contact).
Cylinder elements are used in [Kecskeméthy 2011]. The model involves a two-segment
representation of the foot with two cylinder-plane contact elements for the forefoot and
the heel contact respectively (Figure 2.7 (a)). This model has the advantage of being
capable of predicting the foot contact forces and a stable one-foot stance with only few
contact elements and obtaining a good agreement with measurements. However, there
are few tests published in the literature using this model, more experimental trials are
needed to corroborate the model.
Another approach is presented by McPhee’s group (Figure 2.7 (b)). They have
developed a 9-DOF model consisting of seven rigid segments linked by revolute joints
[Peasgood et al. 2007]. It is a two dimensional model and it is used in both inverse and
forward dynamic analysis. The foot is modeled as a single segment with one contact
point and when the model detects heel collision, it simulates a vertical force using a
nonlinear spring-damper. The horizontal force is modelled using the Coulomb’s dry
friction model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7 Foot-ground contact models. (a) Cylinder-plane foot contact model [Kecskeméthy 2011].
(b) Planar foot contact model [Millard, 2011].

The same research group introduces another foot-ground contact model in the
multibody biomechanical system, developed by Peasgood and Kubica (2007). In this
case, the foot-ground contact force is calculated using two contact points, a point
located at the heel and another placed at the metatarsal joint. The normal forces are
represented using the Hunt-Crossley model [Hunt and Crossley 1975] and the tangential
force is modelled using Coulomb’s law of friction. However, the obtained foot-ground
contact forces are taken from the published literature for a normal gait. Although the
proposed model is computationally efficient, it does not reproduce the motion of a
healthy person. So, they have proposed a modification of this model using 2, 3 or 4
spheres. The results using 4 spheres are similar to the experimental ones
Silva's research group has proposed a model where the foot is divided in two segments
(plantar surface and toes) with a joint between the metatarsals and phalanges [Moreira
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et al. 2009]. The interaction between the foot and the ground is modelled with 9 spheres
(6 under the plantar surface and 3 under the toes), located along the midline of the foot.
The model evaluates the position of the centre of pressure of the contact force, and
calculates the contact force according to this position, the geometry properties, and the
materials of the bodies in contact. The normal force is modelled using the HuntCrossley model [Hunt and Crossly 1975] and the friction force is modelled using the
Coulomb’s force model and a viscous component proportional to the horizontal
tangential velocity of the contact point. Although the trend of the contact force is close
to the published experimental results, there is not a comparison between the results
found with this model and experimental data using force plates.
Recently, Flores et al. (2011) have presented a new continuous contact force model for
soft materials that can be used for contact problems involving materials with low or
moderate values of coefficient of restitution and, therefore, accommodating a high
amount of energy dissipation. Although there are no foot-ground models using this
contact formulation, it is expected that it can be of great importance for studying the
foot-ground interaction in the biomechanics field.
From this literature review, it can be concluded that the published foot-ground contact
models are still at an early stage. The forward dynamic problem and the interaction
between the subject’s body and the environment are not well resolved yet. Most studies
use planar foot-ground contact models and rarely validate the results using real captures.
Therefore, the use of 3D models together with real data can contribute to obtain more
realistic simulations.

Chapter 3

3 Dynamic Modelling of the Human Body
In order to analyse human gait, a simplified model of the human body is needed.
Biomechanical models are mechanical systems that resemble the physical structure of
the human body and are suitable to study the dynamics of motion In this thesis, the
anatomical segments are modelled as rigid bodies and the human joints correspond to
kinematic pairs that connect the segments.
Moreover, to model the human body, a set of parameters that contain geometrical and
inertial information of each segment is required. The inertial parameters define the mass
and the inertia tensor of each segment and the geometric parameters contain the
information necessary to describe the shape and volume used to represent the segment
(length, width, height and radius).
Finally, to describe the multibody system, a set of coordinates is required to define the
system configuration (position and orientation at each instant of time). In this thesis, the
multibody system configuration is defined using mixed (natural plus angular)
coordinates.
3.1 Biomechanical Models
The human body is modelled as a multibody system formed by rigid bodies, an
approach which has been widely used to analyse human gait [Ackermann and Schiehlen
2006, Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007, Ambrósio and Silva 1999, Dumas et al.
2007a]. The modelling of the human body by means of rigid bodies is a reasonable
assumption if the motion involves big movements without strong impacts as in human
locomotion [Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006]. The influence of soft tissue mass in the
dynamics is only significant in situations with high jerk [Alonso 2005] that do not occur
in gait.
To study the spatial human motion, a three-dimensional model of the human body is
needed. However, many studies of human gait use a planar model to analyse both
normal and pathological gait, taking advantage of the simplicity of computing a twodimensional model. In this thesis, both 3D and 2D models are used. Although the 3D
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model is necessary to accomplish the final objective of the research project mentioned
in the introduction, the 2D model is a useful tool for understanding the mechanism of
gait, reducing the complexity of the problem and decreasing the computational time.
These two models are described below. The biomechanical model definition includes
the topology used to represent the human body, the values of the anthropometric
parameters and the process used to obtain the kinematic information related to the joints
motion and the orientation of the anatomical segments.
3.1.1

Three-Dimensional Model

Topology of the Model
The 3D model consists of eighteen anatomical segments (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1): two
hindfeet, two forefeet, two shanks, two thighs, pelvis, torso, neck, head, two arms, two
forearms and two hands. The segments are linked by ideal spherical joints defining a 57
degree of freedom (DOF) model.
4
3
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2
6

9

7

1
11

12
13
14

10
15

16
17
18

Figure 3.1 3D biomechanical model of the human body.

In contrast with the 3D models proposed by other authors [Ackermann and Schiehlen
2006, Anderson and Pandy 1999, 2001a, Arnold et al. 2005, 2007a, 2007b, Delp et al.
1990, Hicks et al. 2007, Reinbolt et al. 2008], who use the HAT simplification, the
model used in this work cannot neglect head, arms and trunk motions. The main reason
is that the upper body is expected to play a significant role in the gait of subjects with
incomplete spinal cord injuries, who are the final target of the project.
The contact surfaces of a real human joint cannot be easily described. They have
complex shapes and, moreover, the contact point between adjacent segments may
change along motion. This implies the appearance of slight relative translations between
segments. However, for large motions, like the ones present during gait, the body joints
can be modelled as ideal joints that avoid relative translations and feature a fixed centre
of rotation [Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006]. In this work, all the joints are modelled as
spherical joints, that is, between two adjacent segments three rotations are allowed and
translations are constrained (therefore, each joint restricts 3 DOF).
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Nbr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Name
Pelvis
Torso
Neck
Head
Right arm
Right forearm
Right hand
Left arm
Left forearm
Left hand
Right thigh
Right shank
Right hindfoot
Right forefoot
Left thigh
Left shank
Left hindfoot
Left forefoot

Acronym
P
T
N
H
RA
RFA
RH
LA
LFA
LH
RT
RS
RHF
RFF
LT
LS
LHF
LFF
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Description
From the first lumbar vertebra to the pelvic bone
From the first to the twelfth thoracic vertebra
From the first to the seventh cervical vertebra
Cranium, upper and lower jaws
From right shoulder to right elbow
From right elbow to right wrist
From right wrist to right finger tips
From left shoulder to left elbow
From left elbow to left wrist
From left wrist to left finger tips
From right hip to right knee
From right knee to right ankle
From right ankle to right metatarsals
From right metatarsals to right toe
From left hip to left knee
From left knee to left ankle
From left ankle to left metatarsals
From left metatarsals to left toe

Table 3.1 Description of the model anatomical segments.

Anthropometric Measurements
In order to estimate the joint positions and the body segment parameters, some
anthropometric measurements have to be taken. The inertial properties of the segments
are extracted, for lower limbs, from a reduced set of measurements taken on the subject
and by scaling published data according to his or her mass and height [Vaughan 1992].
For the upper body, Silva and Ambrósio (2002a) recommendations are followed using
anthropometric parameters from [Laananen et al. 1983, Winter 1990].
The subject selected to perform the experiments is a healthy adult male, 34 years old,
mass 85 kg and height 1,82 m. Since this subject possesses a similar stature and total
body weight to the ones of the population considered in [Silva and Ambrósio 2002a]
and [Vaughan 1992], the errors in the estimation of body segment parameters are
expected to be low.
There are 20 measurements of the subject’s lower extremities that need to be taken
[Vaughan 1982]. They are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Finally, Table 3.2 shows the data for
the selected subject.
The biomechanical model is a parametric model since its geometric and inertial
properties depend on some measurements taken on the subject (the 20 measurements
shown in Table 3.2 plus the total height of the analysed subject). The scaling factors to
obtain the segments’ anthropometric data are implemented on the general multibody
program according to the equations presented in [Laananen et al. 1983, Winter 1990].
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ASIS breadth
Thigh
length
Midthigh
circumference
Calf
length

Knee diameter
Calf
circumference

Malleolus
width
Foot breadth

Malleolus
height

Foot length
Figure 3.2 Anthropometric measurements of the lower extremities. Adapted from Vaughan [1992].

Symbol
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20

Anthropometric Measurement
Total body mass
Anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) breadth
Right thigh length
Left thigh length
Right mid-thigh circumference
Left mid-thigh circumference
Right calf length
Left calf length
Right calf circumference
Left calf circumference
Right knee diameter
Left knee diameter
Right foot length
Left foot length
Right malleolus height
Left malleolus height
Right malleolus diameter
Left malleolus diameter
Right foot breadth
Left foot breadth

Value
85,00 kg
0,290 m
0,405 m
0,405 m
0,490 m
0,490 m
0,410 m
0,410 m
0,375 m
0,375 m
0,099 m
0,099 m
0,275 m
0,275 m
0,087 m
0,087 m
0,073 m
0,073 m
0,091 m
0,091 m

Table 3.2 Anthropometric measurements of the subject.

3.1.2

Two-Dimensional Model

Topology of the Model
The second model used in this thesis is a simplified two-dimensional biomechanical
model with 16 DOF. It consists of fourteen rigid bodies (Figure 3.3) linked with
revolute joints, and it is constrained to move in the sagittal plane. Each foot is defined
by means of two segments (as in the 3D model). In this second model, the pelvis and the
torso are considered a single segment. The neck and head and the forearm and hand are
also modelled as single bodies. The anthropometric information for this 2D model is
extracted from the original three-dimensional model as will be seen in Section 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 2D biomechanical model of the human body.

3.2 Motion Reconstruction
The kinematic information of the motion is obtained from the trajectories of a set of 37
markers attached to the human body. The position of each marker on the human body
follows the marker set definition proposed by Vaughan (1992) for the lower limbs, and
is based on Nigg and Herzog’s (1995) configuration for the upper body (Figure 3.4 and
Table 3.3).

Figure 3.4 3D view of the human skeleton with the set of 37 markers used.
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The markers positions are used to determine the orientation of each rigid body and to
define the position of the 17 anatomical joints (Figure 3.5 (b)). The horizontal global
axis X points to the direction of motion, the Z axis is perpendicular to the floor and
pointing upwards, and the Y axis is defined so that X, Y, Z is a positive defined
orthonormal basis.
The configuration of a body segment is defined through the position of one of its points
and its orientation with respect to the ground frame. For all segments, the chosen point
will be the proximal joint. In order to compute the orientation, local bases X, Y, ZS
will be defined for all segments (Figure 3.5 (c)). Unit vectors u S , v S , w S are used to
define the axes of the local bases. Note that in the reference posture, the orientation of
each local basis matches the one of the absolute basis X, Y, Z (Figure 3.5 (d)).
Symbol

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7

Placement
Right metatarsal head V
Right calcaneus
Right lateral malleolus
Right tibial tuberosity
Right lateral femoral epicondyle
Right femoral greater trochanter
Right ASIS

M 15

Sacrum

M 16
M 17
M 18
M 19
M 20
M 21
M 22

Symbol

M8
M9
M 10
M 11
M 12
M 13
M 14

Placement
Left metatarsal head V
Left calcaneus
Left lateral malleolus
Left tibial tuberosity
Left lateral femoral epicondyle
Left femoral greater trochanter
Left ASIS

Right acromion in the shoulder girdle
Right deltoid tuberosity
Right lateral humeral epicondyle
Middle of right forearm
Right radial styloid in the wrist
Right metacarpal head V
Right metacarpal head II

M 23
M 24
M 25
M 26
M 27
M 28
M 29

Left acromion in the shoulder girdle
Left deltoid tuberosity
Left lateral humeral epicondyle
Middle of left forearm
Left radial styloid in the wrist
Left metacarpal head V
Left metacarpal head II

M 30
M 31
M 32

1st vertebra of the thoracic spine
Right side of the head
Top of the head

M 33

Left side of the head

M 34
M 35

Right metatarsal head I
Right distal phalange of the great toe

M36
M 37

Left metatarsal head I
Left distal phalange of the great toe

Table 3.3 Placement of the set of markers used.

In Appendix A, Table A.1 shows the equations to determine the position of the 17
joints, rJi , and the local unit vectors u S , v S , w S , as a function of the position of markers,
rM i .
The 3D model of the subject, shown in Figure 3.5, has been developed in mixed (natural
plus angular) coordinates. (see Figure A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A for more details). It
consists of 18 bodies and has 57 degrees of freedom, and it is modelled using 228
dependent coordinates: 22 points (which correspond to the positions of all the spherical
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joints, along with the centres of mass of the five extreme segments: head, hands and
forefeet) plus two orthogonal unit vectors for each rigid body (so, 36 vectors). Both,
points and vectors are expressed using three Cartesian coordinates, thus making a total
of 174 variables. The remaining 54 variables are the 18 sets of 3 angles that define the
orientation of each segment with respect to the absolute frame.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5 Biomechanical model used (a) 3D model of the human body, (b) Numeration of the
seventeen joints, (c) Points and unit vectors defining the model in a general posture, (d) Sagittal
view of the model at the reference posture.

The markers information is used to calculate the histories of the coordinates defining the
motion. These data are processed to minimize the errors and differentiated to yield the
histories of the coordinates at velocity and acceleration levels (see Section 3.4).
The kinematic information for the planar model is obtained from that of the 3D model,
i.e., using the sagittal components of the position of joints J2, J4, J8, J10, J12, J13, J14, J15, J16,
J17, and the sagittal components of the extreme points of the head, hands and forefeet
(see Figure 3.5(b)). The history of these 2D coordinates is not kinematically consistent
with the rigid body assumption and a new set of data is calculated by imposing this
consistency at position level through the optimization algorithm explained in Chapter 5.
This second model (Figure 3.6) is defined by means of 15 points, representing the 10
revolute joints along with the centres of mass of the 5 extreme segments. Each point is
expressed using two Cartesian coordinates (thus, 30 variables). Moreover, 14 angular
variables  i  are used: 13 relative coordinates and one absolute angle used to orientate
the leading hindfoot with respect to the ground. Therefore, the generalized coordinates
vector q is composed of 44 variables.
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Figure 3.6 Points and angles used to define the configuration of the the planar model.

3.3 Body Segment Parameters
At this point, all the information to obtain the body segment parameters (BSP) is
known. Due to errors in the motion capture, the distance between joints does not remain
constant. Therefore, the length values contained in Table 3.4 are the mean segment
lengths obtained during the captured motion
For the segments defined using two basic points, their lengths correspond to the
straight-line distance between adjacent joint centres. For the trunk and the pelvis, more
information is needed since they contain four and three joints, respectively. The mean
distances between these joints are given in Figure 3.7.
J4
J5

J1
J6

LJ1-J5=0,327 m

LJ4-J5=0,212 m

LJ1-J2=0,250 m

LJ1-J4=0,253 m

LJ4-J6=0,216 m

LJ1-J3=0,249 m

LJ1-J6=0,333 m

LJ5-J6=0,424 m

J2

J3

LJ2-J3=0,200 m

J1

Figure 3.7 Representation of the major dimensions of the torso (left) and pelvis (right).

The position of the centre of mass (COM) of each segment rG   xG , yG , zG S is
expressed using the local coordinate system (with the origin at the proximal joint and
local axes X, Y, ZS ). These positions are presented in Table 3.4.
T

It should be noted that the moments of inertia of the segments are calculated with
respect to the local basis attached to its COM. It is assumed that axes X, Y, ZS are
principal directions of inertia and I X , I Y , I Z are the principal moments of inertia about
the COM (Table 3.4). Table 3.4 is properly adapted to obtain the corresponding BSP for
the 2D model (Table 3.5).
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No.

Name

COM Location

Length

Li [m] xG [m] yG [m]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Pelvis
Torso
Neck
Head
Right arm
Right forearm
Right hand
Left arm
Left forearm
Left hand
Right thigh
Right shank
Right hindfoot
Right forefoot
Left thigh
Left shank
Left hindfoot
Left forefoot

*1

*1
0,142
0,103
0,324
0,229
0,179
0,305
0,257
0,179
0,406
0,432
0,170
0,092
0,389
0,463
0,162
0,088
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---0,047
--------0,016
0,023
--0,022
0,033

-----------0,005
-0,009
-0,027
--0,005
0,012
0,022

Mass

z G [m] mi [kg]
–0,193 12,895
0,093
0,056
0,018
–0,140
–0,113
–0,085
–0,140
–0,113
–0,085
–0,145
–0,166
–0,045
0,029
–0,139
–0,195
–0,040
0,018

Principal Moments of Inertia
I X
[10-2 kg·m 2 ]

22,657
0,963
3,851
1,808
1,718
0,444
1,808
1,718
0,444
8,684
3,340
0,823
0,206
8,446
3,172
0,818
0,204

26,220
24,640
0,268
2,453
1,492
0,298
0,148
1,492
0,298
0,148
10,978
5,258
0,157
0,057
10,978
5,258
0,157
0,061

I Y
I Z
[10-2 kg·m 2 ] [10-2 kg·m2 ]

13,450
37,190
0,215
2,249
1,356
0,964
0,146
1,356
0,964
0,146
11,431
5,102
0,460
0,426
11,431
5,102
0,460
0,409

26,220
19,210
0,215
2,034
0,249
0,124
0,067
0,249
0,124
0,067
2,988
0,439
0,471
0,433
2,988
0,439
0,471
0,429

Table 3.4 Anthropometric data for the 3D model with eighteen segments.

No.

Name

Length

Li [m]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Trunk
Head
Right arm
Right forearm
Left arm
Left forearm
Right thigh
Right shank
Right hindfoot
Right forefoot
Left thigh
Left shank
Left hindfoot
Left forefoot

0,568
0,245
0,324
0,408
0,305
0,436
0,398
0,448
0,166
0,090
0,398
0,448
0,166
0,090

COM Location

xG [m]
-0,038
------–0,016
0,023
--–0,016
0,023

zG [m]
0,260
0,133
–0,140
–0,154
–0,140
–0,154
–0,145
–0,166
–0,009
0,029
–0,145
–0,166
–0,009
0,029

Mass

mi [kg]

Principal Moment of Inertia
I Y
[10-2 kg·m 2 ]

35,552
4,814
1,808
2,162
1,808
2,162
8,565
3,256
0,821
0,206
8,565
3,256
0,821
0,206

51,312
2,472
1,356
1,124
1,356
1,124
11,431
5,102
0,460
0,426
11,431
5,102
0,460
0,426

Table 3.5 Anthropometric data for the 2D model with fourteen segments.

1

For pelvis and torso, see Figure 3.7.
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Note that the anthropometric parameters depend on the analyzed subject. The results
presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 are obtained for the selected individual. Since BSP are
used as input data in both, inverse and forward dynamic analyses, these values can be
modified to compute sensitivity analyses. For example, in Chapter 5 a sensitivity
analysis on the influence of BSP errors on the inverse dynamics results is presented.
3.4 Multibody Formulation. Kinematic Analysis
The simulated multibody system consists of a collection of rigid bodies. These bodies
are constrained with respect to each other using a set of restrictions. Mathematically,
these kinematic pairs (or joints) can be modelled by constraint equations that introduce
kinematic relations between the coordinates describing the mechanical system.
The study of kinematics gives information about the motion of a system independently
of the forces acting on it. The motion of the system depends on the geometry and
configuration of its elements.
To understand the kinematics of human motion, it is necessary to study the general
motion of a multibody system, with emphasis on the restrictions introduced by the
kinematic pairs (corresponding to the anatomical joints of the human body). Therefore,
in this section, the tools used to determine position, velocity and acceleration of the
system are presented.
In this thesis, the anatomical segments are modelled as rigid bodies. Moreover, the
multibody methodology is implemented using mixed coordinates (natural and relative).
Therefore, the generalized coordinates describing the system are dependent and several
algebraic equations need to be introduced to relate them. Those equations, called
kinematic constraint equations, are used in this thesis to guarantee the characteristics of
each segment (rigid body constraints) and also to guide the system motion using
rheonomic constraints (driver constraints). They can be written as:

 Φ1  q 



 Φns  q 
Φ q, t   
0
Φns1  q, t  





Φnsnr  q, t  

(3.1)

where q  q1 ,..., qn  is the n vector of generalized coordinates and Φ represents the m
kinematic constraints (m = ns + nr). The first ns restrictions are scleronomic constraints
–which do not explicitly depend on time– and the rest (nr equations) are the rheonomic
ones –equations with an explicit dependency on time–.
T

Usually, these equations are not linear. In order to solve the system, the NewtonRaphson method is used. This iterative method achieves quadratic convergence near the
solution and it involves the linearization of Eq. (3.1). Using the first two terms of its
expansion in a Taylor series and an approximate initial position qj , this equation can be
written as:
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Φ(q, t )  Φ(q j , t )  Φq (q j )(q  q j )  0

(3.2)

which represents a system of linear equations, where Φq (q j ) is the Jacobian matrix of
the constraints evaluated at the approximate solution q j . This Jacobian matrix contains
the partial derivatives of each kinematic restriction with respect to the generalized
coordinates. It is expressed as:
 Φ1
 q
 Φ1
 Φ   2
Φq (q)   m    q1
 qn   
 Φ m

 q1

Φ1

q2



Φ1 
qn 

 


 
Φ m 


qn 

(3.3)

The solution of Eq. (3.2) does not meet the constraints since the values of the vector q j
are an approximation of the solution. Therefore, the equation can be written as:

Φq (q j )(q  q j )  Φ(q j )

(3.4)

It must be noted that vector Φ( q, t ) could contain redundant constraints.
Mathematically, these redundant constraints contribute with linearly dependent rows of
the Jacobian matrix, making this matrix rank-deficient. In this thesis, the least-square
formulation is applied using the following iterative scheme [García de Jalon and Bayo
1994]:

ΦTq (q j )Φq (q j )(q  q j )  ΦTq Φ(q j )

(3.5)

which is a system of linear equations obtained from the pre-multiplication of Eq. (3.4)
by the transpose of the Jacobian matrix. The resultant matrix in Eq. (3.5) is no longer
rank-deficient and the algorithm converges to a solution that satisfies all the constraint
equations. Eq. (3.5) represents an iterative process that can be used until the norm of the
residual q j  (q  q j ) is less than a specified tolerance (in our case 10  9 ).
The vector of generalized velocities q can be calculated using the velocity constraints
obtained differentiating Eq. (3.1) with respect to time:

  q, q , t   dΦ  q, t   Φ q  Φ  0
Φ
q
t
dt

(3.6)

where Φt is the vector containing the partial derivatives of the constraints with respect
to time. Note that the Jacobian matrix Φq is already known and Φt can also be
determined if the motion is known. Therefore, the vector q can be calculated.
 can be determined from the time
Similarly, the vector of generalized accelerations q
derivative of Eq. (3.6):
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  q, q , t 
dΦ
  q, q , q
 q  Φ q
, t  
 
Φ
Φ
q
q  Φt  0
dt

(3.7)

 is the time derivative of the Jacobian matrix, Φ
 q depends on the velocities
where Φ
q
q
 is the time derivative of Φ .
calculated through Eq. (3.6), and Φ
t
t
In the presence of redundant constraint equations, the procedure described in Eq. (3.4)
and (3.5) is also applied to velocity analysis.
3.4.1 Constraint Equations
As said before, mixed coordinates are used to define the system configuration. That is,
the Cartesian coordinates of points and unit vectors are complemented with angles in
order to easily drive the motion. It is simple to simulate, in this way, the motion of a
multibody system driven by actuators located at the joints (which are directly related to
the degrees of freedom) [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994]. Since the model is defined
using dependent coordinates, a set of kinematic constraints between these variables has
to be imposed.
The kinematic constraint related to the spherical joints used to link the segments can be
described implicitly by sharing points between the two adjacent rigid bodies
–decreasing the number of variables– [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994]. Therefore, no
explicit equations are present in the constraints vector to define these pairs.
However, two types of kinematic constraints need to be imposed: the ones which
guarantee the rigid body characteristics of each segment (rigid body constraints), and
the ones which prescribe the motion of the system (driver constraints).
Rigid Body Constraints
Each rigid body is characterized by a set of points and unit vectors. There are several
combinations of points and vectors that can be used when the rigid body is defined. In
the presented human biomechanical model, the number of segment points coincides
with the number of joints that the element shares with the rest of the chain. Furthermore,
two local unit vectors are attached to each segment and will be used to determine its
absolute orientation.
The total number of constraints directly depends on the combination of points and
vectors that characterize each segment. For a given segment, the number of rigid body
constraints is equal to the difference between the total number of coordinates related to
the segment and the number of DOF of a general unconstrained rigid body (i.e., six
DOF). These constraints are associated, for example, with the preservation of constant
distances between any two points of the element and the preservation of constant angles
between any two vectors.
Despite having different physical meaning, all of these kinematic restrictions can
mathematically be defined using the scalar product of two generic vectors u and v:

Φ(q, t )  vT u  Lu Lv cos  v, u  t    0

(3.8)
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where Lu and Lv are the lengths of vectors u and v and v, u  t  is the angle between
them at time t. The rigid body constraints used in this thesis are exposed in Table 3.6.

Type

Constraint
Description

v

Constant distance
C01 between points i
and j

u

Lv

Lu

v, u

Graphical representation
Z

(rj ri)

(rj ri)

Lij

Lij

0

Lij

ri

rj

O
X

Y
Lij

Constant angle
C02 between segments
rij and rik

(rj ri)

(rk ri)

Lij

Lik

Z



rj

rk

O
X

Y

a

C03

C04

Constant angle
between segment
rij and a unit
vector a

Constant angle
between 2 unit
vectors

Lik

α

ri

(rj ri)

a

Lij

1

Z



Lij

β

ri

O
X

a

Z

a

b

1

1



rj

Y

O
X

Y

b

γ

Z a

C05

Unit vector

a

a

1

1

0

O
X

Y

Table 3.6 Rigid body constraints using the scalar product equation.

Moreover, the linear dependency between the generalized coordinates associated with
the rigid body can also be expressed using constraints C06 and C07. In its generic form,
C06 expresses one vector b as a linear combination of a vectorial basis. The base can be
defined using a vector (a) and two segments between body points ( ij and i k ). In this
case, the following constraint equation can be applied:
C06

Φ(q, t )  b  a  r j  ri   b  rk  ri   ca  0

(3.9)

where a, b, c are the coefficients of the linear combination.
Similarly, if it is necessary, the local position of an extra point (point n) can also be
expressed as a linear combination of the previous vectorial basis:
C07

Φ(q, t )   rn  ri   d  r j  ri   e  rk  ri   fa  0

(3.10)
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where d, e, f are the coordinates of vector rn  ri in the vectorial basis (this constraint is
used in the torso definition). Note that Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) represent three algebraic
equations each, with a linear dependency on the generalized coordinates.
As an example, the constraints related to the pelvis segments (which is defined using the
points and vectors shown in Figure 3.8) are explicitly described below.

J1
L12

α
wP

L13
vP

J2
rJ

rJ

2

J1
β
J3
rJ

1

J2

γ

|vP |=1
vP
J3

3

Z
O
X

Y

Figure 3.8 Pelvis segment defined using three points ( J1 , J 2 , J 3 ) and two vectors v P , w P .

Three points J1 , J 2 , J3 and two vectors v P , w P are used for the pelvis segment in the 3D
model. That makes a total of 15 variables related to the configuration of this segment.
Therefore, 9 constraint restrictions are needed 15  6  9 . Two of them are the ones
that guarantee a constant distance between joints J1 and J2 (L12) and between joints J1
and J3 (L13) –type C01 in Table 3.6–; another one guarantees the constant angle ()
between vectors rJ2  rJ1 and rJ3  rJ1 –type C02–; two more ensure a constant angle
between vector v P and the segment J1J 2 () and between vector vp and the segment
J1J 3 () –type C03–; and the last one ensures that v P is a unit vector –type C05–. That
is:
C01

 rJ2  rJ1   rJ2  rJ1   L122  0

(3.11)

C01

 rJ3  rJ1   rJ3  rJ1   L132  0

(3.12)

C02

 rJ2  rJ1   rJ3  rJ1   L12 L13 cos α  0

(3.13)

T

T

T

C03

 rJ2  rJ1 

C03

 rJ3  rJ1 

T

T

v P  L12 cos β  0

(3.14)

v P  L13 cos γ  0

(3.15)
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v PT v P  12  0

C05

(3.16)

Consequently, six constraints are determined using the ones in Table 3.6. However,
three more rigid body constraints are needed to express the linear dependency between
the generalized coordinates; vector w P can be expressed as a combination of the three
joint points J1, J2, J3 and vector v P . Therefore:

wP  a  rJ2  rJ1   b  rJ3  rJ1   cvP  0

(3.17)

To conclude this part, Table 3.7 shows the types of restrictions that have been used to
define the rigid body constraints among the coordinates associated to each anatomical
segment of the three-dimensional model.
No.
Type of
equations
constraint
2
C01
1
C02
Pelvis (P)
3
2
2
C03
1
C05
1(x3)
C06
2
C01
1
C02
2
C03
Torso (T)
4
2
C05
1
1(x3)
C06
C07
1(x3)
1
C01
Rest of segments
2
C03
(N, H, RA, RFA, RH, LA,
2
2
LFA, LH, RT, S, RHF,
1
C04
RFF, LT, LS, LHF, LFF)
2
C05
Table 3.7 Number of points and vectors that define each rigid body and type of constraint used to
describe relationships among the body coordinates.
Segment

No. points

No.
vectors

Driver constraints
In the inverse dynamic analysis, the motion is completely known, and the joint positions
and the segment unit vectors are calculated from the captured marker positions. Angular
variables have been introduced to easily drive the motion and to obtain the joint motor
torques, or what is the same, the resultant moment of the muscle forces about the center
of the joint.
The orientation of each rigid body is imposed by means of three fixed basic rotations
about orthogonal axes. As it is known, its rotation matrix Si can be expressed as:

Si  S S S
where

(3.18)
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0
0 
1
 cos  0 sin  
cos 
S  0 cos   sin   ; S   0
1
0  ; S   sin 
 0
 sin  0 cos  
0 sin  cos  

 sin 
cos 
0

0
0 (3.19)
1

Therefore, a vector b belonging to one rigid segment is expressed as a vector a
belonging to the global reference transformed following the rotation matrix Si :

b  Si a;

(3.20)

b  S S  S a  0

(3.21)

In order to obtain these three absolute angles  ,  ,   , two unit vectors of the segment
local basis are expressed as a function of the corresponding unit vectors of the global
basis using Eq. (3.21). Then, a Newton-Raphson procedure as the one describe in Eqs.
(3.2) – (3.4) is used to solve for the angles. As an example, for the the pelvis segment,
 P ,  P and  P can be obtained solving:

u P  S P S  P S P u X  0

(3.22)

w P  S P S  P S P w Z  0

(3.23)

where u P and w P are the pelvis unit vectors (which are function of the markers) and
uX and w Z are the unit vectors of the global reference frame.
This procedure is implemented for all the segments obtaining the absolute angles
between the segments and the ground. As said before, these angles represent sequential
absolute rotations around the fixed axes X, Y, Z .
The degrees of freedom chosen to represent the multibody system mobility are the
position of the proximal pelvis joint (J1) and the absolute angles  i , i ,  i of each
segment. In order to explicitly impose the motion of these DOF, in the inverse dynamic
approach, the following driver constraints are used:
C08

i  i  t   0

(3.24)

C09

rJ1  rJ1  t   0

(3.25)

where i represents each absolute angular coordinate  ,  or  , and i  t  is its
corresponding analytical expression (obtained using B-splines). Similarly, rJ1 is the
absolute position of the joint J1 and rJ1  t  is its analytical expression.
Table 3.7 summarizes 117 rigid body constraints between natural coordinates (9
constraints for the pelvis segment, 12 for the torso and 6 for the other 16 segments).
Eq. (3.22) is the general form of a constraint between one angular variable and one unit
vector (it represents three algebraic equations). Since this equation is implemented for
each segment, it represents 18  3  54 restrictions. Note that Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) are
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redundant equations; both are computed and the least-square method explained
previously is applied.
As known, g  n  m , being g the number of degrees of freedom, m the number of
independent constraintss and n the number of dependent coordinates (in the proposed
model, n = 228).The number of constraints m in the IDA and in the FDA is not the
same. In the FDA, there are 57 free independent motions, therefore 171 constraints need
to be implemented  m  n  g  228  57  171 . These constraints correspond to the
rigid body restrictions (117 constraints summarized in Table 3.7) plus the angular
variable restriction presented in Eq. (3.22) (54 constraints)
In an inverse dynamic analysis, since the whole system is determined at kinematics
level, there are no free motions, therefore n = m = 228. Hence, a set of additional
constraint equations is defined (equal in number to the DOF of the multibody system).
These 57 additional constraints correspond to the absolute angles between each rigid
body and the ground, Eq. (3.24) ( 18  3  54 rheonomic constraints), and the position of
the lumbar joint, Eq. (3.25) (3 more rheonomic constraints).
The kinematic restrictions used to define the planar model are a particular case of the
previous general constraint equations. Each link of the planar model is defined using
only its extreme points, i.e., two points for each rigid body. Moreover, similarly as in
the 3D case, the kinematic restriction that constrains the motion between two adjacent
bodies (allowing only for rotation) is imposed implicitly by sharing points between the
two rigid bodies.
The number of independent algebraic constraint equations needed to represent the
biomechanical model is equal to the difference between the number of coordinates (44)
and the number of degrees of freedom of the system (16). That implies 28 constraint
equations. The first 14 restrictions are related to rigid body constraints. They ensure a
constant distance between two segment points i and j. Therefore, for each segment it is
imposed that:

(r j  ri )T (r j  ri )  L2ij  0

(3.26)

where ri   xi , zi  and r j   x j , z j  are the absolute position vectors of points i and j,
and Lij is the distance between these points. Note that Eq. (3.26) is the analog twodimensional expression of C01 in Table 3.6.
T

T

The remaining 14 constraints are those that relate the angular coordinates with the point
positions. For a general case, they can be illustrated as Figure 3.9:
Lij
Z

ri
rj

ϕ

Lkj

rk
X
Figure 3.9 Angular variable between two segments linked by a revolute joint.
O
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This condition can be imposed by means of either the scalar or the cross product (more
specifically, the y component of the cross product) of vectors (ri  r j ) and (rk  rj ) :

 x  x  x
 x  x  z
i

j

k

 x j    zi  z j  zk  z j   Lij L jk cos   0

(3.27)

i

j

k

 z j    zi  z j  xk  x j   Lij L jk sin   0

(3.28)

These two equations cannot be used interchangeably. When the angle  is close to 0º or
180º, the scalar product is not valid for imposing the angle condition, and the cross
product of vectors must be used. In turn, the cross product is not valid when  has a
value close to  90º [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994].
As it can be seen in Figure 3.6, the angular variables are defined so that in a normal gait
their range of motion includes the values of 0º or 180º, but not ±90º. Therefore, the
cross product equation, Eq. (3.28), is used to impose the mentioned angular restrictions.
Finally, to drive the motion in inverse dynamic analysis, the rheonomic constraints have
to be imposed. In the planar model, the driver constraints are the position of the right
ankle and the relative angles between segments. The type of restrictions used is the
same as in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25). However, in this case i represents the relative angle
between two adjacent segments, i  t  its analytical expressions as function of time,
and rJ1 and rJ1  t  the coordinates of the ankle joint position and its analytical
expression.
3.5 Multibody Formulation. Dynamic Analysis
There are several procedures to obtain the dynamic equations of motion. In this thesis,
the analysis is formulated using a multibody dynamics methodology. These equations
can be expressed using dependent coordinates as:

d  T  T

 ΦTq λ  Q



dt  q  q

(3.29)

where T is the kinetic energy of the multibody system, Q is the vector of generalized
forces and ΦTq λ are the generalized forces associated to the Lagrange multipliers λ .
The kinetic energy can be written as:

1
T  q T Mq
2

(3.30)

where M is the mass matrix of the system. Therefore, Eq. (3.29) can be written as:

  ΦTq λ  Q
Mq

(3.31)

If the mass matrix is not constant, vector Q of Eq. (3.31) includes the generalized
forces plus all the velocity-dependent inertia terms –as a result of the derivatives of the
kinetic energy–. Consequently, if the mass matrix is constant, then Q  Q .
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The system of equations in Eq. (3.31) contains n equations, where n is the total number
of coordinates. The number of unknown values is n  m , where m is the number of
constraints which coincides in turn with the m Lagrange multipliers. Therefore, the
system can be written as:
  ΦTq λ  Q
M q


 Φ  q, t   0

(3.32)

This system is a differential algebraic equation (DAE) system with n differential
equations and m algebraic equations. In what follows, it is explained how to obtain the
mass matrix of one element, and the generalized force vector for a generic rigid body.
3.5.1 Mass Matrices
As it can be seen in Table 3.7, the rigid bodies of the three-dimensional model are
defined using at least two unit vectors and the Cartesian coordinates of two points.
Accordingly to this rigid body modelling, the expressions of the mass matrix and the
generalized force vector are explained. Note that for the pelvis and torso segments,
defined with 3 and 4 points respectively, it is necessary to choose any two points, and
the same methodology can be applied.
Figure 3.10 shows an element defined by two basic points i and j and two non-coplanar
unit vectors u and v. X,Y,Z are the axes of the global coordinate system (with origin
at O) and X',Y',Z' are the ones of the local coordinate system with its origin at point
O’ (which is not necessarily the element its centre of mass, G). Point P represents a
generic point belonging to this rigid body.

Figure 3.10 Representation of a generic rigid body using natural coordinates.
.

The position of any point P can be written as:

rP  ri  a1  r j  ri   a2u  a3 v

(3.33)
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where a1, a2 , a3 are the components of vector (rP  ri ) in the basis formed by vectors
 rj  ri  , u and v. Eq. (3.33) can be written as:

 x 
rP   y   1  a1  I3
 z 

a1I 3

a2 I 3

 ri 
r j 
a3I 3     Aqe
u
v
 

(3.34)

where I3 is the 33 identity matrix and qe is the vector of coordinates associated with
the element. Note that matrix A is independent of the system’s motion and remains
constant with time.
In the local coordinate system, the position of point P can be written as:
 x 

rP   y  ri  a1  rj  ri  a2u  a3 v
 z  

(3.35)

 a1 
rP  ri  rj  ri u v   a2   Xa
 a3 

(3.36)

and, in matrix form:

with a  a1 , a2 , a3  and X containing as columns the components of the vectors
rP  r, u  and v  . As these three vectors are non-coplanar, matrix X can always be
inverted. Therefore, a can be calculated from Eq. (3.36) as:
T

a  X 1  rP  ri

(3.37)

and matrix A can be determined using Eq. (3.34). Since A is constant, the velocity of
the generic point P can be written as:
rP  Aq e

(3.38)

and the kinetic energy is:

T

1 T
1
rP rP dm  q Te

2
2

  A A dm  q
T

e

1
 q Te M eq e
2

(3.39)

Thus, the mass matrix of a rigid body defined with 2 points and 2 vectors is a 1212
matrix that can be expressed as:
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Me  

 1  a1 2 I 3
 1 a a I
1 1 3

1  a1  a2 I 3
1  a1  a3I 3

1  a1  a1I3 1  a1  a2I 3 1  a1  a3I 3 
a12 I 3
a1a2 I 3
a1a3I 3

1  2a1  a  I 3



 symmetric

a1a2 I 3
a22 I 3
a2 a3I 3

a  a I a

2
1
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2
1

1

3

2

2
1 3

aI

a1a3I 3
a2 a3I 3
a32 I 3

 a1a2  I 3
a1a2 I 3
a22 I 3


 dm



(3.40)

 a3  a1a3  I 3 
a1a3I 3
a2 a3I 3
a32 I 3


 dm



Eq. (3.40) involves the following integrals:

 dm  m

(3.41)

 a dm   X  r  r dm  X   r  r dm  mX  r  r  md

(3.42)

 aa dm   X  r  r r  r X dm
 X    r  r r  r dm X

(3.43)

1

1

T

P

i

P

1

T

1

i

P

P

i

i

T

T

P

i

i

i

1

P
T

G

T

i

 X Ji X  Z
1

where rG is the position vector of the centre of mass of the element in the local
T
coordinate system and di  d1, d2 , d3 . In Eq. (3.42), it is used that  rP dm  rG  dm . In
Eq. (3.43), J i contains the information regarding the moments and products of inertia of
the rigid body about point i and using the local axes X,Y, Z :
J i    rP  ri rP  ri dm    rP  rG  b rP  rG  b  dm 
T

T

   rP  rG  rP  rG  dm   bb dm    rP  rG  b dm   b  rP  rG  dm
T

T

T

T

(3.44)

where b  rG  ri . The first term of the right hand side of Eq. (3.44) is related to the
tensor of inertia about the centre of mass using local axes [García de Jalón and Bayo
1994]
Π G    rP  rG  rP  rG  dm 
T

1
 2   I xx  I yy  I zz 

I xy



I xz


(3.45)
I xy

1
 I xx  I yy  I zz 
2
I yz




I yz


1
I xx  I yy  I zz  


2
I xz
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where Iij are components of the tensor of inertia about the centre of mass Π G , which is
usually known beforehand (obtained for one anathomical segment, usually, scaling table
data according to the mass and height of the subject).
The second term of the right hand side of Eq. (3.44) is:

 m  rG  ri rG  ri

 bb dm  mbb
T

T

T

(3.46)

and the third and fourth terms are null, because they represent the static moment of first
order with respect to the COM [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994]. Therefore, Eq. (3.44)
can be rewritten as:

J i    rP  ri rP  ri dm  Π G  m  rG  ri rG  ri
T

T

(3.47)

and the matrix Z defined in Eq. (3.43) can then be calculated. Using this, the mass
matrix of the element can be written as [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994]:

 m  2ma1  z11  I3

Me  
 symmetric


 ma1  z11  I3  ma2  z12  I3  ma3  z13  I3 
z11I3

z12I3
z22I3
z32I3

z13I3
z23I3
z33I3


 (3.48)



where zii are the components of matrix Z.
Note M e is constant in time and, for that reason, needs to be evaluated and assembled
in the global mass matrix only once at the beginning of the analysis. This is one
advantage of working with natural coordinates. Moreover, it only depends on ten
different values: the total mass of the rigid body, the coordinates of its COM in the local
coordinate system and the six elements of the local inertia tensor about the COM.
When the planar model is used, the segments are defined using two basic points iT and j
(ends of the links). Using the vector of generalized coordinates q e  ri , r j  , the
general expression in Eq. (3.48) can be written as:

xG Ii

m  2m L  L2
ij
ij



Me  



 symmetric
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m  2m

xG Ii
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m G
Lij
Ii
L2ij
0

yG 
Lij 

xG Ii 
m  2
Lij Lij 

0


Ii

2

Lij

m

(3.49)

where m is the total mass of the element, xG and yG are the local coordinates of the
centre of mass, Ii is the moment of inertia about point i (origin point of the local
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coordinate system) and Lij is the distance between points i and j, that is, the length of the
segment.
The system global mass matrix M is obtained assembling all the element mass matrices
M e . For example, if the mass matrix of one three-dimensional element is obtained
using the coordinates q5 , q6 ,..., q16 the elements of this matrix M e will be added to the
previous values in the global mass matrix M in the adequate positions, as it is
represented in Figure 3.11.
...

q1
q1

q12
q1 ... q5 ... q12 ... q16

...

(+)

qn

M1

...

q1
q5
(+)

...

q12
q5

...

q16

q12

...

q5

...

...

...

q16

q16

M2

M

qn

Figure 3.11 Assembly of the element mass matrices into the global mass matrix.

3.5.2 Generalized Force Vectors
The formulation of a force and a moment applied to a generic rigid body is explained
below. As in the previous section, the methodology is explained assuming that the rigid
body is defined using two points i and j and two non-coplanar vectors u and v. Figure
3.12 illustrates this generic element with a force F applied on point P.

Figure 3.12 Generic force applied on point P.

Using Eq. (3.38), the velocity of a generic point P can be written as:
rP  Aq e

(3.50)
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The virtual power of this force F can be expressed as:

P *  F T rP*  F T Aq *e  Q T q *e

(3.51)

where q *e is the vector of virtual velocities. Thus, the generalized force vector Q is
obtained as:

Q  AT F

(3.52)

This last equation shows the transformation of a generic force F into an equivalent
generalized force vector and it is valid for 3D and 2D elements. If a torque needs to be
introduced, it will be decomposed into two equivalent forces and the previous process
will be applied. The torque Γ can be transformed into an equivalent pair of forces F and
–F of equal magnitudes, opposite directions and separated by a unit vector u F , which
acts on a plane perpendicular to the direction of Γ (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13 Generic moment applied on a rigid body.

The torque Γ can be expressed as a function of F as:
Γ  F  uF

(3.53)

where u F represents a unit vector that needs to be properly selected.
3.5.3 Solution of the Equations of Motion
The applied formulation uses dependent coordinates along with a set of algebraic
constraints. The use of Lagrange equations with multipliers yields:
  ΦTq λ  Q
M q


 Φ  q, t   0

(3.54)

which is a system of differential algebraic equations (DAE) with n second order
 is the n vector of
ordinary differential equations and with m algebraic constraints. q
generalized acceleration and Φ is the m vector of constraints.
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The strategy to solve these DAE system is based on turning it into an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) system, since there are many well-known methods for their
integration. In this thesis, to solve the motion equations a velocity projection method
proposed by García de Jalón and Bayo (1994) is used. The equations are reduced to
their state-space form, i.e., their independent coordinates z . In both models (2D and
3D), the chosen independent coordinates are the angular variables together with the
position of one joint.
As seen in Section 3.4:

  q, q , t   Φ q  Φ  0; Φ  b
Φ
q
t
t

(3.55)

The independent velocities z are chosen from the dependent ones q and a matrix B can
be defined, such that:
z  Bq

(3.56)

Using Eqs. (3.55) and (3.56), it is obtained that:
d
Φq  q   Φq
0 gxm
 B 


  

Φiq  q d
 b
z
I g  q i

(3.57)

where superscripts “d” and “i” indicate dependent and independent coordinates
respectively, g  n  m are the number of degrees of freedom and Ig is the g identity
matrix. From Eq. (3.57), it can be deduced that the rows of matrices Φq and B are
linearly independent. Therefore, vector q can be calculated inverting the matrix of the
n  n linear system:

Φ
q   q 
B
1

1

bz  Sb + Rz

d
 Φq   Φ q    Φq  S R   Φq


 0 gxm
 B   B 
 B 


Φqi  S d
I g   S i

(3.58)
R d    Im
R i   0 gxm

0 mxg 
I g 

(3.59)

and identifying terms:
1
 d  d 
S  S i     Φq  
 S   0 gxm 

(3.60)

1
 R d    Φ qd  Φ qi 
R i

Ιg
 R  


(3.61)

The acceleration equation can be similarly determined. As seen in Section 3.4:

  q, q , q
 q  Φ
  0;
, t   Φqq
  Φ
Φ
q
t

 Φ
 q  c
  Φ
Φq q
t
q

(3.62)
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Therefore, since B is constant:



(3.63)

cz  Sc + Rz

(3.64)

Φq  q
  c
z
 B 
  Φq 
q
 B 

1

If an inverse dynamic analysis is performed using this formulation, the only unknown
variable in Eq. (3.54) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers λ , which can be perfectly
determined at each time instant.
In forward dynamic analysis, motion is not known and Eq. (3.54) presents fewer
equations than unknowns, it is an underdetermined system. The number of unknown
dependent variables is greater than the total number of independent geometric and
driver constraint equations. As a result, to determine the motion it is necessary to
establish the dynamic equilibrium condition that leads to a second order differential
system.
To solve the equations of motion, a method based in the explained projection matrix R
is also used. As seen before:
q  Rz  Sb

(3.65)

and then, differentiating this equation with respect to time, we obtain:


   Sb  Sb
  Rz
  Rz
q

(3.66)

The principle of virtual power establishes that the sum of the virtual powers produced
by the forces acting on a multibody system must be zero at any time instant [García de
Jalón and Bayo 1994]:

  Q   0
q *T  Mq

(3.67)

The virtual dependent velocities can be expressed as a function of the virtual
independent velocities (degrees of freedom):

q *  Rz *

(3.68)

  Q   0
z *T RT  Mq

(3.69)

Then, using Eqs. (3.65) and (3.67):

Since Eq. (3.69) must be verified for any vector of independent virtual velocities, it
must also be satisfied that:

  RT Q
RT Mq

(3.70)
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Using Eq. (3.66), Eq. (3.70) can be rewritten as:



 
   Sb  Sb
  RT Q  M  Rz
RT MRz



(3.71)

which represents the equations of motion in terms of the independent coordinates. Then,
using (3.64) and (3.66):

   Sb  Sb
Sc  Rz

(3.72)

  R T  Q  MSc 
R T MRz

(3.73)

and, therefore:

This can be expressed in a compact form as:


   Q
Mz

(3.74)

  R T MR
M

(3.75)

  RT  Q  MSc
Q

(3.76)

where

Eq. (3.74) is a system of g  n  m equations with g unknowns which can be easily
solved for the independent accelerations z . Vectors z and z are obtained by numerical
 are
integration and, using Eqs. (3.65) and (3.66), the dependent variables q , q and q
calculated. Finally, the Lagrange multipliers (which are related to the joint wrench, see
Section 3.5.5) can be obtained from Eq (3.54).
3.5.4 Integration of the Equations of Motion
There are several numerical algorithms in the literature to integrate the equations of
motion when they have been transformed into a second order ODE system [García de
Jalón and Bayo 1994]. In this thesis, the well-known trapezoidal rule is used. The
position and velocity vectors at time-step n  1 are calculated as:
z n1  z n 

h
 z n  z n1 
2

h
z n1  z n   z n  z n 1 
2

(3.77)

where h is the time step. If the positions are used as primary variables, Eq. (3.77) can be
rewritten as:
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2
2

z n1  z n1  zˆ n ; zˆ n    z n  z n 
h
h

4
4
4

z n1  2 z n1  zˆ n ; zˆ n    2 z n  z n  z n 
h
h
h


(3.78)

Combining Eq. (3.78) with the equations of motion, Eq. (3.74):
2

2

 h M
 z h Q
 zˆ  0
f z  M
n +1 n +1
n +1
n +1 n
4
4

(3.79)

This equation can be resolved using a Newton-Raphson iteration process:
 f  z  
j 1

 z n   f  z   j
z


j

(3.80)

znj 1  znj znj 1

(3.81)

where j is the iteration index. An approximated tangent matrix is used [Dopico 2004]:

 f  z  
h2 T
h T
T

fz  
  R MR  R KR  R  CR  MR 
4
2

z


being K  

(3.82)



Q
Q
; C
z
z

The residual is obtained evaluating Eq. (3.79) or, what is the same, evaluating the
motion equations at time n + 1:




   Q
f  z   Mz



n1

(3.83)

The iterative procedure for obtaining the position at step n + 1 starts by calculating an
initial guess:

z 0n1  z n  h z n 

h2
z n
2

(3.84)

and obtaining the corresponding velocity and acceleration at n + 1 using the integrator’s
equations, Eq. (3.78). Then, the Newton-Raphson iteration is computed by calculating
the terms of the tangent matrix and the residual. After that, the system is solved using
Eq. (3.80) and the new positions are calculated through Eq. (3.81). Using the
trapezoidal rule, the new velocities and accelerations are calculated until the
convergence error z goes under a specified tolerance (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14 Scheme of the iterative procedure to integrate the equations of motion.

3.5.5 From Lagrange Multipliers to Contact Forces and Torques
As explained in Section 3.4.1, the applied multibody methodology associates one
actuator to each degree of freedom of the system. That is, for the three-dimensional
model, three linear actuators between the ground and the proximal joint of the pelvis
 J1  , and three angular actuators between the ground and each segment. These actuators
are introduced in the multibody equations as driver kinematic constraints (using Eqs.
(3.24) and (3.25)). The Lagrange multipliers associated with these rheonomic
constraints (when performing the inverse dynamic analysis) have physical meaning,
since they are the motor efforts applied to the DOF coordinates. For a linear driver
constraint, the related Lagrange multiplier is associated with a force and, for the
rotational driver it is associated with a net torque. The procedure to obtain the actual
external forces on the feet and the joint motor torques depends on the coordinates used
to define the model and, therefore, on the kinematic constraints used.
The linear actuators drive the proximal pelvis joint rJ1 with respect to the ground. That
is:
 xJ1  xJ1  t  


Φ(q J1 )   yJ1  yJ1  t    0
 zJ1  zJ1  t  

(3.85)
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where qJ1  rJ1   xJ1, yJ1, zJ1 are the absolute Cartesian coordinates of point J 1 and
xJ1  t  , yJ1  t  and zJ1  t  , their analytical expressions with respect to time (which are
known in an inverse dynamic analysis using B-splines). The Jacobian matrix of Eq.
(3.85) is:
T

1 0 0 
ΦqJ1 (q J1 )  0 1 0
0 0 1

(3.86)





* T

Associating a set of independent virtual velocities q J1  xJ1, y J1, zJ1 , the principle of
virtual power can be formulated as [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994]:
*





P *  q *J1T Φ q λ  q *J1T λ
J1

*

*

(3.87)

Moreover, since the joint position is expressed as three translations in the global
reference frame, the virtual power can also be expressed as:

P *  q *J1T Fe

(3.88)

where Fe is the vector of all the forces that produce virtual power, including the interia
ones. From Eqs. (3.87) and (3.88) it can be deduced that:
Fe  λ

(3.89)

The physical meaning of the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints in Eq.
(3.85) is the global body-ground contact force acting on the lumbar joint (which
represents the total ground reaction since no feet-ground interaction is considered at this
point). In a next step, a procedure to translate the force from the lumbar joint to the feet
is needed. Moreover, during the double support, this requires an estimation of how the
total force is shared between both feet. This problem is addressed in Chapter 4.
The main advantage of driving the lumbar joint is that it allows us to use the same
dynamic model along the complete gait cycle. In contrast, if the feet were driven, this
would imply the use of two models depending on which foot is in contact with the
ground.
As seen in Section 4.3.1, the orientation of each rigid body is imposed by means of
three fixed basic rotations about global orthogonal axes. As it is known, its rotation
matrix Si is:

Si  S ·S ·S
where

(3.90)
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0
0 
1
 cos  0 sin  
cos 
1
0  ; S   sin 
S  0 cos  sin   ; S   0
0 sin  cos 
 sin  0 cos  
 0

 sin 
cos 
0

0
0 (3.91)
1

The angular velocity vector Ωi of the rigid body i with respect to the global reference
frame is associated with Si and can be deduced from [Agulló 2002]:
 0
S i S i    3
  2
T

 3
0
1

 cos  cos    sin  
2 
 1   

1   Ω i   2     cos    cos  sin  
   sin 
0 

  3  

(3.92)

and in a matrix form:
cos  ·cos 
Ωi   cos  sin 
  sin 

 sin 
cos 
0

0   
0      Tq i
1    

(3.93)

The rheonomic constraint equations for the rotational driver described in (3.24) can be
written as:
    t  


Φ (q i )       t    0
     t  

(3.94)

where qi   ,  ,   is the vector containing the three finite global successive
rotations, and   t  ,   t  and   t  their analytical expressions obtained from the
motion capture and using B-spline. Also, in this case, the Jacobian of Eq. (3.94) is the
identity matrix:
T

1 0 0 
Φqi (qi )  0 1 0
0 0 1

(3.95)



*
*
*
*
With a new set of independent virtual velocities q i   ,  , 
virtual power can be formulated and the Eq. (3.87) is also valid.



T

, the principle of

The orientation of the segment is expressed as rotations with respect to the global frame.
Therefore, P

P *  Ω*i T Γi
where Γ i
Eq. (3.87):

is the net external torque applied to the segment. Similarly to





P *  q *i T Φqi λ  q *i T λ
Therefore,

(3.96)

(3.97)
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Ω*i T Γi  q *i T λ

(3.98)

q i*T TT Γi  q i*T λ

(3.99)

Γi  TT λ

(3.100)

and using Eq. (3.93):

which allows us to determine the external torque applied to the segment. Using these
data and by means of a simple linear transformation, the joint relative torques can be
determined as explained in Chapter 4.
For the particular case of the 2D model, two linear actuators drive the ankle joint of the
leading foot with respect to the ground and fourteen rotational actuators express relative
rotations between adjacent segments. It can be deduced that the Lagrange multipliers
associated to the linear actuators represent the foot-ground contact forces (applied to the
ankle joint), and the information obtained via the Lagrange multipliers associated to the
rotational actuators can be transformed, using the previous general procedure, to the
joint torques.

Chapter 4

4 Inverse Dynamic Analysis of Human Gait
Inverse dynamics techniques are used to calculate the net joint forces and torques that
the musculoskeletal system produces during human locomotion using acquired
kinematic data and estimated body segment parameters (BSP). These results are suitable
for recognizing normal and pathological gait patterns [Perry 1992, Sauders et al. 1952,
Winter 1991], for determining muscle forces or for studying how the central nervous
system controls the motion. The musculoskeletal system is redundantly actuated and the
forces exerted by the different muscles can be calculated using optimization techniques
[Ambrósio and Kecskeméthy 2007].
4.1 Problem Statement
The study of human gait and the calculation of the net joint forces and torques that the
musculoskeletal system produces during human locomotion are of major importance in
many areas of research such as biomedical engineering. The results of the inverse
dynamics problem are known to be very sensible to the uncertainties present in input
data [Hazte 2002].
Kinematic errors are intrinsic to the motion capture process. The markers motion, the
skin motion, and the optical system resolution are the most important sources of error.
Different methods are used to reduce the noise present in the data, e.g., digital filters,
splines, or singular spectrum analysis techniques [Alonso 2005]. In this thesis, as it will
be explained in Section 4.3, a SSA algorithm is used to reduce the noise.
Furthermore, the result of the previous signal processing does not guarantee kinematic
consistency with the multibody system. The process of transforming this kinematic
information into a convenient kinematic data set for an inverse dynamic analysis (IDA)
is not straightforward and can introduce some errors in the analysis. Different
reconstruction methods are present in the literature [Alonso et al. 2010, Silva and
Ambrósio 2002a] and all of them produce small variations of joint positions which can
highly influence the results. As it will also be seen in Section 4.3, the consistency at
position level is guaranteed using an optimization approach. The differentiation method
applied to obtain velocities and accelerations can also introduce numerical uncertainties
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in the IDA [Ackermann and Schiehlen 2006, Silva and Ambrósio 2002a]. To reduce this
effect, the independent coordinates z are expressed using smooth spline functions, and
the velocity and acceleration coordinates can be calculated analytically using spline
differentiation techniques.
The IDA carried out in this thesis computes the net joint torques and the total contact
wrench applied to the multibody system using as input data the measured 3D skeleton
motion (without using directly the force plate measurements). This differs from the
conventional implementation of IDA, where the force plate data are used as inputs of
the analysis.
Using the kinematic information of the whole-body and combining the equations of
motion of all the segments, the total contact forces acting on the system and the torques
between the ground and each segment can be calculated by means of the procedure
presented in Section 3.5. Since, during walking, the only unknown external forces and
torques acting on the human body are the foot-ground contact forces, the global external
wrench can be determined. This total wrench corresponds to the foot-ground contact
wrench during the single support phase. However, during the double support phase, how
this wrench is distributed between the two feet cannot be known only from kinematic
information.
Generally, this indeterminacy is overcome by the measurement of the individual footground contact wrenches by means of force plates [Cappozzo et al. 1975, Dumas et al.
2007a, Forner-Cordero et al. 2006, McCaw and DeVita 1995a]. However, if two force
plate measurements are used together with all the kinematic segment information
(traditional approach), the inverse dynamic problem becomes overdetermined.
In order to obtain a single unique solution, some studies add a set of force and torque
components (known as residual wrench) to a segment (usually pelvis or trunk) obtaining
a new determinate system (same number of equations and unknowns). The residual
wrench does not have physical meaning and, in an ideal case, this wrench should be
null. However, due to the errors in the data, it is not zero in general [Kuo 1998]. Thus, it
is not possible to use inverse dynamics results as inputs of forward simulation without
including these nonphysical residual wrenches.
Some studies propose to use optimization techniques to minimize the residual wrench
modifying the BSP [Vaughan 1982], the joint trajectories [Chao and Rim 1973] or the
joint accelerations [Cahouët et al. 2002]. All these studies assume that the residual
wrench value must be small, and this assumption highly depends on the accuracy of the
force plate data. The main problem of using force plate data as inputs of the IDA is that
there are several sources of error in this type of devices [Barlett 2007, Psycharakis and
Miller 2006]. The hysteresis of the sensors, the linearity errors, the signal interference,
the electrical inductance, etc., affect the measurements and, therefore, the IDA results.
Another method to solve the double support indeterminacy is to perform a least-squares
inverse dynamics approach [Kuo 1998]. The constraints formed by imperfect
measurements are relaxed and a static optimization problem is used to adjust the angular
acceleration of the segments and the foot-ground contact forces to obtain the solution
that is simultaneously most consistent with measured accelerations and contact forces.
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However, the estimates of the torques are not dynamically consistent over time and
thus, the resulting accelerations, when integrated in a forward dynamic analysis, will not
reproduce the original motion. To solve this indeterminacy using only kinematic
information, different approaches have been published in the literature: the simple
ground reaction transfer assumptions [Koopman et al. 1995], the centre of pressure
based methods [Davis and Cavanagh 1993], and the “smooth transition assumption”
(STA) which is based on simple functions [Ren et al., 2008] are some of them.
With the aim of using inverse dynamics results as inputs of a forward dynamic analysis,
a new dynamically consistent method, for solving the inverse dynamics problem during
the double support period in human gait, is presented in this Chapter.
4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Gait Analysis Laboratory
The biomechanical model presented in Chapter 3 is used together with the
measurements from the biomechanics laboratory placed in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering of the School of Industrial Engineering of Barcelona (ETSEIB)
as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Cameras

Force plates

Figure 4.1 Biomechanics laboratory configuration.
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This laboratory includes an optoelectronic system in order to capture the motion and
two force plates for measuring the foot-ground contact wrench (Figure 4.1). The motion
data is collected using twelve 100 Hz Opti-track FLEX:V100R2 cameras and the
software which provides the 3D trajectories of the thirty-seven passive markers attached
to the human body.
The foot-ground contact wrench is measured using two AMTI AccuGait force plates
located on a walkway where the subject walks. Each force plate measures the ground
reactions on one foot during the gait cycle.
All these data are exported to Matlab and to Microsoft Visual Studio, where the signal
processing and the dynamic analysis are performed.
4.3 Signal Processing
4.3.1 Filtering
The motion capture process provides the 3D position of each marker at each time during
the gait cycle. These signals usually present low-level noise which is amplified when
numerical differentiation is used to calculate their corresponding velocities and
exp
accelerations. Figure 4.2 shows the vertical displacement zM15 of marker M15, (see
exp
zM15 calculated using the finite difference method. It is
Figure 3.4) and the acceleration 
clear that signal processing is absolutely necessary in order to reduce noise and obtain
meaningful acceleration signals.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Noisy vertical displacement of marker M15.
(b) Acceleration calculated from the noisy vertical displacement of marker M15.

In this thesis, a filter based on singular spectrum analysis (SSA) is applied to the marker
position histories. The algorithm decomposes the original signal into independent
additive components with decreasing weight. This processing facilitates extracting the
signal latent trend from the inherent random noise in the motion capture process
[Alonso 2005].
Moreover, the algorithm only requires the selection of two parameters, namely, the
window length (L) and the number of components to use for reconstruction (r). A way
to overcome the uncertainty in the choice of L is to apply sequentially the SSA filter, as
explained in [Alonso et al. 2005]. When this sequential procedure is applied, the results
are not very sensitive to the window length. In this thesis, the SSA filter is applied three
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consecutive times, the window length is fixed as L = 10 and the two main components
of the decomposition are used in the signal reconstruction. Using this procedure, r takes
into account at least the 99,9 % of the sum of the eigenvalues at each iteration.
Figure 4.3 shows the singular spectrum evolution of the vertical position of marker M15
exp
( zM15 ). Each branch of the singular spectrum corresponds to an iteration of the
sequential SSA procedure, plotted in logarithmic scale. It can be observed that the first
few components of the SSA decomposition contain practically all the information
needed to reconstruct the original signal.
The original and the reconstructed signals for the same raw displacement are plotted in
exp
filt
exp
Figure 4.4 (a). Figure 4.4 (b) shows their difference zM15  zM15  zM15 where zM15 is
filt
the original evolution of the z position of marker M15 and zM15 is the reconstructed one.
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Figure 4.3 Singular spectrum of the vertical displacement signal z exp
M15 .
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Figure 4.4 Signal processing of the z position of the marker M15. (a) Original and reconstructed
filt
signals ( z exp
M15 and z M15 , respectively). (b) Difference between the two previous signals.

filt

The result of applying twice the finite difference method to the reconstructed signal zM15 is
filt
exp
zM15
zM15
shown in Figure 4.5 ( 
) together with the previously calculated 
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Figure 4.5 Acceleration calculated from the original signal z exp
M15 and from the reconstructed signal
filt
z M15 .

This procedure is applied to all the components of the markers position vector. Then,
they are used to calculate the histories of the natural coordinates q filt of the model by
means of simple algebraic relations between the markers positions (see Chapter 3).
During gait, skin motion and muscle deformations cause the motion of the markers with
respect to the skeleton. This motion affects, obviously, the estimation of the joints
position, and leads to violations of the kinematic constraints. It is regarded as one of the
most critical sources of error in human movement analysis [Ackermann and Schiehlen
2006, Silva and Ambrósio 2002a]. As an example, it can be observed that the segments
length varies significantly during the simulation if vector q filt is directly used to define
the human body motion. Figure 4.6 shows the length of right shank and thigh segments
if q filt is directly used.
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Figure 4.6 Segment’s length calculated from q filt along the captured motion. (a) Right shank length
(b) Right thigh length.

In order to avoid this problem, a new set of coordinates q is calculated by imposing the
kinematic consistency at position level through a minimization problem:
min V 
q

T
1
q  q filt  W  q  q filt  s.t. Φ  q   0

2

(4.1)
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where W is a weighting diagonal matrix that allows assigning different weights to the
coordinates. Higher weighting factors are associated to those coordinates with lower
expected error. The minimization is only subjected to scleronomic constraints Φ  q   0
, and q includes only the natural coordinates of the generic vector q (the three Cartesian
coordinates of the 22 points and the three Cartesian components of the 36 unit vectors).
The process used to guarantee kinematic data consistency at position level is explicitly
described in [Alonso et al. 2010]. Following an augmented Lagrangian minimization
process [Bayo and Ledesma 1996], an iterative scheme to obtain the consistent positions
q is used:

 W  Φ  Φ  q
T
q

q

λ j 1  λ j   Φ

j 1



 W  q  qfilt   ΦTq  Φ  λ j



(4.2)

where q filt is the vector of the natural coordinates vector filtered using the SSA
(nonconsistent natural coordinates) , q j 1  q j 1  q j , Φq is the Jacobian matrix of the
constraint equations Φ with respect to the natural coordinates q , λ j is the vector of
Lagrange multipliers,  is the penalty factor and the subscripts j indicates the iteration
number.
In this study, matrix W allows little changes in the positions of the upper body joints,
their associated weighting factors are defined as the unit. In contrast, the weighting
factors of the lower body joints have a value of one hundred.
Equation (4.2) is solved iteratively until q   , where  is a specified tolerance (in
this case,   10 8 ). According to Bayo and Ledesma (1996), the value of the penalty
factor only affects the convergence rate. In this work, it is fixed at   109 . All this
processing allows obtaining a convenient 3D kinematic data set of the human gait that
can be used as input of the inverse dynamic analysis.
4.3.2 Differentiation using Spline Functions
From the kinematically consistent data set obtained above, a set of independent
coordinates z is calculated: the three Cartesian coordinates of the proximal pelvis joint,
and the three angles of each segment with respect to the global frame, defining a total of
57 degrees of freedom (DOF).
Prior to differentiating these configuration histories, the SSA filter is applied to them
(using the same parameters explained in Section 4.3.1) in order to reduce the noise
introduced by the kinematic consistency processing. As the chosen independent
coordinates define the position of one point and the orientation of each segment, these
new histories are also kinematically consistent.
As it will be seen at the end of this chapter, the data collected in the laboratory at 100
Hz will not be enough to compute forward dynamics, thus, a smoother interpolation is
required. In this case, the Reinsch approach is used [Reinsch 1967]. For each coordinate
of the independent coordinate vector z , and for a given tolerance, a B-spline form of
the temporal function is calculated. The MATLAB function “spaps” with a tolerance of
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10  9 , which guarantees that the RMSE between the original data and the new values is

less than 0,001 %, is used. Since the “spaps” function returns the B-form function of the
z can be obtained using analytical
input data, the velocities z and the accelerations 
spline differentiation techniques. Consequently, the kinematic data set required to
z  , and it is consistent with the rigid body
perform the IDA is completely known  z, z , 
assumption of the multibody system at position, velocity and acceleration levels.
4.4 Wrench of Contact Forces
As seen in the previous Chapter, the equations of motion are expressed as:
  Φ qT λ  Q
Mq


Φ  q, t   0

(4.3)

Once the histories of the independent coordinates z , and their time derivatives, z and z ,
have been obtained, the inverse dynamics problem is solved by means of the velocity
transformation formulation known as matrix–R [García de Jalón and Bayo 1994] ,
which provides the required actuation in the form of generalized forces associated to the
independent coordinates z . As seen in Eq. (3.73):

  R T  Q  MSc 
R T MRz

(4.4)



(4.5)

which can be rewritten as:



ˆ  MSc  Q
RT MRz  RT Q
m

ˆ  Q , where Q̂ are the known generalized forces associated to
being RT Q  RT Q
m
constant forces or forces that only depend on the system mechanical state (such as the
gravitatory forces), and Q m are the generalized forces associated to the independent
coordinates, i.e., the unknowns of the inverse dynamics problem:



ˆ  MSc
Qm  RT MRz  RT Q



(4.6)

Nevertheless, since the independent coordinates z are the position of the lumbar joint
and the absolute angles of all the bodies, the generalized forces Q m calculated via IDA
do not correspond to the actual contact forces and the joint motor torques. The
procedure to obtain the actual forces and torques involves different steps as it is
explained in Appendix B.
As a previous state, and in order to validate the inverse dynamics processing, another
set of forces are calculated. The previous generalized forces Qm are transformed into an
 acting on
 (joint torques) and a contact wrench G
equivalent set of internal torques T
m
the pelvis segment (Appendix B). The tilde denotes that the wrench does not correspond
to the contact wrench acting at their actual location, i.e., the contacting foot/feet.
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Since at the laboratory two force plates measure the foot-ground contact wrenches G FPi
(where i indicates the index of the force plate, i  1, 2 ), these measurements can be
 , since the latter is actually the resultant of
compared with the inverse dynamic results G
those contact wrench.
The AMTI force plate provides the three orthogonal components of the foot-ground
contact force and moment acting at the plate centre, whereas the inverse dynamics
 is expressed at the lumbar joint. In order to make them comparable, they
wrench G
have been properly translated to a common point, namely the projection of the lumbar
 gr and G gr , respectively).
joint onto the ground (that is, G
FPi
The instants when these wrenches are comparable start at the toe off of one foot, include
one double support, and finish at the heel strike of the other foot (Figure 4.7). That is,
from tt 0  0, 22 s to th1  1, 58 s . The instants before tt 0 and after th1 are not taken into
account because during these periods one foot contacts the walkway and the other one
the force plate device and thus, the global contact wrench cannot be measured. As a
result, only one double support phase is analysed.

Initial frame t t0 = 0,22 s

Final frame th1= 1,58 s

Figure 4.7 Initial and final frames of the analysed motion.

Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of the total contact wrenches obtained from inverse
 gr and from the force plate data G gr . The two vertical lines delimitate
dynamics G
FPi
the double support phase, during which the inverse dynamics provides the resultant
force and moment components due to both foot-ground contacts. The plot shows a good
agreement between the two curves. As an error indicator, the root mean square error
(RMSE) is used:

 



RMSE 



2
1 N REF
Q  k   Q k  


N n1

(4.7)
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where Q refers to the dynamic variable (force or moment component) that will be
compared, Q REF  k  is the reference force or moment component at instant k (in this
case, the values measured by the force plate), and N is the number of time steps of the
studied period
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the total contact wrenches obtained from inverse dynamics and from the
force plate data.

The most important absolute errors (RMSE) are detected in FZ and M Y with 24,12 N
and 14,86 Nm, respectively. However, in relative terms (the instantaneous absolute
value divided by the range of the actual component) these errors are small. This can be
seen in Figure 4.8, the IDA results tend to be very close to the ones measured in the
laboratory.
In contrast most significant differences can be appreciate in M Z plot, however they
only represent an absolute RMSE of 3,23 Nm. From the analysis of the results, it can be
concluded that a very good correlation can be found between the global contact wrench
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calculated using IDA and the one provided by the force plates. The force plate devices
have been used to validate the model and the implemented multibody methodology.
In order to obtain the actual internal joint torques Tm , the double support indeterminacy
problem needs to be solved. The procedure used to solve this indeterminacy is
explained in the next section.
4.5 Solution of the double support contact force sharing problem
The computed inverse dynamic analysis only provided a contact wrench formed by one
force (three components) and one moment (also three components) acting on the pelvis
segment. However, these actions are fictitious, since no contact force or moment acts on
the pelvis. Therefore, in order to obtain the joint motor torques, the contact wrench must
be expressed at its actual location, i.e., the contacting foot/feet.
During the single support phase, the problem is determined, so that, the resultant
reaction can be translated to the contacting foot, and the actual joint torques can be
recalculated properly equating their corresponding generalized forces to those obtained
when the contact wrench acts on the pelvis (see Appendix B). However, during the
double support phase, how this wrench is shared between the two foot-ground contacts
is unknown and a sharing criterion has to be used for estimating the amount of the total
wrench assigned to each foot.
In this section, two different methods to solve this indeterminacy are compared: the first
one uses the foot-ground contact wrenches measured by force plates, and the second one
is the “smooth transition assumption” presented in [Ren et al. 2008].
4.5.1 Method that uses force plate measurements
Usually, in a biomechanics laboratory, the contact interaction between the foot and the
ground is measured by means of force plates. These devices provide the individual footground contact wrench along the gait. However, due to errors accumulated in the
estimation of the body segment parameters and the motion capture process, and also to
the measurement error of the force plates themselves, these measurements do not
exactly coincide with the global contact wrench estimated via IDA (translated to the
same point). These differences can be seen in Figure 4.8 and, because of them, the
inverse dynamics results are inconsistent with the force plate measurements.
As explained at the beginning of the chapter, there are several methods that combine the
results from inverse dynamics with the measured reactions [Cahouët et al. 2002, Chao
and Rim 1973, Kuo 1998, Vaughan 1982]. However, all these methods modify the
motion to solve the problem. In order to preserve the kinematics, this thesis proposes a
simpler alternative method, which we denote corrected force plate sharing (CFP).

 , must be shared between both
The contact wrench calculated from inverse dynamics, G
feet along the double support phase, i.e., between the heel strike of the leading foot,
time instant th , and the toe off of the trailing foot, time instant tt . Thus, the residual
 gr  G gr  G gr , can be split and
between the calculated and measured reactions, ε  G
FP1
FP2
added to each of the force plate values to make their resultant consistent with the
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 gr , G gr and G gr are, respectively, the IDA wrench G
 and the
inverse dynamics. G
FP1
FP2
force plate wrenches G FP1 and G FP2 (see Figure 4.9) translated to the projection of the
lumbar joint onto the ground. This residual is a 6-row vector that contains the
differences between the two curves of each plot in Figure 4.8. (only during double
support).

Trailing
foot

Leading
foot
2

1

FPL1

FPL2

Figure 4.9 An instant of the double support phase.

This process assumes that the errors come from the force plate measurements, or what is
the same, the motion is considered as the actual movement and the rest of the
measurements are adapted to compute a consistent dynamic analysis. In order to avoid
discontinuities between single and double support, the correction is split between both
force plates by using a linearly varying function:
tt  t
εt 
tt  th
t  th
Ggr2 (t )  GgrFP2 (t ) 
εt 
tt  th
G1gr (t )  GgrFP1 (t ) 

th  t  tt
th  t  tt

(4.8)

where G 1gr and G gr2 are the wrenches at the trailing and leading foot respectively, and
G grFP1 and G grFP2 are their force plate counterparts. After this sharing process, the
wrenches G 1gr and G gr2 are properly translated to the corresponding ankle joints
obtaining the actual wrenches G1 and G 2 .
This leads to a wrench at each foot that is close to the force plate measurements, but
keeps the consistency with inverse dynamics. Therefore, the force plate information is
used only for approximating the transition of the reactions, instead of as an input to the
whole inverse dynamics problem.
It could be also necessary to compute the sharing problem when one foot contacts the
walkway and the other a force plate. That is, for exemple, during the first double
support phase of the captured gait cycle, from the heel strike of the leading foot with the
first force plate  th 0  to the end of this initial double support phase  tt 0  (Figure 4.10).
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First heel strike th0 = 0,00 s

First toe off tt0 = 0,22 s
Single Support inital frame

Figure 4.10 Initial and final frame of the double support phase when only one foot is in contact with
the force plate at double support.

Firstly, the difference between the total contact wrench calculated via an IDA and the
force plate data at toe off instant ( tt 0 ) needs to be calculated. This instant corresponds to
the beginning of the single support phase, thus, the contact wrench applied to the system
calculated via IDA and that calculated using the force plate should be equal. However,
due to errors inherent to the capture, the following difference ε  tt 0  is not zero.

 gr (t )  G gr (t )
ε  tt 0   G
t0
FP1 t 0

(4.9)

As a result, the measurements of the force plate device cannot be directly used as the
wrench of the foot-ground contact, they need to be adjusted to compute the dynamically
consistent wrench G1gr (t ) . Also, in this case, the correction is split during the double
support phase (from the heel strike of one foot th 0 to the toe off of the other foot tt 0 )
using the following linear function:
G1gr (t )  G grFP1 (t ) 

tt 0  t
ε  th 0 
tt 0  t h 0

t h 0  t  tt 0

(4.10)

Note that G1gr (t ) ensures continuity with the inverse dynamics results, that is
G 1gr (tt 0 )  G gr (tt 0 ) . Moreover, the information of the force plate is used for
approximating the wrench of the foot in contact with it. After that, and in order to obtain
dynamically consistent results, the difference between the inverse dynamics wrench
 gr (t ) and G gr needs to be applied to the other foot. Therefore:
G
1

 gr (t)  Ggr (t)
Ggr2 (t)  G
1

th0  t  tt 0

(4.11)

As previously noted, the generalized wrenches G1gr (t ) and G gr2 (t ) can be translated to
the ankle joints and the actual joint torques can also be calculated as explained in
Section 4.4.
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4.5.2 The Smooth Transition Assumption
Another way to calculate the double support force sharing without perturbing the
motion data was proposed by Ren et al. (2008). The authors propose using a reasonable
transition criteria called smooth transition assumption (STA) to estimate the footground contact wrench without using force plate data.
The algorithm is based on the assumption that the foot-ground contact wrench at the
trailing foot decays according to a certain law along the double support phase. In their
work, two shape functions f (t ) are proposed. The first one is used for the
anteroposterior reaction force and the second one for the remaining five components of
the contact wrench:
 t /T

e  hds  ;
j=1

t
f j (t)    t tP  / Thds  2
; j=2,...,6
ke
 k2
1
Thds

3

th  t  tt

(4.12)

where j is the index that coincides with the subscript of each component of the reaction
T
wrench G (t )   Fx , Fy , Fz , M x , M y , M z  , Thds is half the double support
duration, tP  2Thds / 3 is the peak force time, and the two constants are determined
imposing that the transition function is equal to 1 at the heel strike of the leading foot,
4/9
16/9
and to 0 at the toe off of the trailing foot. As a result, k1  e and k2  0,5k1e
.





Thus, the reaction component j  j  1,..., 6  is obtained as:

G1, j (t)  f j  t  G1, j  th 

th  t  tt

(4.13)

Where G1, j  th  is the value of the j component of the reaction wreanch acting on the
trailing foot at the beginning of the double support phase  t  th  .
For the smoothing function to correctly mimic the decay of the reaction moments, the
reaction forces must be considered as applied at the respective centres of mass of each
foot, which are not fixed to the foot if it is modelled with two segments. Once the
reactions along the double–support phase are estimated for the trailing foot, their
counterparts at the leading foot are the result of forcing the resultant wrench to be
equivalent to the one obtained by inverse dynamics.
4.6 Results and Discussion
The previous two methods have been implemented and they are compared in the
following plots. The recorded motion contains more than one cycle. It covers all instants
with force plate information available. It starts at the heel strike of the right foot (0 % of
gait cycle), includes also the next heel strike of the same foot (100 %) and finishes at the
toe off of the left foot belonging to the next cycle (~116 %). The initial and final frames
of this motion are illustrated inFigure 4.11.
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Initial frame

Final frame

Figure 4.11 Initial and final frames of the studied motion.

Five phases can be distinguished (Figure 4.12): three double support phases and two
single support phases. These phases are delimited using vertical lines in Figures 4.13
and 4.14.
I

II

III

IV

V

Double support 1

Single support 1

Double support 2

Single support 2

Double support 3

Figure 4.12 Phases of the captured gait motion.

The results obtained from applying the different reaction sharing strategies (Figures
4.13 and 4.14), namely, corrected force plates sharing (CFP, in red) and the smooth
transition assumption (STA, in green), are compared to their reference values, i.e., the
actual force plate measurements (in black).
Moreover, during the single support phases, the results of the inverse dynamic analysis
(plotted in blue) can directly be compared to the force plate data. The X, Y and Z axes
correspond to the anteroposterior, mediolateral and vertical absolute directions,
respectively. It must be noted that the foot-ground contact moments at each foot are
now calculated with respect to their corresponding ankle joint.
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Figure 4.13 Foot-ground contact forces during the studied motion using two different sharing
methods, corrected force plate (CFP) and smooth transition assumption (STA).

Figure 4.13 shows good correlation between the foot-ground forces obtained from
inverse dynamics (in blue) and the force plate measurements (in black). For the footground moments, the differences are significantly more important but a common trend
can be observed. That is something expected because Figure 4.8 (comparison of the
total contact wrenches obtained from inverse dynamics and from the force plate data)
also shows better correlations for forces signals than for moment ones. As previously,
the RMSE is used all over this section as an error indicator. Table 4.1 shows the error
for the six components of the foot contact wrench.
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Figure 4.14 Foot-ground contact moments (at ankle joints) during the studied motion using two
different sharing methods, corrected force plate (CFP) and smooth transition assumption (STA).

RMSE Right Foot (phase II)
RMSE Left foot (phase IV)

FX [N]
8,023
16,788

FY [N]
5,766
8,899

FZ [N]
15,188
9,208

M X [Nm]
11,379
5,583

M Y [Nm]
12,367
11,771

M Z [Nm]
2,294
4,420

Table 4.1 RMSE between force plate data and inverse dynamics results during single support
phases (phases II and IV).

Double support phases need to be analysed separately, because during the first and the
last double support phases (phases I and V at Figure 4.12) only information of one force
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plate is available. In contrast, during the second double support phase (phase III) the
data of the two force plate devices are used. This difference is important when the CFP
sharing strategy is used.
At phase I, the three components of the foot-ground contact force present similar values
for STA and CFP (Figure 4.13) Moreover, for the CFP sharing method, the tendency
matches with the force plate data.
The results for the left foot cannot be compared with the reference because the force
plate is not available. However, again the two sharing strategies lead to similar results,
although STA presents a smoothest tendency. In contrast, when the foot-ground contact
moments are compared important differences are detected between both methods
(Figure 4.14).
STA differs considerably from the reference signal and CFP presents significant
differences at M X . This trend is also observable at phase V, where the leading and
trailing foot are now the right and the left foot, respectively (in this phase, the left foot
wrench is the one that can be compared with the force plate data).
The RMSE is used again as an indicator of these differences. Table 4.2 shows the
RMSE when the STA and CFP are used. It is calculated using the force plate data as the
reference signal, therefore the values of the right foot are calculated at phase 1 and the
RMSE corresponding to the left foot belongs to phase V.
FX [N]
FY [N]
FZ [N]
M X [Nm] M Y [Nm] M Z [Nm]
Right Foot (phase I)
34,600 18,218 126,547
14,591
24,405
8,494
Left Foot (phase V)
37,024 11,488
61,517
2,665
12,532
7,058
RMSE CFP
Right Foot (phase I)
5,017
0,891
16,631
8,193
0,917
1,283
Left Foot (phase V)
7,129
8,657
10,894
3,244
2,852
5,163
Table 4.2 RMSE between force plate data and each sharing method (STA and CFP) during double
support phases (phases I and V).
RMSE STA

At phase III, as expected, CFP and STA give the better results. In fact, the error of CFP
is, almost always, lower than that of STA (Table 4.3). These results should be
understood as the best approximation possible without modifying neither the model
parameters nor the motion. It can be observed that STA approximates, mostly, the
reactions of the right foot better than those at the left foot, which is something expected
due to the nature of the method.
Note that STA algorithm is based on the assumption that the reaction forces and
moments at the trailing foot (right foot) decay according to a certain law along the
double support phase and, therefore, the leading foot forces and moments include all the
differences between the global wrench and the wrench assigned to the trailing foot
(thus, the leading foot is adapted to compute a consistent dynamic analysis). The
moments at the leading foot are especially highly overestimated.
As expected, significant differences can be observed between Table 4.2 and Table 4.3
when the CFP method is used. If data from the two force plates data are available, the
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CFP provides better results (especially in force magnitudes) than the ones obtained
when only one force plate device is used.
FX [N]
FY [N]
FZ [N]
M X [Nm]
M Y [Nm] M Z [Nm]
RMSE STA
Right Foot
39,383
7,166 71,764
9,908
13,465
4,011
Left Foot
31,541 14,234 74,961
16,257
43,869
2,315
RMSE CFP
Right Foot
9,011 12,557 35,746
10,122
20,838
5,277
Left Foot
10,467
8,148 27,432
6,014
12,963
1,879
Table 4.3 RMSE between force plate data and each sharing method (STA and CFP) during double
support phase III.

At this point, the information necessary to compute all the joint torques is known. That
is, the net muscle moments at each joint during all the time course of motion. The
procedure is implemented and the results regarding the components of the ankle, knee
and hip torques perpendicular to the sagittal plane are presented in Figure 4.15. They are
compared with reference results of similar gait analyses (grey area) by Winter (1990).
Figure 4.15 shows in blue the left leg joint torques calculated using the inverse
dynamics results and the CFP as a sharing strategy during double support. Note that in
this case, and in order to compare the torques with Winter’s results, positive moment
values indicate extension/plantarflexion.
Since Winter’s methodology uses force plate data as input information to compute the
IDA, and two force plate devices were available in the lab, the results provide
information of only one double support of the gait cycle2 (when both feet contact force
plates). In contrast, as the CFP can be applied using only one force plate, Figure 4.15
shows ~116 % of a cycle (like in Figure 4.13) including three complete double support
phases.
The results obtained for the inverse dynamic method proposed are in agreement with the
literature results. Figure 4.15 shows a good correlation between our laboratory results
and the Winter’s one, the trend of all the moments are almost always between the
boundered standard deviation obtained by Winter.

2

Note that Winter provides the results of the 100 % of a gait cycle separately for each leg (therefore two
double support phases). However only one double support is common for both legs.
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Figure 4.15 Lower limb joint torques calculated using CPF sharing methods and comparison with
Winter’s results [Winter 1990].

4.7 Application to Forward Dynamic Analysis
The use of the CFP provides a set of dynamically consistent joint torques and external
contact forces. Therefore, this information can be used as input of a forward dynamic
analysis (FDA) to predict the dynamic response of the human body to this particular set
of applied forces and torques.
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In this case, the principal objective of the analysis is to simulate the movement of the
multibody system. In an ideal case, the motion obtained throughout FDA using the
results of the IDA as inputs should be the original motion captured at the laboratory.
However, in a real application, the simulated motion differs from the captured one due
to errors in the integrator and stability and numerical problems.
The integration of the equations of motion plays a key role in the quality of the FDA
results. Moreover, the computational cost increases considerably depending on the
chosen integrator. As explained in Section 3.4.4, a multi-step method is used. The
information of previous time steps is used to calculate the next step. The selected
integration method is implicit, that is, the solution for the next iteration is approximated
using a guess of its value, obtained by an explicit procedure known as predictive step.
The FDA is computed using a time step t = 0,01 s. However, using this interval, the
multibody system becomes unstable and it is not possible to simulate the entire motion.
At this point, the IDA needs to be recalculated using a smaller time step. The use of
spline functions to define the motion allows obtaining kinematic information at any
instant. Therefore, a time step t = 0,001 s is chosen and the IDA results are again
calculated.
The external forces and moments (calculated at t = 0,001 s) are used as inputs of the
FDA and the resultant motion is obtained. Figure 4.16 shows the joint flexion-extension
angles (in red) and their actual values (in blue) for the ankle, knee and hip of both legs.
It can be observed that during about 80 % of the cycle both curves match; the two
motions are really similar. However, at the end of the simulation, both curves begin to
differ and the obtained motion does not correspond to normal human gait.
Note that using the proposed IDA method, the obtained dynamic results obtained do not
contain residual torques. The FDA is computed using only external moments and
forces, without any controller and, still, the results shown in Figure 4.16 are really
accurate.
There are some methods to define joint angles. Figure 4.16 shows the joint angles as a
rotation of the distal segment relative to the proximal segment. The flexion-extension
takes place about the mediolateral axis (y axis) of the proximal segment.
In order to improve these results for the whole cycle, a proportional integral derivative
(PID) controller is implemented. The control unit presents a typical structure of an
elementary closed-loop system (Figure 4.17).
Besides the plant (the process that will be controlled), the system is composed of
sensors, which evaluate the system state, actuators, which translate the controller output
into meaningful data to the plant and the controller itself, which is responsible for
guiding the system to follow a certain reference input.
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Besides the plant (the process that will be controlled), the system is composed of
sensors, which evaluate the system state, actuators, which translate the controller output
into meaningful data to the plant and the controller itself, which is responsible for
guiding the system to follow a certain reference input.
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Figure 4.16 Ankle, knee and hip flexion angles.

The output of the system, called control variable, is represented by y  t  , which is
measured by the sensors which provide the signal x  t  . The reference is represented by
r  t  , the error e  t  contains the difference between the reference and the sensor
measurement. The output of the controller and input to the process is represented by
u  t  (the process contains the actuators and the plant).
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Figure 4.17 Block diagram of a generic closed-loop system.
The output of the system, called control variable, is represented by y  t  , which is
measured by the sensors which provide the signal x  t  . The reference is represented by
r  t  , the error e  t  contains the difference between the reference and the sensor
measurement. The output of the controller and input to the process is represented by
u  t  (the process contains the actuators and the plant).
The PID controller family is the name given to the group of controllers PI, PD, P or I, in
which only one or two control actions are present. In this thesis, a PD controller is used.
The PD controller algorithm is schematically represented in Figure 4.18. It involves two
contributions, the proportional and the derivative terms. The proportional term, K p ,
also called proportional gain, determines the reaction to the current error; and the
derivative gain K d ,  K d  K pTd  determines the response based on the rate at which
the error has been changing [Botto 2008]. The process in Figure 4.18 refers to the whole
multibody system.
The proportional term contributes to the output of the controller by multiplying the error
(difference between the measurement and the corresponding reference) by the constant
K p . This means that larger values of the gain lead to faster response and to a controller
more able to respond to potential system disturbances. However, if the gain is too high,
the system might oscillate and become unstable.
Figure 4.18 Block diagram of a generic closed-loop system with a PD controller.

The contribution from the derivative term to the controller output is proportional (by the
value of K pTd ) to the slope of the error over time (i.e., its first derivative with respect to
time). The derivative term has an anticipative corrective action, being quicker to
respond to the disturbance of the system [Botto 2008]. The derivative control is used to
reduce the magnitude of the overshoot produced by the integral component and to
improve the combined controller process stability.
The integral term accelerates the progression of the process towards the reference and
eliminates the residual steady-state error. However, it can cause the overshoot of the
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process (the output of the process crosses over the reference) or even lead to instability,
and it is not used in this study.
The controller is implemented in discrete time form, and the reference signals (the path
that the system must follow) are the original time evolution of the degrees of freedom
z ref , that is, the position of the lumbar joint and the three angles defining the absolute
orientation of each segment. Therefore, the controller has the following form at each
instant tk ( k  1,..., N , where N is the number of time steps of the simulation):

e tk   zref  tk   z tk  ;
de  tk  e  tk   e  tk 1 

;
dt
t

de  t 0 
0
dt

(4.14)
(4.15)

Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) 57 controllers and the respective actuators are adopted. The
actuators have the function of converting the position and angular error differences into
the corresponding generalized forces. There are 3 linear actuators and 54 angular ones.
Therefore, the controller outputs are the external lumbar joint forces and the absolute
segment torques that are needed to counteract the deviation of the controlled variable z
from the prescribed reference z ref .
The proportional gain K ip associated with segment i is proportional to the mass of the
segment mi :

Kip  K p mi

(4.16)

where K p  400  N kg m  or  Nm kg rad  depending on whether the actuator is linear
or rotative, respectively) and Td  2, 5·10 5  s  , have been chosen in order to avoid
oscillations and minimize overshoot. Note that these values are adjusted by trial-anderror work.
Once this procedure is implemented, it can be observed that the biomechanical model is
able to follow the prescribed motion. During all the analysis, the controlled variables are
concurrent with the reference variables.
Figure 4.19 (a) shows the differences between the actual position of the lumbar joint J1
(captured motion) and the same variable calculated through forward dynamics.
Similarly, Figure 4.19 (b) and (c) show these differences for the angle  (see driver
constraints in Section 3.4.1) of the thigh, shank, hindfoot, and forefoot for both, right
and left legs, respectively.
Figure 4.19 depicts a really small difference between the two signals (  8·10 7 m in
position and  5·10 6 rad in angle). The biomechanical model followed the used
reference, leading to the conclusion that this simple control scheme is enough to
effectively control the biomechanical system during gait under a simulated condition.
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The dynamic effect of the controller is a force acting on the lumbar joint (J1) and a set of
torques acting on each segment. Figure 4.20 shows each component of the controller
force ( FX,J1 , FY,J1 , FZ,J1 ) and the absolute Y component of the torques for the thighs,
shanks, hindfeet and forefeet of both legs ( MRT , MRS , MRHF , MRFF , MLT , MLS , MLHF ,
MLFF ).

Figure 4.19 Differences between the reference signal and the signal obtained through FDA using
the controller. (a) Position differences at lumbar joint. (b) and (c) Absolute angle β differences for
the thigh, shank, hindfoot and forefoot segments at right and left leg, respectively.

As Figure 4.20 illustrates, the force and moment amplitude of the controllers is really
small. The high frequency of the signals is associated to the instability of the multibody
system and to the numeric errors of the integrator. It cannot be related to the actual
musculoskeletal dynamics, the role of the PD controller is to balance the numerical
integration errors. Moreover, it can be seen than the dynamic contribution of the PD
controller is less than 5·10 3 N and 4·10 3 Nm. These magnitudes are much lower than
the range of variation of the joint forces and torques for a normal gait, thus the dynamic
contribution of the PD is negligible. It can be concluded, that the joint efforts calculated
using forward dynamics and the ones calculated via an IDA are practically equivalent.
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The PID is designed as a first step for a future work related to human motion prediction.
It is not an optimal controller, however, it allows us to simulate a first forward dynamic
analysis of human gait, which is a necessary step to complete the goal of the project in
which this thesis is involved.

Figure 4.20 Dynamic contribution of the PD controller. (a) Components of the force acting on the
lumbar joint. (b) and (c) Y component of the absolute torque acting on the right and left leg
segments, respectively.

4.8 Discussion
The inverse dynamic analysis is a useful tool for estimating joint torques that the
musculoskeletal system generates during human gait. However, in the case that the only
available input data are the motion and the estimated body segment parameters, its use
is limited to the single–support phase of gait. In order to obtain the motor efforts while
both feet are in contact with the ground, the indeterminacy must be solved with the help
of additional data, such as external reaction measurements provided by force plates.
In this chapter, a new method (called corrected force plate sharing) for solving the
double support sharing problem in human gait is presented. It uses force plate
measurements to obtain a set of joint torques and external forces acting on the feet
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which are dynamically consistent with the captured motion. The new method has been
compared with another method known as the smooth transition assumption [Ren et al.
2008] which neither requires the availability of force plate information. Finally, the
resultant joint torque that the muscles generate during the gait cycle, and the contact
wrench at each foot are obtained.
The inverse dynamics results obtained via the new method have been used as inputs of a
forward dynamics problem, obtaining good results to simulate up to 80 % of the gait
cycle. To improve the simulation for the whole gait cycle, a simple PD controller has
been implemented. As the results show, the dynamic effect of the controller in the
system is really low and provides a way to easily stabilize the biomechanical system
during the simulated period. Therefore, this simple method has been implemented to get
experience in the field of forward dynamic simulation and it is a a first step of a future
work in human gait prediction.
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Chapter 5

5 Analysis of Different Uncertainties in the IDA
As seen in the previous chapter, inverse dynamics techniques are used in gait analysis to
calculate the net joint torques that the musculo-skeletal system produces during human
locomotion. Errors present in the input data may affect significantly the results of the
inverse dynamics problem, and knowing their effect on the gait results is important to
determine what input data have to be more accurately known.
Different sources of errors in gait analysis have been described in [Hatze 2002]. This
chapter is focused on three of them: uncertainties in body segment parameters (BSP)
estimation, errors in force plate measurements and inaccuracies generated by kinematic
data processing. These errors are unavoidable when analysing human gait and have
been modelled in different ways depending on their nature.
The influence of BSP errors is a controversial question. While some studies suggest that
BSP can introduce significant errors [Liu and Nigg 2000, Pearsall and Costigan 1999,
Rao et al. 2006, Riemer et al. 2008] others have noted that BSP effects are not very
important in kinetic gait results [Davis et al. 1994, Silva and Ambrósio 2004, Wu and
Ladin 1993]. The main problem is that the actual value of most BSP cannot be directly
measured and this is why the published values can differ by more than 40 % between
each other [Pearsall and Costigan 1999].
There are several studies that analyse the influence of BSP errors on the IDA results.
Silva and Ambrósio (2004) analyse how sensible the joint torques are to a BSP fixed
perturbation. Other works, however, focus on a particular joint, that is, on how the
errors affect, for instance, to the knee joint torque [McCaw and DeVita 1995]. There are
also some studies that investigate how the IDA results change when different literature
BSP estimations are used [Pearsall and Costigan 1999, Rao et al. 2006].
Kinematic errors are intrinsic to the motion capture process. Markers movement, skin
motion and resolution of the optical system are the most important sources of error.
Other uncertainties appear due to the difficulties in identifying broad anatomical points,
where the markers are usually placed. With the aim of reducing the impact of marker
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placement errors, Groena et al. (2012) study the effect of two different marker protocols
on the accuracy of the calculated kinematic data (lower extremity joint angles).
Also related to kinematic errors, some methods are used to reduce the noise present in
the data, namely, digital filters, splines or spectrum analysis techniques [Alonso et al.
2005]. Moreover, some algorithms to obtain a new data set that guarantees kinematic
consistency with the biomechanical model appear in the literature [Alonso et al. 2010,
Silva and Ambrósio]. The differentiation method applied to obtain velocities and
accelerations can also introduce numerical uncertainties in the analysis: in this case,
kinematic consistency must also be ensured at velocity and acceleration levels.
According to [Alonso 2005], and in order to reduce the influence of kinematic errors on
the IDA results, it is necessary to apply smoothing and kinematic consistency to
kinematic signals.
Generally, in a gait analysis laboratory, force plates are used to measure the foot-ground
contact wrench. There are several sources of error in this type of devices [Barlett 2007,
Psycharakis and Miller 2006]: the hysteresis of the sensors, the linearity errors, the
signal interference, the electrical inductance, etc., affect the measurements and,
therefore, will affect the results computed using data from these devices.
The joint torques calculated using IDA are the result of the moments developed by all
muscles spanning a joint. Biomechanical simulations of human gait generally use Hill
muscle models to estimate muscle forces [Hill 1938]. There are also studies that
investigate the sensitivity of Hill’s parameters to the dynamic results [De Groote et al.
2010, Scovil and Ronsky 2006].
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the effects of some uncertainties in input
data on the results of a human gait IDA focusing on the flexion/extension lower limb
torques. Three different cases are studied. Firstly, to quantify the errors inherent to the
use of anthropometric tables, a statistical error analysis is performed assuming that
errors in BSP estimations follow a normal distribution. The perturbed BSP are the mass
and length of the body segments, the distance from the centre of mass (COM) to the
proximal joint, and the moment of inertia about the COM. Secondly, different sets of
kinematic data are used to emulate different solutions that may be provided by the
algorithm ensuring kinematic consistency. Then, it is analysed how these differences
affect the IDA results. Finally, the foot-ground contact forces and torques are perturbed
–according to data sheet specifications of commercial force plates– to emulate the
maximum error committed when these data are used as inputs of the IDA.
5.1. Biomechanical Model
The experimental data for a normal human walking are collected in the laboratory as
explained in Chapter 4. For this motion, the sagittal plane is where much of the
movement takes places. Therefore, the present study is focused on the sensitivity of the
flexion/extension moments and the bidimensional model has been used in order to
minimize the number of variables and the simulation computer time.
The information of the original 3D model is used to compute a 16 degree-of-freedom
(DOF) biomechanical model (see Section 3.1.2). The BSP are exposed at Table 3.5. The
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generalized coordinate vector q is composed of forty-four variables: thirty are position
variables, which are related to the endpoints of each segment ( q ); the other fourteen
variables are angular coordinates i that define the orientation of the segments
T
q  q T , 1 ,..., 14  .
The 2D kinematic information is obtained from the 3D joint position using the two
sagittal components. However, the history of the 2D natural coordinates is not
kinematically consistent with the rigid body model. Therefore, a new set of data is
calculated by imposing this consistency at position level through the same minimization
algorithm explained in Chapter 4:

min V 
q

T
1
q  q3D  W  q  q3D  s.t. Φ  q   0

2

(5.1)

where q3D contains the inconsistent natural coordinates subtracted from the 3D model.
 (q , t )  0 includes the physical constraints between the generalized vector q .
Φ
As previously seen, W is a weighting diagonal matrix that allows assigning different
weights to the coordinates. Higher weighting factors are associated to those coordinates
with lower expected error. In this study, the weighting factors associated to the positions
of the upper body joints are defined as the unit. In contrast, the weighting factors of the
hip and ankle joints are ten times higher and the ones related to the knee joints have a
value of five.
Using this process (see Eq. (4.2) ), a consistent set of natural coordinates is created and
used to calculate the fourteen angular variables (Figure 5.1). Those angular variables
together with the ankle position define the set of sixteen independent coordinates of the
multibody system.
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Figure 5.1 Planar biomechanical model of the human body.

With the purpose of defining a completely known motion, which guarantees kinematic
consistency at velocity and acceleration levels, analytical expressions of the time
evolution of these independent coordinates are calculated. These analytical expressions
are defined by means of Bézier curves (see Appendix B). The order of these curves is
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the minimum that guarantees that the RMSE between the actual measured curve and the
analytical curve expression is lower than a chosen tolerance. By doing this, velocities
and accelerations can be analytically known and the noise amplification during the
differentiation process is avoided.
The biomechanical model described in this section is used along this chapter as a
reference model. All the comparisons are done with respect to the results obtained when
the above mentioned data are used.
This study is focused on the gait cycle period when only one foot is in contact with the
ground (single support phase). During this phase, the influence of the input data errors
on the IDA can be analysed separately for the stance and the swing leg. Moreover,
during this period, the results of the IDA allow comparison of the force plate
measurements with the calculated external loads. Note that during double support phase
kinetic input data are needed to perform and IDA (as explained in the previous chapter).
5.2. Multibody Formulation
The IDA is formulated using the multibody dynamics methodology described
previously. In this case, the constraint equations Φ( q , t )  0 include the physical
 defined above) and the rheonomic constraints
constraints between variables (vector Φ
i  t  , x1 (t ), z1 (t ) that drive the motion. The equations of motion can be written as:
  ΦqT λ  Q
 Mq

Φ(q, t )  0

(5.2)

 is the acceleration vector, λ are the Lagrange
where M is the mass matrix, q
multipliers, and Q is the generalised force vector. Due to all the degrees of freedom are
controlled kinematically using analytical functions (all the input elements are known as
a function of time), Eq. (5.2) constitutes a system of m algebraic equations with m
unknowns (and with rank m). The solution of this system is perfectly determined.
Therefore, the only unknown value in Eq. (5.2) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers λ
that can be determined at each instant of time.

This formulation is used with non-perturbed data to obtain the actual non-perturbed
joint torques and the ground contact force and torque on the stance foot. Those are the
reference values used for comparison throughout the work.
Along the study, when BSP and kinematic information are perturbed, the same
multibody formulation is used and the perturbed net joint torques are again calculated.
However, when the foot-ground contact force is introduced as an input force acting on
the stance leg, the equations of motions in Eq. (5.2) become overdetermined. In this
work, to analyse separately the effect that errors in force plate can introduce in the IDA,
the analysis is carried out by applying the recursive method based on the Newton-Euler
equations of motion which is commonly applied when force plate measurements are
used [Dumas et al. 2007]. Starting at the foot, where the distal force and torque are the
ground reaction force and torque, the forces and torques in the stance lower limb joints
are determined. If force plate data and captured movement were kinetically consistent,
the actual hip torque and the torque calculated using this method would be the same.
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However, due to experimental errors, these torques are not in agreement and the
differences are studied in section 5.4.3.
5.3. Error Statistics Quantification
Two different error indicators are used: the root mean square error (RMSE) and the
normalized root mean square error (NRMSE). The RMSE is calculated to estimate the
global error magnitude in joint torques at each dynamic simulation. The NRMSE is
obtained as the quotient between the RMSE and the range of the non-perturbed torque:
RMSEi 

1 N
 (M iNP  k   M iP  k )2
N k 1

(5.3)

RMSE i
·100
M  M imin

(5.4)

NRMSE i 

max
i

where index i refers to the same index as the angles in Figure 5.1, M iNP [ k ] is the actual
net joint torque at instant k using non-perturbed –actual– parameters, M iP [ k ] is the net
joint torque at instant k when input parameters are perturbed and N is the number of
time steps of the simulation. M imax and M imin are, respectively, the maximum and the
minimum value of M iNP .
While the RMSE assesses the overall error in each simulation, the NRMSE evaluates
the relative error with respect to the actual range of variation. For example, an RMSE of
1 Nm of a torque whose actual range of values is 1 Nm (NRMSE = 100 %) is much
more relevant than the same RMSE of a torque with a range of values of 100 Nm
(NRMSE = 1 %).
5.4. Modelling of the Uncertainties
The errors in in the body segment parameters estimation, in the kinematic data
processing and in the ground reaction force measurement have been modelled
differently depending on their nature. Each modelization is explained in the next
subparts.
5.4.1 BSP Perturbation
Errors in BSP can be described as spread data around their actual value. The total error
committed in BSP estimation may come from multiple sources. Thus, according to the
central limit theorem, the distribution of the sum of these errors has (approximately) a
normal distribution. In this work, normal (or Gaussian) distributions with zero mean and
a certain variance 2 have been used. To obtain the variance of the Gaussian
distribution, the maximum error, defined as a percentage of the actual value (for
example, 10 %), is associated to 3 . In that way, it is assumed that the 99,7 % of the
values are within the error interval (for example, the actual value ±10 %). Hence,
instead of adding fixed errors as in [Silva and Ambrósio 2004], a statistical analysis
taking a sample of errors from a normal distribution is performed.
A sample size of 1000 random values drawn from a Gaussian distribution is generated
for each parameter. Three different error variances have been considered, simulating
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three different maximum errors: 5, 10 and 15 %. When a mass perturbation is
performed, the mass of each segment is normalized so that the total body mass remains
always constant. In the same way, when the length of each segment is perturbed, the
height of the subject also remains constant. These seem to be reasonable assumptions,
since the total mass and height are parameters that can be known with little error.
Using the 1000 values of each inertial parameter for a fixed maximum error, inverse
dynamics simulations are carried out. The joint torques are calculated and compared
with the actual non-perturbed ones. The RMSE and the NRMSE are used as indicators
of the accuracy of the results for each simulation. In this study, the mass, the COM and
the moment of inertia are varied independently (though being dependent) because most
BSP tables provide their values separately.
This study differs from those in the literature because the emulated errors are a real
approximation of the errors that researchers cannot avoid when performing an IDA of
human locomotion. This work does not compare the effect of using one or another
anthropometric BSP table as in [Rao et al. 2006, Riemer et al. 2008], and does not
determine how an error in a single BSP can affect the IDA results as in [Silva and
Ambrósio 2004] either. The error statistical modelling explained above allows us to
simulate the real errors that can appear when anthropometric BSP are estimated.
Inaccuracies are always present in the BSP estimation, and they appear in all segments
at once.
5.4.2 Errors in Kinematic Data Processing
The process to transform kinematic information in a convenient kinematic data set for
an IDA is not straightforward and can introduce some errors in the analysis. According
to Eq. (4.2), different sets of consistent data can be obtained using different criteria to
define the weighting factors in matrix W. These criteria are related to the expected
position error in the markers used to define each joint.
Two different cases are studied to account for different degree of skin movement in the
markers. The first one penalizes in the same way the errors in each natural coordinate
(W is the identity diagonal matrix). The second one considers, according to [Pearsall
and Costigan 1999], that the expected errors in stance leg markers are lower than in
swing leg. In this case, weighting factors related to the natural coordinates of the stance
leg are ten times higher than the rest of weighting factors.
5.4.3

Force Plate Data Measurement Errors

We study how net joint torques are modified when uncertain force plate data are used as
inputs of the IDA. According to different datasheets of commercial force plates, the
measurements error can be bounded between 0,2 and 2 % of their full scale output
(FSO). Typical values of FSO in these devices are 500 N for FX , 2500 N for FZ and
500 Nm for M Y . Although these error percentages are not constant along the
simulation, the maximum error that might occur has been considered. Hence, two
different quantities are added to the ground reaction force and torque according to data
sheet specifications. That is, 1 and 10 N in the horizontal ground reaction force, 5 and
50 N in the vertical ground reaction force and 1 and 10 Nm for the mediolateral torque.
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5.5. Results
According to the methodology explained above, uncertainties in input data are
simulated. Then, a statistical study is carried out and the results are compared and
discussed along this section.
5.5.1 Errors in Body Segment Parameters
In this study, perturbed inertial parameters are the mass and length of the body
segments, the distance from the centre of mass to the proximal joint, and the moments
of inertia about the centre of mass. These are modified following the procedure
described in Section 5.4.1. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the mean, the standard
deviation and the maximum value of the RMSE and the NRMSE obtained in the
different simulations, for the stance leg torques (M1, M2, M 3) and the swing leg
torques (M 4, M 5, M 6), respectively. The errors have been obtained for variances
associated with maximum errors of 5 %, 10 % and 15 %.
As expected, the RMSE and the NRMSE increase when the maximum BSP error grows.
Along this section, the errors when the BSP are perturbed with maximum errors of
±10 % are discussed. The same behaviour is observed for maximum errors of ±5 % and
±15 %.
When the mass of each body segment is perturbed, the highest RMSE is found at the
ankle torque of the stance leg (M 1) with a peak of 2,3 Nm. However, in relative terms,
this error is lower than the 2 % of the range of variation of the actual torque values. The
mean RMSE in the swing leg ankle (0,034 Nm) is lower than the same error value in
M1. But due to the little range of variation of this torque, the mean NRMSE exceeds the
2 % with a pick higher than 11 %.
The same behaviour is observed between the stance leg knee and the swing leg knee and
also between the results of the swing leg hip and the stance leg hip. From the results
obtained, it can be concluded that the absolute error (RMSE) is more important at the
stance leg and the relative error (NRMSE) is higher at the swing leg.
RMSE and NRMSE are estimators of the average of the error at each simulation.
However, it is also interesting to know the error magnitude at each instant. The
maximum difference –in absolute value– between the perturbed and the actual torque of
the 1000 simulations is presented in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2 (a) represents the
instantaneous absolute error, that is, M i  k   max M iNP  k   M iP  k  k . In the
same way, Figure 5.2 (b) shows the error in relative terms, namely, the instantaneous
absolute error divided by the range of each actual torque. As explained above, only the
single support phase is computed, that is, from the toe off of one leg until the heel strike
of the same leg.
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Stance Leg
% Max. Error

Ankle Torque (M1)

Knee Torque (M2)

Hip Torque (M3)

5%

10 %

15 %

5%

10 %

15 %

5%

10 %

15 %

x RMSE [Nm]

0,337

0,679

0,993

0,234

0,472

0,689

0,175

0,355

0,526

 RMSE [Nm]

0,157

0,327

0,502

0,112

0,229

0,349

0,088

0,175

0,267

Max RMSE [Nm]

1,075

2,346

3,860

0,641

1,664

2,351

0,494

1,169

1,635

NRMSE [%]

0,285

0,573

0,838

0,319

0,643

0,939

0,915

1,854

2,747

Mass

 NRMSE [%]

0,132

0,276

0,424

0,153

0,312

0,476

0,457

0,912

1,395

Max NRMSE [%]

0,908

1,982

3,260

0,873

2,269

3,205

2,578

6,101

8,533

x RMSE [Nm]

0,370

0,552

0,772

0,251

0,376

0,516

0,369

0,423

0,517

 RMSE [Nm]

0,126

0,235

0,332

0,085

0,169

0,246

0,088

0,162

0,226

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,918

1,633

2,146

0,627

1,122

1,606

0,643

0,986

1,363

x NRMSE [%]

0,313

0,467

0,652

0,343

0,513

0,703

1,926

2,208

2,700

 NRMSE [%]

0,106

0,198

0,281

0,115

0,231

0,336

0,459

0,848

1,177

Max NRMSE [%]

0,775

1,379

1,812

0,854

1,530

2,190

3,358

5,146

7,117

x RMSE [Nm]

0,285

0,555

0,826

0,194

0,379

0,557

0,136

0,270

0,394

 RMSE [Nm]

0,131

0,268

0,385

0,096

0,195

0,285

0,086

0,167

0,249

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,810

1,588

2,444

0,641

1,288

1,926

0,521

1,068

1,448

x NRMSE [%]

0,241

0,469

0,698

0,265

0,516

0,760

0,711

1,408

2,058

Length

COM Location xG

 NRMSE [%]

0,110

0,226

0,326

0,131

0,266

0,388

0,446

0,873

1,297

Max NRMSE [%]

0,684

1,341

2,064

0,874

1,756

2,625

2,720

5,573

7,558

x RMSE [Nm]

0,079

0,096

0,117

0,059

0,087

0,120

0,054

0,103

0,153

 RMSE [Nm]

0,010

0,028

0,048

0,019

0,043

0,070

0,034

0,071

0,106

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,130

0,229

0,348

0,148

0,273

0,492

0,218

0,389

0,631

x NRMSE [%]

0,067

0,081

0,099

0,080

0,119

0,163

0,284

0,537

0,799

 NRMSE [%]

0,009

0,024

0,041

0,025

0,059

0,096

0,180

0,372

0,555

Max NRMSE [%]

0,110

0,193

0,294

0,202

0,372

0,671

1,140

2,028

3,295

x RMSE [Nm]

0,075

0,083

0,096

0,048

0,059

0,076

0,027

0,043

0,063

 RMSE [Nm]

0,008

0,017

0,028

0,009

0,019

0,030

0,010

0,021

0,032

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,101

0,144

0,211

0,081

0,137

0,203

0,071

0,132

0,196

x NRMSE [%]

0,063

0,070

0,081

0,065

0,081

0,103

0,139

0,224

0,331

 NRMSE [%]

0,007

0,014

0,024

0,012

0,025

0,041

0,054

0,108

0,166

Max NRMSE [%]

0,086

0,121

0,178

0,110

0,187

0,276

0,370

0,687

1,022

COM Location zG

Moment of Inertia

Table 5.1 Errors in the stance leg joint torques when BSP are perturbed with zero-mean Gaussian
errors with variances associated with maximum error intervals of ±5, ±10 and ±15 % of their actual
value.
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Swing Leg
% Max. Error

Ankle Torque (M6)
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Knee Torque (M5)

Hip Torque (M4)

5%

10 %

15 %

5%

10 %

15 %

5%

10 %

15 %

x RMSE [Nm]

0,018

0,034

0,052

0,080

0,162

0,244

0,119

0,236

0,361

 RMSE [Nm]

0,012

0,023

0,034

0,050

0,101

0,153

0,059

0,121

0,184

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,079

0,182

0,214

0,302

0,677

0,883

0,344

0,720

1,184

x NRMSE [%]

1,095

2,126

3,253

1,942

3,905

5,888

1,181

2,338

3,577

 NRMSE [%]

0,723

1,430

2,124

1,199

2,444

3,697

0,585

1,196

1,822

Max NRMSE [%]

4,900

11,263

13,277

7,280

16,355 21,304

3,405

7,129

11,727

x RMSE [Nm]

0,039

0,043

0,052

0,057

0,106

0,153

0,325

0,343

0,395

 RMSE [Nm]

0,012

0,022

0,027

0,031

0,066

0,099

0,068

0,131

0,165

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,080

0,129

0,153

0,184

0,420

0,578

0,574

0,760

0,991

x NRMSE [%]

2,409

2,659

3,222

1,375

2,549

3,684

3,221

3,400

3,912

 NRMSE [%]

0,769

1,370

1,675

0,739

1,602

2,399

0,677

1,294

1,629

Max NRMSE [%]

4,960

7,977

9,507

4,450

10,148 13,949

5,687

7,524

9,809

0,004

0,006

0,008

0,062

0,059

0,122

0,178

Mass

Length

COM Location xG

x RMSE [Nm]

0,122

0,191

 RMSE [Nm]

0,001

0,003

0,004

0,048

0,090

0,141

0,035

0,075

0,100

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,010

0,017

0,029

0,296

0,612

0,792

0,212

0,451

0,623

x NRMSE [%]

0,226

0,374

0,516

1,499

2,949

4,608

0,589

1,211

1,759

 NRMSE [%]

0,077

0,173

0,260

1,169

2,176

3,401

0,345

0,739

0,989

Max NRMSE [%]

0,641

1,040

1,771

7,145

14,767 19,116

2,103

4,469

6,172

x RMSE [Nm]

0,006

0,012

0,017

0,025

0,050

0,073

0,042

0,086

0,128

 RMSE [Nm]

0,003

0,006

0,009

0,016

0,034

0,050

0,031

0,062

0,090

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,025

0,037

0,057

0,125

0,188

0,287

0,226

0,335

0,515

COM Location zG

x NRMSE [%]

0,375

0,717

1,034

0,612

1,205

1,771

0,420

0,853

1,265

 NRMSE [%]

0,185

0,390

0,580

0,391

0,816

1,195

0,303

0,616

0,895

Max NRMSE [%]

1,529

2,310

3,526

3,028

4,546

6,939

2,241

3,318

5,105

x RMSE [Nm]

0,005

0,010

0,013

0,018

0,031

0,048

0,020

0,037

0,057

 RMSE [Nm]

0,003

0,006

0,009

0,010

0,021

0,032

0,011

0,022

0,033

Max RMSE [Nm]

0,020

0,038

0,049

0,060

0,124

0,191

0,068

0,137

0,202

x NRMSE [%]

0,320

0,592

0,829

0,423

0,758

1,161

0,194

0,368

0,569

Moment of Inertia

 NRMSE [%]

0,171

0,367

0,553

0,247

0,503

0,783

0,113

0,215

0,329

Max NRMSE [%]

1,239

2,339

3,011

1,453

2,996

4,612

0,675

1,359

2,003

Table 5.2 Errors in the swing leg joint torques when the BSP are perturbed with zero-mean
Gaussian errors with variances associated with maximum error intervals of ±5, ±10 and ±15 % of
their actual value.
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Figure 5.2 clearly illustrates the differences between the torques of the stance (red) and
the swing (blue) leg. Absolute errors of the stance leg are higher than those of the swing
leg ones, but in percentage –with respect to the range of the actual value–, the most
sensible torques are the ones of the swing leg.

Figure 5.2 Errors in lower limb torques when the mass is perturbed with zero-mean Gaussian
errors with variances associated with maximum error intervals of ±10 %.
(a) Absolute errors. (b) Relative errors.

Inaccuracies in the lengths of the segments produce the highest mean NRMSE in M4
(3,4 %). As before, the most important absolute errors (RMSE) are detected in the
torques related to the joints that belong to the stance leg. A mean of 0,552 Nm with a
peak of 1,633 Nm can be found in M1. Nevertheless, uncertainties of 10 % in the length
of a body segment are improbable because this parameter can be accurately measured
compared to other BSP.
The position of the centre of mass is expressed in the local coordinates system of each
segment  xG , zG  . The origin of the local system is placed at the proximal joint, the X
axis is defined from the proximal to the distal joint, and the Z axis is obtained by
rotating the X axis 90 degrees counterclockwise. Errors in the centre of mass (COM)
coordinates have different effects in the kinetic results. The RMSE analysis shows that
the errors in zG are one order of magnitude lower than errors in coordinate xG .
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Errors in zG slightly influence the final results of the stance leg (with RMSE of
0,15 Nm). Moreover, the low standard deviation associated to the stance leg zG
indicates that the results tend to be very close to the mean.
Regarding the errors in the moments of inertia, the results show that the most affected
torque is M5 (swing leg knee), with a mean NRMSE of 0,7 % and a peak of 3 %. The
RMSE values are similar to the errors found when zG is inaccurate, and are one order
of magnitude lower than the errors found when any other BSP is perturbed. Thus, it can
be concluded that uncertainties in the moments of inertia have little influence in the gait
analysis results.
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 indicate that the standard deviation of the errors depends on the
perturbed BSP. While the NRMSE corresponding to perturbations in the moment of
inertia and the z coordinate of the COM tends to be very close to the mean, the NRMSE
due to perturbations in the mass, length and x coordinate of the COM spreads out over a
large range of values.
In general, the results indicate differences between the errors in swing and stance leg
torques. Regarding absolute errors, RMSE in M1 (stance leg ankle) are always larger
than those obtained in M6 (swing leg ankle). The same behaviour can be also observed
between M2 (stance leg knee) and M5 (swing leg knee); and between M 3 (swing leg hip)
and M4 (stance leg hip). The analysis of the RMSE is in agreement with [Silva and
Ambrósio 2004], which concludes that the IDA results are more sensitive to errors in
those kinematic chains that have external forces applied to them (foot-ground contact
force).
In relative terms, the behaviour is just the opposite: the highest NRMSE are found in
swing leg torques. The differences in this case are more significant due to the torque
range of variation during the swing phase, which is much lower than the one during the
stance phase.
The obtained results can also be compared with [Pearsall and Costigan 1999], where the
authors use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and compute the NRMSE to determine
the differences in the IDA results when different anthropometric tables are used. The
published results indicate that the maximum NRMSE of the stance leg is found in the
hip (with a NRMSE of 7,94 %), which is comparable to the result obtained in this work
(6,1 %). Similarly, they found a maximum NRMSE in the stance leg knee of 2,35 %,
which is close to the value, shown in Table 5.1, of 2,27 % in the same torque.
5.5.2

Influence of the Weighting Matrix during the Reconstruction of Kinematic
Data
As explained in Section 5.2, the technique applied to obtain a new set of kinematically
consistent data requires the definition of a weighting matrix W. To analyse how this
matrix can affect the results, two different weighting matrices are used. The first one
(W1) considers that all the markers have the same expected errors (W1 is equal to the
identity matrix). The second case considers that errors in stance leg are less probable, so
the values of W2 associated to the stance leg coordinates are ten times higher than the
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others. An IDA is computed for each value of W and the results are compared to the
ones obtained using the actual W (defined at Section 2.1). Table 5.3 shows the NRMSE
and RMSE results in the two cases considered.
If the identity matrix is used (W1), an absolute error greater than 15 Nm is detected in
ankle and knee torques corresponding to the stance leg. Furthermore, a NRMSE close to
13 % can be found in the torque of the stance leg knee.
Comparing Table 5.3 with Tables 5.1 and 5.2, it can be concluded that the weighting
matrix used during the kinematic data reconstruction has more influence in the kinetic
results than errors in BSP. In this case, the RMSE are almost one order of magnitude
above the mean RMSE obtained with BSP perturbations. In relative terms, the error
produces a NRMSE in the swing leg hip of 17,92 %, while the maximum NRMSE in
this torque was 6,1 % when BSP were perturbed. The results obtained using W2 also
present high RMSE and NRMSE values (compared to those in Tables 1 and 2).

W1
RMSE [Nm]
NRMSE [%]

Ankle
Torque
(M1)
15,181
12,821

W2
RMSE [Nm]
NRME [%]

7,298
6,164

Stance Leg
Knee
Torque
( M 2)
9,674
13,187
5,313
7,243

Hip
Torque
( M 3)
3,433
17,919

Ankle
Torque
( M 6)
0,796
7,877

2,454
12,811

0,847
8,384

Swing Leg
Knee
Torque
( M 5)
0,352
8,508
0,419
10,122

Hip
Torque
( M 4)
0,055
3,391
0,112
6,932

Table 5.3 Errors in the swing leg joint torques when the BSP are perturbed with zero-mean
Gaussian errors with variances associated with maximum error intervals of ±5, ±10 and ±15 % of
their actual value.

This study reveals the importance of an adequate criterion to define the weighting
matrix. Although the values obtained for RMSE and NRMSE depend on the original W
matrix used, the study shows how sensible are the IDA results to different plausible
weighting matrices. There are no studies in the literature describing how this matrix can
exactly be defined and, as observed in the results, using a non appropriate criterion can
affect significantly the results.
Similar to

Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 clearly represents how errors in the kinematic reconstruction can
affect the torque results along the time. In this case, the absolute instantaneous error is
W
defined as  M i  k   M iNP  k   M iW  k   k where Mi j are the torques Mi
calculated using the matrix Wj (with j=1,2), and the relative errors are obtained as a
quotient between Mi and the range of variation of each torque. Figure 5.3 (a) and (b)
j
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shows, in absolute and in relative terms respectively, the errors when W1 is used and,
similarly, Figure 5.3 (c) and (d) represents the errors when the matrix W2 is applied.
Significant differences can be observed between the torques of the stance and the swing
leg. Figure 5.3 (a) and (c) clearly shows that stance leg torques have a higher absolute
error. These results are in agreement with [Silva and Ambrósio 2004], which concludes
that the quality of the IDA results depends on the precision of the kinematic
reconstruction of the stance leg joints; and with [Riemer et al. 2008] which identifies
the estimated segment angles as the main contributors of the uncertainties in torque
estimates. However, the relative error in swing leg torques is not negligible. Therefore,
improving the kinematic reconstruction of the swing leg is also important. Note that
these results highlight the influence of little variations at joint positions in the IDA
results. These variations are inherent in all kinematic data reconstruction methods
published in the literature [Alonso et al. 2010, Silva and Ambrósio 2002a]. Therefore,
all these processes need to be studied further in order to improve the results.

Figure 5.3 Errors in lower limb torques: (a) Absolute errors using W1; (b) Relative errors using
W1; (c) Absolute errors using W2; (d) Relative errors using W2.
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5.5.3 Errors in the Ground Reaction Force
In this section, the ground reaction force and torque are used as an input to the inverse
dynamics problem. We add an error to these three dynamic components obtained using
multibody techniques in order to emulate the errors that force plate measurements could
contain.
Two cases are simulated –as explained in section 5.3–, adding fixed quantities to the
ground reaction force (1 and 10 N for the horizontal component and 5 and 50 N for the
vertical one) and to the ground reaction torque (5 and 50 Nm). The error analysis results
are shown in Table 5.4.
As expected –according to the Newton-Euler laws–, the ankle torque (M1) does not
change when the errors are in the foot-ground contact force. This torque is only sensible
to errors in the foot-ground contact torque.
The force plate errors are amplified along the stance leg due to the recursive method
used (using Newton-Euler equations from the foot to the trunk). As a result, a 2 % FSO
error in the horizontal ground reaction force causes a NRMSE of 5,85 % in the knee
joint, which grows up to more than 43 % in the hip joint.

Perturbed FX [N]
RMSE [Nm]
NRMSE [%]
Perturbed FZ [N]
RMSE [Nm]
NRMSE [%]
Perturbed MY [Nm]
RMSE [Nm]
NRMSE [%]

Ankle Torque (M1)
0,2 %
2%
FSO
FSO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,999
0,844

Knee Torque (M2)
0,2 %
2%
FSO
FSO
0,427
4,292
0,582
5,85

Hip Torque (M3)
0,2 %
2%
FSO
FSO
0,826
8,300
4,311 43,325

0
0

0,240
0,328

2,403
3,275

0,557
2,906

5,567
29,061

9,998
8,445

0,998
1,36

9,998
13,629

0,995
5,196

9,995
52,176

Table 5.4 Error values in stance leg torque when ground contact forces are perturbed adding a
0,2 % and 2 % of the full scale output (FSO).

The errors in each component of the ground reaction forces have different effects in the
net joint torques. The main effect is produced by the horizontal component of the
ground reaction force, both in terms of absolute and relative errors.
The error in the ground reaction torque highly affects the results. If the torque
measurement contains errors and this information is used as input data, all the torques
obtained as a result of an IDA will be extremely affected, up to a NRMSE of 52 % in
the hip torque.
This analysis shows that having error in the ground reaction force produces higher
RMSE and NRMSE than those obtained when BSP are inaccurate, but a similar error
magnitude to the one that occurs if the kinematic processing is not adequate.
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The obtained RMSE are in accordance with the results of [Silva and Ambrósio 2004],
where a sensitivity greater than 0,8 Nm/N (approximately constant along the stance
phase) is obtained in the hip torque with a perturbation in the horizontal component of
the ground reaction force. This sensitivity can be compared with the RMSE of 0,826
Nm obtained in M3 when the horizontal component of the force is perturbed 1 N.
Similarly, Silva and Ambrósio (2004) obtain a sensitivity of approximately 0,4 Nm/N
for the knee joint, a result closed to the 0,427 Nm obtained in our case with 1 N
perturbation. The errors calculated when a perturbation is introduced in the vertical
force are also similar to those obtained in their study.
In this work, the maximum RMSE is obtained when the ground reaction torque is
perturbed. Although this result cannot be directly compared to [Silva and Ambrósio
2004], this ground reaction torque is directly related to the centre of pressure. Silva and
Ambrósio conclude that the ankle, knee and hip joint torques are extremely sensitive to
errors in the application point of the external force. Therefore, the results are also in
agreement.
5.6. Discussion
Errors in the input data influence differently the stance and swing leg torques. The
RMSE are higher in the results of the stance leg, however, the NRMSE are higher in the
swing leg torques.
Errors in the moments of inertia have a little effect in the IDA results. Compared to the
others cases analysed, these inaccuracies are almost negligible.
The process to obtain kinematic consistent data can introduce large errors in the IDA
results. This process needs to be further studied to determine the best weight associated
to each joint coordinate in order to improve the results of the analysis.
The net joint torques are more sensitive to errors in the force plate measurements than in
BSP parameters. The use of force plate data as an input to the IDA can introduce
important errors in the analysis. In this case, the obtained hip torque can be highly
affected.
In conclusion, to enhance the gait analysis results, the efforts must focus on improving
the accuracy of the kinematic data processing and the force plate measurements. The
refinement of the anthropometric body segment parameters has little effect in gait
analysis results.
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Chapter 6

6 Foot-Ground Contact Model
The biomechanics research community has demonstrated, in the last two decades, an
increasing interest to obtain an accurate forward dynamic analysis (FDA) of human
locomotion. When the aim of the analysis is to simulate the gait motion (using FDA), a
foot-ground contact model is needed to reproduce the interaction between the
biomechanical system (the subject) and the environment (the ground). In an inverse
dynamic analysis (IDA), a constitutive foot-ground contact model can also be useful to
solve the double support sharing problem when force plate data are not available.
Since the objective of the research project explained in the introductory chapter is to
simulate the resulting motion of patients wearing an orthosis, a realistic model for the
foot-ground contact is required. Moreover, as explained in Chapter 4, in this thesis the
IDA is computed using only kinematic information and anthropometric body segment
parameters (BSP) as input data, therefore, an accurate foot-ground model is also useful
to solve the contact wrench indeterminacy during the double support phase.
Consequently, in this chapter, a foot-ground contact model will be applied to both
methods, FDA and IDA.
Some foot-ground contact models have been presented in the literature. They are based
on sphere-plane contact elements [Güller et al. 1998, Meglan 1991, Millard et al. 2008,
Moreira et al. 2009], hipper-ellipsoid surfaces [Barbosa et al. 2005], cylinder-plane
contact elements [Kecskeméthy 2011], or a set of springs and dampers [Gilchrist and
Winter 1996]. However, there is neither an accepted way to model the foot-ground
interaction nor an accepted way to validate the foot-ground contact model.
These models are used to reproduce the relationship between the developed contact
forces (normal and tangential) and the relative foot-ground displacements and
velocities. The main problem is how to determine all the parameters of the contact
model (i.e., stiffness, damping and friction coefficients, and geometrical properties of
the contact elements), and how to relate their values with the actual contact
phenomenon.
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This chapter presents a comparison of two approaches (based on optimization
techniques) used to estimate the parameters of a compliant foot-ground contact model
based on sphere-plane contact elements. The foot-ground contact model is used to solve
the contact wrench sharing problem during the double support phase (in an IDA
approach) and is also used to simulate the motion when a FDA is performed.
6.1 Modelling
A constitutive foot-ground contact model representing the forces as a function of the
system state is presented. The foot sole surface is approximated using a set of spheres
and a continuous contact force model. The foot geometry and the normal and tangential
force models employed are described below.
In this model, two foot segments are considered: the hindfoot and the forefoot. The
relative rotations between them are modelled through a spherical joint. The sole surface
of the hindfoot is approximated with three spherical contact elements and another
sphere is used for approximating the forefoot sole surface (Figure 6.1).
For each foot, the X, Y, ZHF and X, Y, ZFF coordinate systems are rigidly
attached to the hindfoot and forefoot segments, respectively and are defined using the
unit vectors defined in Table A.1 (therefore, obtaining X, Y, ZRHF , X, Y, ZRFF ,
X, Y, ZLHF , X, Y, ZLFF for the right and left feet). For each sphere, four
parameters need to be determined: xi , yi and zi , that is, the local position of the sphere
centre, and the radius ri .

Z´HF

z´i

X´HF

ri

Z´FF
X´FF

(x´i, y´i, z´i)
1

x´i

2

3

4

Forefoot

Hindfoot

Figure 6.1 Side view of the 3D foot–ground contact model.

The normal force model is the one proposed by Lankarani and Nikravesh (1990) which
defines the normal force Fn as:

Fn  K  n

3/2

  n

3/2

n

(6.1)

where the stiffness parameter K parameter is dependent on the material properties and
the shape of the surfaces, the exponent is fixed at 3/2 due to the fact that all contacts are
considered as point contacts between spherical and planar surface bodies, n is the time
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derivative of the normal indentation between bodies  n , and  is the hysteresis
damping factor given by:
3K 1  cr2 

4

(6.2)

0

where cr is the coefficient of restitution and 0 is the relative normal velocity between
the colliding bodies when contact is detected. For a sphere-plane contact, the
generalized stiffness K can be calculated as:

4E* RS
K
3

(6.3)

where RS is the radius of the sphere and E * is the effective Young’s modulus, which in
turn can be calculated through:
1 s2 1 p2 
E 


Ep 
 Es

1

*

(6.4)

In this last equation, Es and Ep are the Young’s modulus of the materials of the sphere
and the plane respectively, and  s and  p are their Poisson’s ratios. This model
assumes that the energy loss during the contact is associated with the material damping
of the bodies in contact.
Using Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), the normal force can be expressed as:
Fn  K n

3/2

31 cr2 
3/2

K n n

4

(6.5)

0

The Coulomb friction law of sliding friction is the simplest model between dry
contacting surfaces. When sliding takes place, this law states that the tangential friction
force is proportional to the magnitude of the normal force at the contact point. This law
does not take into account that friction forces can also depend on material properties,
velocity of sliding, surfaces cleanliness, etc.
The tangential force Ft used in this thesis follows the bristle–type model proposed by
Dopico et al. (2011). It is based on Coulomb’s law including sticktion and a viscous
friction component. Its general form is:

Ft  Fstick +1  Fslide  visc vt

(6.6)

The first two terms of the right hand side of Eq. (6.6) are related to the dry friction and
the third term takes into account the viscous friction. Fstick and Fslide are the components
of the sticktion and sliding force,  is a smooth function of the tangential velocity, visc
is the viscous damping coefficient, and v t (the subscript t comes from tangential) is
defined as:
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vt  rcont   nTrcont  n

(6.7)

where rcont and rcont are the position and velocity of the central point of the contact
region and n is the normal vector perpendicular to the tangent contact point (in the
studied case the normal vector of the ground plane). The transition between sticking and
sliding is accomplished using the smooth function  , which matches the following
conditions:

0; vt  vstick 


 

 1; vt  0 

(6.8)

where vstick is a parameter of the model accounting for the velocity of the stick-slip
transition. As Goldsmith (1960) proposed, the function  is assumed as:

 e 



2
 vTt vt / vstick

(6.9)

The sticktion forces are modelled by means of viscoelastic elements, called bristles,
acting between the colliding bodies. The expressions of the sliding and sticktion forces
are given by Cuadrado et al. (2001, 2004):
 0;
vt  0 


Fslide   F vt ; v  0
n
t
vt



(6.10)

s  0
0;

m
Fstick   fstick
T
Ι  nn   rcont  rstick  ; s  0
 s  3


(6.11)

where  is the friction coefficient under dynamic conditions, rstick is the sticktion point
position, s  rcont  rstick is the deformation of the bristles and Ι 3 is the identity matrix of
size 3×3. Note that at the instant at which the contact begins, rstick equals to rcont .
m
Finally, fstick is the force representing the viscoelastic behaviour of the bristles:
m
fstick
ksticks csticks

(6.12)

In this last equation, kstick and cstick are the stiffness and damping coefficients of the
sticktion model. Figure 6.2 shows a representation of the geometric parameters used to
define the sliding and sticktion forces. More details of the tangential model are given in
[Dopico et al. 2011].
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Note that, for each sphere, the design variables for the tangential model are the friction
coefficient , the parameter vstick , and the stiffness and damping coefficients kstick and
cstick . In the studied case, the viscous damping coefficient visc is fixed to 0.

r· cont
n
n

Fslide

rcont

vt

Fstick

rstick

Figure 6.2 Scheme of the tangential contact between sphere and plane. Adapted from [Dopico et al.
2011].

6.2 Optimization Approaches for Parameter Identification
Two approaches to determine the contact model parameters are compared in this thesis
in order to seek the parameters of the contact force model that provide the same
reactions than those estimated through inverse dynamics in Chapter 4. The first one uses
BSP and kinematic information as input data and identifies the model parameters that
minimize the difference between the resultant contact wrenches obtained by IDA and
through the contact model. The second one uses BSP and dynamic information (ankle
and metatarsal joint wrenches) as input data, computes a FDA (using a controller to
ensure the convergence of the kinematics) and obtains the contact model parameters that
minimize the difference between the force plate data and the reactions obtained through
the contact model.
Some optimization details are given in Table 6.1 where both methods are compared.
Note that the multibody model used, the input data, the time step and the objective
function are different in each approach.
For both approaches, the design variables of the compliant contact model are the
following nine parameters for each sphere (see Figure 6.1): local position x  , y  of the
sphere centre for a given z  (in the corresponding coordinate system), the sphere radius
r, the stiffness K and restitution coefficient cr of the normal contact force model; for
the tangential model, the friction coefficient , the parameter vstick which accounts for
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the velocity of the stick-slip transition, and the stiffness and damping coefficients ( kstick
and cstick ) of the sticktion model.
Upper and lower boundaries are set for each design variable (remaining constant for
both feet) as it can be seen in Table 6.2 The value of z  is fixed at –0,0525 m in the
local coordinate system. Note that the spheres are numbered consecutively (see Figure
6.1) from heel (sphere 1) to toes (sphere 4).

Inverse Dynamics Approach
r16

Forward Dynamics Approach
r13
ΓRHF

F13

ΓRFF

q = { x13 , y13 , z13, x16 , y16 , z16 ,

αRHF , βRHF , γRHF , αLHF , βLHF , γLHF
αRFF , βRFF , γRFF , αLFF , βLFF , γLFF }T

Two feet motion

One foot motion

Kinematic information as input data:
ankles position, hindfeet and forefeet absolute
angular variables

Dynamic information as input data:
Force and torque at right ankle joint and torque at
metatarsal joint

Time step: 10 ms

Time step: 1 ms

Objective Function:
Minimize the difference between the global
contact wrench obtained by IDA and through the
contact model

Objective Function:
Minimize the difference between the force plate
data and the contact model wrench
Extended Kalman filter as controller

Table 6.1 Details of the two optimization approaches used to estimate the foot-ground contact
model parameters.

A null value of the normal and tangential force is imposed when the foot is not
contacting the ground. The latter constraint requires the identification of the heel strike
and toe off instants during the gait cycle. This identification has been done by using the
information of force plate data if available. When this information was not accessible,
the method based on kinematics called foot velocity algorithm (FVA) was used for this
purpose [O’Connor et al. 2007].
Although the parameters of the contact model are considered as the design variables the
procedure in both approaches (inverse and forward analysis), the optimization approach
varies slightly. In the following subsections, the two methods are discussed separately.
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Min.
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0
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1
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1
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0
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0
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0

1
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0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0,1

0

0,100

0

1

0

1

–0,030

 stick [m/s]

3/2

K ·10 [Nm

Max.



–0,03

5

0,6

Min.

cr

Min.

0

Sphere 2

K ·10 5 [Nm 3/2 ]

Sphere 3

0

0
0

1
1



 stick [m/s]
5

k stick 10 [N/m]
2

cstick ·10 [Ns/m]

Table 6.2 Upper and lower boundaries for the design variables.

6.2.1 Inverse Dynamics Optimization Approach
As shown in Table 6.1, the inverse dynamics approach is computed using only the feet
motion. The position and orientation of each foot segment are obtained from the whole
human body model. The forces introduced by the contact model depend on feet
kinematic information (indentation histories, that are known) and contact parameters.
The latter are design variables of an optimization problem. The objective function to be
minimized in this approach is defined as the difference between the global contact
wrench obtained through inverse dynamics and the foot-ground wrench yielded by the
contact model.
Note that, as exposed in Chapter 4, computing the inverse dynamic analysis using only
kinematic information as input allows for the calculation of one external contact wrench
(three force components and three moment components) during the whole gait cycle.
This is the wrench used as a reference curve.
In order to make the wrenches comparable the contact wrench acting on the lumbar joint
 and the contact wrenches obtained through the foot-ground
obtained by the IDA G
contact model  G CM1 , G CM2  have been translated to a common point, namely the
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projection of the lumbar joint onto the ground (as explained in Chapter 4), thus
 gr and G gr . Note that the two foot-ground contact wrenches are properly
obtaining G
CM
added to obtain G grCM . The error is defined as the NRMSE of each component (i.e.,
RMSE divided by signal range) in order to balance their different scales and use a
dimensionless magnitude. The error optimization criterion to be minimized can be
written as:



 gr , Ggr
min V  hT NRMSE G
CM



(6.13)



 gr , Ggr
where h is a 6  1 weight vector and each component of the NRMSE G
CM



is

obtained as:





gr
NRMSE G gr , GCM


1

 

range G

gr

1 N  gr
gr
k
 G  k   GCM
N k 1





2

(6.14)

 

where range G gr is calculated as the absolute difference between the maximum and
the minimum value of component G gr during the gait cycle. Note that
 gr , G gr is a 6  1 vector containing the six components calculated using Eq.
NRMSE G
CM
(6.14).





The evolutive optimization method known as Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution
Strategy (CMA–ES) has been applied [Hansen 2006]. The implementation of this
algorithm in Matlab code is available on http://www.lri.fr/˜hansen/. Each function
evaluation is carried out by a Fortran code packed into a MEX–file that calculates the
foot-ground contact forces according to the contact model and obtains the error with
respect to the inverse dynamics results.
6.2.2 Forward Dynamics Optimization Approach
The dynamic information obtained performing an IDA, that is, the joint forces and joint
torques along the gait cycle, is used as input data to compute a FDA. Unfortunately, the
FDA of human gait requires a high computational time [Anderson and Pandy 2001a,
Neptune et al. 2001]. The forward dynamic analysis developed in this thesis is a first
step for a future work related to human gait prediction. Therefore, in order to assess the
correctness, validate the methodology used, and perform the simulation with a
reasonable computational time, a single foot model is employed for this study
As previously, a CMA-ES algorithm is used. To speed up the optimization process and
since evolutive optimization does not require executing sequentially the function
evaluations; the optimization process has been parallelized using the Matlab Parallel
Computing Toolbox.
In this second approach, as exposed in Table 6.1, the optimization procedure minimizes
the difference between the wrench obtained from force plate data G FPL and the one
derived from the foot-ground contact model reactions G CM . Since only one foot is
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used, both wrenches are translated to the ankle joint to be compared. Therefore, in this
case the error optimization criterion to be minimized is defined as:
ankle
minV  hT NRMSE  Gankle
FPL , GCM 

(6.15)

and, similarly to Eq. (6.14), for each component of the contact wrench:
ankle
ankle
NRMSE GFPL
, GCM


2
1
1 N ankle
ankle
G
k

G
k







CM
ankle
range  GFPL
 N k1 FPL

(6.16)

Also, in this case, the error is defined as the NRMSE of each component and h is the
vector that gives the possibility to associate different weights to each error component.
The foot-ground contact model introduces contact forces that are not exactly the same
as the ones measured at the laboratory. Therefore, the use of the contact model in a FDA
approach introduces uncertainties in the contact wrench that may unstabilise the system,
which is extremely sensitive to inaccuracies.
There is no agreement in the way to obtain a realistic gait predictive simulation.
However, some researchers have proposed the use of controllers to balance the system
as a method to prevent the model from falling down [Millard et al. 2008, Peasgood et
al. 2007]. In this thesis, a controller based on state observers through the extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is used [Cuadrado et al. 2009].
The Kalman filter (KF) concerns the task of estimating the state of the biomechanical
system having access to inaccurate measurements from the process. The KF is an
optimal observer for linear systems. When nonlinear systems are considered (as in this
thesis), the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the most widely used algorithm [Grewal
and Andrews, 2008]. The formulation of the EKF is outlined in Appendix D.
Based on the available information, the EKF estimates the state of the dynamic process
so as to minimize the mean-squared estimation error [Grewal and Andrews 2008]. In
this thesis, it is used as a controller using as a reference signal the motion captured in
the laboratory. The use of this controller increases significantly the simulation time, this
is why it was not used in Section 4.7, where the whole 3D body model is used to
perform FDA. When the foot-ground contact model is used, it has not been possible to
obtain a whole simulation using the PD controller described in Section 4.7 because the
uncertainties introduced by the contact model destabilise the system.
The foot has been modelled (as the previous multibody models) using mixed
coordinates. The motion of the actual foot is obtained via the kinematic analysis
formulated in Chapter 4. The generalized coordinate vector contains the three Cartesian
coordinates of the ankle joint position, the three Cartesian components of 4 unit vectors
(two vectors for each segment) and the angular variables that orientate each segment
with respect to the ground (three angles for each segment). Therefore, vector q contains
all the nd dependent variables and is a 211 vector.
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The independent variables z for the matrix-R method are the ankle joint position and
the absolute angular variables for the 2 segments (with a total of ni  9 independent
variables). The mass matrix M , the generalized force vector Q and the constraints of
the multibody system Φ are obtained according to the methodology presented in
Chapter 3.
In order to apply the Kalman filter formulation, the dynamics of the multibody system
needs to be expressed as:

x  t   f  x  t  , t   δ  t  δ  t   N 0, Q  t  

(6.17)

y  t   h  x  t  , t   ε  t  ε  t   N 0, R  t  

(6.18)

where x is the state vector and x its time derivative, f is the system dynamics function,
y contains the measurements, h is the function defining the relationship between the
state of the dynamic system and measurements, and δ and ε are the process noise and
the measurement noise, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, noises are modelled as
zero-mean Guassian errors with covariances Q and R , respectively.
The equations of the EKF can be written as:

xˆ  t   f  xˆ  t    K  t  y  t   yˆ  t  

(6.19)

yˆ  t   h  xˆ  t  

(6.20)

P  t   F t  P t   P t  FT  t   P t  HT  t  R-1  t  H t  P t   Q t 

(6.21)

K t   P t  HT  t  R1  t 

(6.22)

where x̂ is the estimated state vector and x̂ its time derivative, K is the Kalman Gain,
ŷ are the predicted measurements, P is the covariance matrix of the state estimation
uncertainty (which is solved iteratively using fixed point iteration), F is the matrix of a
continuous linear differential equation defining a dynamic system (obtained as the
Jacobian of f ) and H is the measurement sensitivity matrix (defined as the Jacobian of
h). Note that the estate estimation (Eq. (6.19)) has a prediction correction structure,
where the prediction is the system dynamics function f  xˆ  t   and the correction
depends on the output error affected by the Kalman gain K . See Appendix D for more
details.
In order to adopt the equations of the dynamics of a multibody system using matrix-R
formulation, the state vector x is defined as:
x T = z T

wT 

(6.23)

where z is the vector of independent coordinates and w = z . The actual motion of the
foot is acquired in the laboratory and processed as explained in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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The histories of the ankle joint position coordinates and the three angles that orientate
each segment with respect to the ground are the magnitudes of the virtual sensors of the
plant.
Matrix F is described in Eq. (D.22), its expression depends on the multibody
formulation used. Regarding matrix H, it is defined as:

H t, x 

h  t, x  h  t  h t  

 HZ HW 

ˆ 
xˆ
w
 zˆ

(6.24)

Since the measurement vector contains directly the n i coordinates of the state vector x,
H Z is defined as the ni  ni identity matrix and HW is a zero-matrix block.
The error covariance matrices Q and R need to be chosen (see Appendix D). To
facilitate the tuning, both matrices are assumed to be diagonal, Q = diag  i  ,
R = diag  i  , or what is the same, errors are considered to be independent.
The ni  ni matrix R is the covariance of the zero mean noise ε in Eq. (6.18), which is
related to the measurement errors. According to the expected error of the motion capture
system, the covariance is fixed at 1 mm 2 for the terms related to the position
coordinates and is fixed at 1 mrad 2 for the terms related to angular variables.
Concerning to the 2ni  2ni covariance matrix of the process noise δ :

 Z

Q  Q 0W 
Q
0



(6.25)

where Q Z is ni  ni and Q W is ni  ni . The process noise δ is not always easy to model
and the components of Q are usually adjusted by trial and error [Cuadrado et al. 2009].
Finally, since the model and the sensors start from exactly the same initial condition, the
initial uncertainty is zero at position and velocity levels, or what is the same, matrix P is
initially zero  P  t  0  = 0  . The state vector at initial time is also known  x  t0   .
As said before, the EKF is used as a controller. The forward dynamic analysis uses
wrenches, BSP and the foot-ground contact model as input information and, as a result,
obtains the motion of the biomechanical system. However, both kinetic and kinematic
information contain error and, moreover, the numerical procedures and the foot-ground
contact model introduce uncertainties in the system. The Kalman filter provides a mean
to infer the final motion from noisy measurements using the kinematics captured in the
laboratory as a reference signal, ensuring that the resultant FDA kinematics is close to
the one captured at the laboratory. The time step of the FDA is fixed at 1 ms (therefore,
the sensors are available at each instant of time).
A simplified scheme of the procedure is shown in Figure 6.3. The real biomechanical
model corresponds to the human model captured into the laboratory. The ‘system
dynamics’ block represents the real-world model behaviour of the foot, being Γ the
joint torques that actuate the musculo-skeletal system. This model can contain error that
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is modelled through the process noise vector δ . As a result the motion of the
biomechanical model is contained in the state vector x . This information is captured
through the ‘sensor model’ obtaining y (the kinematic values measured in the
laboratory)
Regarding to the Kalman filter model, the ‘state dynamics’ contains a fairly faithful
replication of the true system dynamics, in this case, a forward dynamic analysis of one
foot. As a result xˆ    is obtained as the a priori estimate of x and the ‘sensor model’
allows us to virtually measure the kinematics obtained via the FDA, i.e., ŷ . This vector
can be compared with the laboratory measurements y . The ‘covariance dynamics’
contains the Riccati equation (Eq. (6.21)), which lets us calculate the covariance matrix
P and, using this information, the Kalman gain matrix K can also be determined. Using
all the available information (all the measurements and taking into account the Kalman
correction) an a posteriori value of the ‘estimated state’ xˆ    is finally calculated.

Figure 6.3 Schematic of Kalman filter implementation. Adapted from [Grewal and Andrews, 2008].

The Kalman filter, through matrices Q and R , can be understood as a
weigthing algorithm that compares the quality of the measurements against that of the
current state estimate and then determines the correction that should be provided to the
a priori state prediction.
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6.3
Results
The foot model presented in Section 6.1 is the result of a compromise between the
fidelity of the model and the cost of the simulation. To achieve the desired fidelity, four
different models have been tested starting from the very simple one-sphere model. For
each model, the inverse dynamics optimization approach is implemented in order to
adjust the nine parameters of the sphere(s) to the force plate results. As a representation
of these four models, the vertical foot-ground contact force has been plotted in Figure
6.4 and compared with the force plate data which are used as a reference signal to
compute the RMSE and NRMSE.
Figure 6.4 shows that using a single sphere, a rough approximation of the vertical force
can be obtained. Nevertheless, when the sphere contacts the floor it causes an abrupt
change on the force (~800 N), which does not represent the force evolution during the
actual contact. Moreover, using a sphere on the hindfoot segment has proved to be
relevant in this study, since it leads to notably lower errors.
RMSE:
198,25 N
NRMSE: 21,42 %
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Figure 6.4 Comparison between foot-ground normal forces obtained from the force plate and from
contact model optimization (CM).

As it can be seen in the plots, both the RMSE and NRMSE decrease when the number
of spheres increases. However, the improvement between the model with three and four
spheres is small. In fact, the two error indicators present similar values to the model
with four spheres if more than four spheres are used. Therefore, the four-sphere model
is used in the following sections.
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6.3.1 Inverse Dynamic Approach Results
The optimization process is computed with a total of 72 design variables starting at the
toe off of one foot, including one double support and finishing at the heel strike of the
other foot (see Figure 4.7). Different weight vectors h are used to adjust each
component of the external wrench applied to the multibody system. Figure 6.5 shows,
for each component j of the wrench, the comparison between the foot-ground contact
 gr in blue), respectively when
model ( G grCM in red) and the inverse dynamic results ( G
the weight vector used contains the unit at component j and is zero for the rest of the
T
components h  hFX , hFY , hFZ , hMX , hMY , hMZ  . Note that the resultant force and
moment are calculated at the projection of the lumbar joint onto the ground (see Chapter
4).
As error indicators, the RMSE and the NRMSE between the two wrench components
are calculated. They are given at the top of each segment. The grey area corresponds to
the double–support phase, in which the inverse dynamics can only provide the resultant
force and moment due to both feet. In contrast, the contact model provides forces and
moments for each foot.
Figure 6.5 shows several slope discontinuities, mainly due to the use of a discrete
number of spheres instead of a continuous contact surface. The time step used by the
motion capture system (10 ms), which is rather large for contact problems, further
amplifies this problem, since every time a sphere enters or loses contact with the
ground, a sudden force variation appears.
Moreover, the notable error present in the captured trajectories of the feet markers
greatly affects the results, since, due to the nature of the contact model, small errors in
the imposed feet trajectories might translate into large force variations.
Figure 6.5 shows that the tangential forces  FX , FY  cannot be correctly modelled. It has
not been possible to find a reasonably good set of tangential contact parameters. This
problem is also present in Millard’s work [Millard et al. 2008].
Note that if the use of the defined vector h (defined with the aim of optimizing each
component separately) did not allow us to obtain a good agreement between each
component individually, it is not expected that any vector h would give better results
for the tangential components.
In order to identify the cause of the problem in the tangential forces, a new test is
performed. The optimization procedure is computed for a single foot and using the force
plate measurements as the reference signal. This new test eliminates the error
introduced by the sharing method, and also the amount of error introduced by the
whole-body inverse dynamic analysis. Moreover, only the force components (not the
moments) have been included in the objective function. These results are presented in
Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison between foot-ground wrenches from inverse dynamics (ID) and contact
model optimization (CM) for different weight vectors h.
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Figure 6.6 Comparison between foot-ground forces calculated via contact model optimization (CM)
and force plate measurements (FPL).
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Figure 6.6 shows that the solution obtained for the normal force FZ significantly
smaller normalized error than those obtained for the tangential directions, FX , FY which
do not represent the actual forces. However, these results may not be attributed to the
model. The laboratory conditions and the equipment used do not guarantee an accurate
measurement of the foot-ground interaction in the tangential direction. For example, in
the studied motion the distance between two markers belonging to the same segment
(forefoot and hindfoot) can vary more than 8 % in some cases (between 1,7 and 9,7
mm). The kinematic consistency procedure imposes a constant distance between joints,
however, since the marker measurement have higher noise, the imposed history of the
joint positions cannot be accurate enough and could invalidate the results of the inverse
dynamic analysis, or what is the same, skin stretch can likely skew the data used to
compute the analysis.
These results led to the conclusion that the motion capture system is not accurate
enough for capturing feet deformation and that the tangential contact model is more
sensible to skin motion errors than the normal one. Therefore, the results presented
below are obtained using only the normal contact model.
Solving the Contact Force Sharing Problem during Double Support
A weight vector is chosen to take into account the normal force and the longitudinal and
T
lateral torques h  0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0 . The optimization process starts at the beginning
of the single support of the right leg (~18 % of the gait cycle), shows the double support
phase and finishes at the heel strike of the right foot (100 % of the gait cycle).
The simulation provides the values of the 40 design variables which best approximate
the foot-ground contact wrenches to the inverse dynamics results. Note that since only
the normal contact model is used in the optimization procedure, 5 design variables for
each sphere are employed (instead of the initial 9 variables). The optimized parameters
are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3 Optimized values for the design variables using the IDA approach.
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Regarding efficiency, the optimization process that led to the presented results took a
wall-clock time of around 14 seconds on an Intel Core i7 950 computer, and roughly
required 12000 function evaluations, being these values representative of the general
trend observed during the study.
Figure 6.7 shows the mentioned components of the resultant feet-ground wrench in
blue. Torques are calculated, as previously, at the lumbar projection point (see Chapter
4). As a reference signal, the same components computed through inverse dynamics are
plotted in red.
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Figure 6.7 Foot-ground contact wrench: inverse dynamic results vs. contact model.

As expected, several slope discontinuities appear in the plots due to the use of spheres
instead of a continuous contact surface. Moreover, during the double support phase,
both feet contact the ground and more discontinuities appear during this phase. Even so,
the foot-ground contact model provides a reasonably good dynamic response with a
NRMSE less than 15 % with respect to the inverse dynamics results.
As explained in the beginning of this chapter, the proposed foot-ground contact model
can be used to solve the sharing problem during the double support phase. Figures 6.8
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and 6.9 show the results obtained from applying the three sharing strategies explained in
this thesis, namely, corrected force plate (CFP), smooth transition assumption (STA)
and contact model optimization (CM).
These results are compared to the force plate data (FPL), which are also plotted in these
figures and are used as a reference to calculate the errors shown in Table 6.4. The
torques at each foot are calculated with respect to their corresponding ankle joint. Note
that, since the foot model only provides good results for the normal contact forces, only
FZ , M X and M Y results obtained via CM are plotted in these figures.
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Figure 6.8 Foot-ground contact forces: reference (FPL, force plates) vs. sharing methods: Contact
Force Plate (CFP), Contact Model (CM) and Smooth Transition Assumption (STA).

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the second double support of the captured gait (from 53 %
until 65 % of the gait cycle). They are a complement to Figures 4.13 and 4.14, where
foot-ground contact forces for 116 % of a gait cycle were illustrated when CFP and
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STA sharing methods were used, in order to show in detail the evolution of the forces
and moments during this phase.
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Figure 6.9 Foot-ground contact moments: reference FPL, force plates) vs. sharing
methods: Contact Force Plate (CFP), Contact Model (CM) and Smooth Transition
Assumption (STA).
Method

Foot

FX [N]

FY [N]

FZ [N]

MX [Nm] MY [Nm] M Z [Nm]

Trailing
9,011 12,557 35,746 10,122
20,838
5,277
CFP
Leading 10,467
8,148 27,432
6,014
12,963
1,879
Trailing 39,383
7,166 71,764
9,908
13,465
4,011
STA
Leading 31,541 14,234 74,961 16,257
43,869
2,315
Trailing
--- 158,018 12,893
32,770
-CM
Leading
--- 111,343 11,248
36,643
-Table 6.4 RMSE during double stance for the different reaction sharing methods.
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The results obtained using the CFP and STA have been already discussed in Chapter 4.
Regarding the contact model optimization (CM), the errors in the normal force are
slightly higher than those obtained by the STA, whereas the moments at the leading foot
are, at least from the RMSE point of view, much better than those obtained by the STA.
Furthermore, using the foot-ground contact model, the inverse dynamic analysis can be
calculated over a complete gait cycle using only kinematic measurements. It must be
noted that, without the solution of the tangential problem, the CM method cannot
calculate the tangential forces and the vertical moment, necessary for obtaining the
motor torques. Moreover, the use of a set of spheres instead of a continuous contact
model produces several slope discontinuities that do not represent the physical
phenomenon of the contact.
6.3.2 Forward Dynamics Approach Results
The EKF has been implemented as a controller and a forward dynamic analysis has
been performed using a foot model. Figure 6.10 shows the obtained motion (in blue)
which can be compared with the actual one (in red). As representative coordinates of the
biomechanical model, the right ankle position (numbered as joint 13 in Figure 3.5)
 x13 , y13 , z13  and the absolute angles of the hindfoot  RHF ,  RHF ,  RHF  are plotted in
this figure. The graphs show the whole range in which a foot is in contact with the
ground, from heel strike until toe off (approximately 60 % of the gait cycle). Note that,
at the initial frame, the positions and the angular variables of the simulated motion
perfectly match with the actual motion, since the simulated motion starts at the same
initial conditions (position and velocity) of the actual captured movement.

Figure 6.10 Comparision between the ankle position of the hindfoot angles. In red, the reference
signal (motion capture) and, in blue, the results obtained via the FDA.
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The results are obtained using the vector h  0, 0 , 1, 1, 1, 0 in Eq. (6.15). As
in the inverse dynamics approach, the optimization is performed optimizing the normal
component of the contact force FZ and the horizontal torques M X and M Y .
T

Comparing the two curves in the plots of Figure 6.10, it can be observed a very good
correlation, i.e., the results are very similar. We conclude, therefore, that the final
movement obtained by forward dynamic simulation is very similar to the original. The
largest normalized square error is obtained in the y13 component of the ankle position
with a value of NRMSE=9,64 %. However, in absolute terms, this error only represents
a RMSE = 2,15 mm. The maximum error (in RMSE) never exceeds 6 mm in position
and in the case of the angles errors are less than 1º.
These results can be compared with [Millard et al. 2008], where each joint is actuated
using a proportional-derivative controller. In this work, the ankle joint angle obtained
through a FDA is quite different from the reference signal, with a peack of error near
30º.
In this approach, the simulation provides the values of the 20 design variables that best
approximate the foot-ground contact wrench to the force plate measurements. They are
summarized in Table 6.5.
As expected, these results differ from the ones obtained using the IDA (see Table 6.3).
However, it must be noted that the values of the design variables have the same order of
magnitude in both approaches.
Regarding the dynamic results, Figure 6.11 shows the results related to the normal
contact force of the foot model that is the vertical component of the force  FZ  and the
horizontal components of the torque at the ankle joint  M X and M Y  .
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Table 6.5 Optimized values for the design variables of the foot-ground contact model.

Figure 6.11 shows that the trend of the foot-ground contact model results (in blue) is
really similar to that of the force plate measurements (in read). However, in relative
terms, the standard errors are between 12 and 20 %, and in absolute terms (RMSE)
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more than 100 N is obtained for the vertical force, an error about 10 Nm for M X and
almost 24 Nm for M Y . These error magnitudes are similar to the ones obtained using
the inverse dynamics approach (see Figure 6.7). Nevertheless, the forward dynamic
approach presents a smoother behaviour, and the slope discontinuities have been
reduced.
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Figure 6.11 Wrench of the contact forces at the ankle joint. In red, the values of the force plate
devices and, in blue, the results obtained via the FDA.

The calculated normal force can be compared with the results obtained by Millard et al.
(2008) (Note that there are no studies in the literature showing the results for the
horizontal moment components). This study uses the model proposed by Gonthier et al.
(2004) to model the normal force. Although no error indicator is calculated in this work,
the graphical representation of the normal contact force using a planar foot-ground
contact model (obtained in a slow walk cadence) can be compared with Figure 6.11.
From the visual examination of the plots, it can be concluded that the model proposed in
this thesis matches better the experimental results than Millard’s work.
6.4 Discussion
A novel foot-ground contact model based on spheres has been presented in this chapter.
An optimization procedure has been implemented using two approaches: the inverse
dynamics approach is computed in order to determine the parameters of a force contact
model that produces the same foot-ground contact wrenches than those estimated from
inverse dynamics and to solve the sharing problem during the double support phase.
The forward dynamics approach is used to determine the contact model parameters that
minimize the differences between the force plate data and the contact model reactions.
The normal and the tangential forces have been separately discussed. The contact
surface and normal force parameters have been considered as design variables, being
the normal foot-ground contact force and the horizontal components of the contact
moment the magnitudes whose error has been minimized.
The agreement between the simulation and the actual values is validated through
examining the quality of the match between the ground reaction forces developed at the
simulated foot and the ones measured by means of the force plates or calculated via
IDA, depending on the approach. The RMSE and the NRMSE have been used as error
indicators.
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The proposed model has shown a good correlation with measurements taken from force
plates, and the computational times required have been kept moderated. Regarding
efficiency, the inverse dynamic optimization process took a wall–clock time of around
14 seconds on an Intel Core i7 950 computer, and roughly required 12 000 function
evaluations. In the second approach (forward dynamic) more than 2,5 hours have been
required (using the same computer) and 10 000 function evaluations were needed.
The two approaches need to be discussed separately:
In the first case (inverse dynamics), the model is also used to solve the sharing problem
during the double support phase in human gait. Thus, a method that does not require the
availability of force plate measurements to solve this problem is presented. However,
the bristle friction model used does not provide good results and the sharing problem is
only solved for the vertical force and the moments in the horizontal plane. It remains
unclear if the friction model is inadequate to represent the foot-ground contact or if the
measurements of the feet markers position are inaccurate to capture the stick-slip
phenomena (which are taken into account in the model).
The notable error present in the captured trajectories of the feet markers greatly affects
the results, since small errors in the imposed trajectories might translate into large force
variations. It should be noted that the method is not intended for identifying the physical
parameters of the foot–ground contact, something that would require a much more
precise motion capture system, suited to the smaller scale of the contact problem.
The normal contact model yields a force value that depends on the sphere indentation
and its time derivative. In the tangential direction, when no sliding occurs –as in this
case–, the bristle model is dominant, and it essentially consists of a linear spring–
damper pair which depends on the bristle deformation. The main difference between the
normal and tangential models is that the normal model can modify the indentation by
adjusting the position and size of the contact spheres, whereas the bristle deformation of
the tangential model is mostly imposed by the motion. Therefore, if the amount of error
in the position of the underlying rigid body is too high, the tangential model cannot be
properly adjusted.
Although the presented model allows the partial solution of the double support sharing
problem, the characterization of a foot–ground contact model by means of inverse
dynamics using the typical motion capture system does not seem to be the most
appropriate path to follow, due to the high influence of skin motion in the quality of the
results.
Regarding to the forward dynamics approach, the use of a single foot has been
necessary in order not to spend large computational time. The same design variables
have been adjusted and, moreover, the predicted motion provided by the forward
dynamics optimization is very close to the captured motion. This second approach
properly reproduces the foot-ground contact wrench for the normal force and the
horizontal components of the torque. The concordance between the contact wrench
obtained in the simulation and the experimental values measured using the force plate
validates the presented model.
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The good correlation of the results suggests that the proposed contact model could be
use in a forward dynamic analysis (using the whole-body model) in order to address the
prediction of human motion. The tangential force has a lower degree of agreement with
experimental data. It is therefore proposed as future work to better adjust the modelling
of this force.

Chapter 7

7 Conclusions and Future Work
All the multibody dynamics techniques presented in this thesis are aimed at achieving a
3D biomechanical model of the human body in order to study the dynamics of the
human gait in healthy subjects.
It is important to remark that the thesis is developed in the context of a new research
line on Biomechanics in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Technical
University of Catalonia. Therefore, the laboratory setup, the process of learning how to
use the new equipment, and the review of the state of the art have represented a great
challenge to get experience in the biomechanics field.
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, a multibody methodology for the three-dimensional dynamic analysis of
human gait has been implemented. The inverse dynamics problem is addressed with the
aim of calculating the musculoskeletal forces developed at the anatomical joints of the
human body while performing a prescribed movement. The forward dynamic analysis is
aimed at predicting the response of the human body when subjected to the
musculoskeletal forces calculated through the inverse dynamic analysis. In this case, a
suitable foot-ground contact model is needed.
The main conclusions that can be extracted from this thesis are described below. They
are structured in the following subsections:
Inverse and forward dynamic results
Kinematic information and body segment parameters (BSP) are used as input data to
perform an inverse dynamic analysis of human gait using a general 3D model formed
by 18 rigid bodies and with a total of 54 degrees of freedom. According to the
procedure explained in Chapter 4, in a first stage the inverse dynamics yields the total
external contact forces and moments acting on the pelvis of the subject during gait.
However, this wrench is fictitious, since in reality no contact force or moment acts on
the pelvis during gait. Therefore, in order to obtain the joint motor torques, the wrench
must act on its actual location, i.e., the contacting foot/feet.
During the single support phase, the problem is determined, so that, the wrench can be
translated to the contacting foot, and the motor torques are derived by equating the
corresponding generalized forces to those obtained when the contact forces are
characterised at the pelvis. However, during the double support phase, a reaction
sharing criterion must be used for estimating the amount of the total wrench assigned to
each foot (and afterwards the motor torques can be again calculated by equating the
generalized forces). A new sharing criterion is presented in this thesis. It uses force plate
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measurements to obtain a set of joint torques and external forces acting on the feet
which are dynamically consistent with the captured motion. The method is named
corrected force plates sharing (CFP).
In the laboratory, the external contact wrench is measured using force plate devices.
However, the resultant contact wrench calculated via IDA and the one obtained through
the force plates (translated to the same point) do not coincide. This means that the
inverse dynamics results are inconsistent with the force plate measurements. However,
these force plate measurements can still be used as an input for the solution of the
double support problem, since their shapes contain information on how the total
reaction is transferred from the trailing foot to the leading foot. The aim of the CFP
sharing method proposed is to combine the inverse dynamics contact wrench with the
measured foot-ground interaction in order to obtain each foot-ground contact reactions
without modifying the captured motion. Therefore, in order to preserve the kinematics
and obtaining a set of dynamically consistent data, a simpler alternative method is
presented.
The CFP method is compared with another method which does not require the
availability of force plate information, namely the smooth transition assumption (STA),
and with the force plate data used as reference signals (when they are available). The
results show that the error of CFP, in RMSE and NRMSE terms, is in most cases lower
than that of STA.
In contrast to STA, the presented approach can be applied not only for a normal gait but
also for pathological cases when the duration of the double support phase represents a
relevant part of the full gait period or when the gait pattern is altered. The method can
be understood, for a generic 3D gait motion, as the best approximation possible to
compute an IDA without modifying neither the model parameters nor the motion.
Note that another advantage of the proposed methodology is that a set of wrenches
dynamically consistent with the biomechanical model are obtained with no need neither
to modify the motion nor to add residual wrenhces. After solving the sharing problem
using the CFP method, all the joint torques are calculated. It has been swhon that the
obtained results present a good correlation when compared with results published in the
literature.
The IDA results obtained via the new method are used as inputs of a forward dynamic
problem, obtaining good simulation results until 80 % of the gait cycle without using
any type of controller. The instability of the system can be related to numerical errors
and to errors in the integration of the motion equations. To improve the results until
100 % of the gait cycle, a simple PD controller has been implemented and its dynamic
effect is shown to be really low, providing a way to easily control the biomechanical
system during the forward dynamic simulations.
As a conclusion, the presented results confirm that the techniques described can be
successfully applied to the inverse and forward dynamic analysis of the human body
motion.
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Uncertainties in the inverse dynamic analysis
The inverse dynamics analysis of the human motion is reviewed so as to identify the
effect of different sources of error in the results. A sensitivity analysis is carried out
using a 2D model formed by 14 segments (with 16 degrees of freedom) in order to asses
the importance of the accuracy of the input data.
Three different errors in IDA input data are studied. Firstly, with the purpose of
modelling the error present in body segment parameters estimation –due to inaccurate
measurements or the use of standard parameters–, zero-mean Gaussian errors have been
added to their actual values. Secondly, two different weighting matrices have been used
to simulate different data sets obtained during the kinematic reconstruction process.
Finally, to quantify the error when inaccurate force plate measurements are used,
ground reaction forces are perturbed by adding an error proportional to its full scale
output, which is the case in commercial force plates.
The results show that errors in input data influence differently the resultant joint
moments in both the swing and stance legs. Significant differences are detected between
RMSE and NRMSE in the results of each leg: RMSE values are higher in the results of
the stance leg and NRMSE values are higher in the swing leg torques.
The study of uncertainties in BSP differs from those in the literature because this work
does not compare the effect of using one or another anthropometric BSP table, and does
not determine how an error in a single BSP can affect the IDA results. The error
statistical modelling allows us to simulate the real inaccuracies that can appear when
anthropometric BSP are estimated. Inaccuracies are always present in the BSP
estimation, and they appear in all segments at the same time. Moreover, in the study the
BSP are perturbed taking into account that the total body mass and height of the subject
remain always constant, an assumption that is used in the experimental procedure in
most laboratories. Therefore, the tables presented in Chapter 5 summarize the expected
errors that cannot be avoided in an experimental procedure of gait analysis.
The study of errors in BSP allows us to conclude that errors in the moments of inertia
have little effect in the IDA results, and compared to the other cases analyzed, these
inaccuracies are almost negligible. The most affected torque is the swing leg knee,
where a mean NRMSE of 0,7 % (with a peak of 3 %) is obtained when the moments of
inertia are perturbed with maximum errors of ±10 % . These error magnitudes lead to
the conclusion that uncertainties in the moments of inertia have little influence in the
gait analysis results.
In contrast, the process to obtain kinematic consistent data can introduce large errors in
the IDA results. There exist different methods to ensure the kinematic consistency;
however, all these methods change the initial estimated joint positions in order to ensure
the rigid body assumption. The technique applied in this thesis to obtain a new set of
kinematically consistent data requires the definition of a weighting matrix W, which
accounts for different accuracies in the measurement of marker position (due to soft
tissue artifacts). The study shows that the IDA results are highly sensitive to the
weighting matrix used. The RMSE values obtained using different (and plausible)
weighting matrices are almost one order of magnitude above the mean RMSE obtained
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with BSP perturbations. The NRMSE in the swing leg hip moment can be close to
20 %, an amount that is non-acceptable for a gait analysis. Moreover, there are no
studies in the literature describing how this matrix can be exactly defined; therefore it is
difficult to estimate the weight factors. A new work in this way can be a key to improve
the IDA results.
Note that these results highlight the influence of little variations at joint positions in the
IDA results (which are related to the marker protocol used and how the anatomical
joints have been identified). These variations are inherent in all kinematic data
reconstruction methods published in the literature. This leads to the conclusion that all
the kinematic procedures (from marker position, including filtering, identification of
joints position and kinematic consistency processing) need to be studied further in order
to improve the results.
Finally, the results presented in Chapter 5 show that the net joint torques are highly
sensitive to errors in the force plate measurements, which are amplified along the stance
leg (if they are used as input data applying the conventional scheme that involves the
iterative solution of the Newton-Euler equations of motion for each body segment
starting from the foot up to the trunk). The errors in each component of the ground
reaction forces have different effects in the net joint torques. The main effect is
produced by the horizontal component of the ground reaction force (both in terms of
absolute and relative errors): a 2 % FSO error in this component causes a NRMSE of
5,85 % in the knee joint, which grows up to more than 43 % in the hip joint torque.
The study shows that BSP errors produce smaller RMSE and NRMSE than those which
occur if the kinematic processing is not adequate and when errors are presented in the
foot-ground wrench. In conclusion, in order to improve the quality of the IDA results
the kinematic data processing needs to be studied further and effort must be focused on
obtaining more accurate force plate data.
Foot-ground contact model
A novel 3D continuous foot-ground contact model is used to describe the contact
between the foot and the ground in a normal human gait. The foot is divided into two
segments, hindfoot and forefoot, and the relative rotations between them are modelled
through a spherical joint. The sole surface is approximated using a set of spheres. The
total contact force is divided into the normal and tangential components. The normal
component follows the model proposed by Lankarani and Nikravesh (1990) and the
tangential component of the contact forces follows the bristle–type model proposed by
Dopico et al. (2011).
Note that, unlike most models found in the literature, the presented model is a threedimensional model that allows us to calculate the whole components of the foot-ground
contact wrench (three force components and three moment components) as a function of
the system state. Moreover, it must be said that modelling the foot as two segments
proved to be relevant: a single segment foot model was also tested but it led to notably
higher errors in all the analyses.
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The characterization of the mechanical properties and geometry of contacting surfaces
has been implemented using two optimization approaches based on inverse and forward
dynamic analysis respectively, being the normal foot-ground contact force and the
horizontal components of the contact moment the magnitudes whose error has been
minimized.
Using the values of the design variables obtained through the inverse dynamic
optimization approach, the foot-ground contact model is used to solve the sharing
problem during the double support phase in human gait. As expected, several slope
discontinuities in the results are obtained due to the use of spheres instead of a
continuous contact surface. Nevertheless, the foot-ground contact model can provide a
dynamic response with a NRMSE lower than 15 % (in the normal force component)
with respect to the inverse dynamic results.
Regarding the tangential model, the bristle-friction model parameters cannot be
adequately adjusted to reproduce the actual tangential foot-ground contact force. The
comparison between foot-ground forces calculated via contact model optimization and
using force plate measurements reveals that the NRMSE obtained for the normal force
FZ (NRMSE=8,58 %), is significantly smaller than those obtained for the tangential
components, FX , FY (NRMSE=36,66 % and NRMSE 21,23 %, respectively). As a
result, the sharing problem is only solved for the moments in the horizontal plane and
for the vertical force. The characterization of the presented model using the typical
motion capture system (based on capturing the evolution of a set of markers attached to
the body) does not seem to be the most appropriate path to follow. The skin motion
artifact has a high impact in the quality of the results.
The results obtained via the forward dynamic optimization approach adequately
reproduce the foot kinematics and the contact wrench for the normal force and the
horizontal components of the torque. As in the first approach, the tangential force has a
lower degree of agreement with experimental data than the normal force. This second
approach presents a smoother behaviour, and the slope discontinuities have been
reduced.
As a conclusion, the good correlation of the results suggests that the proposed contact
model could be useful in a forward dynamic analysis (using the whole-body model) in
order to address the prediction of human walking motion (see future work section).
Finally, although each optimization approach leads to different results in the design
variables, they have the same order of magnitude. It must be remarked that the use of
the same model in both, forward and inverse analyses, is something new in the field of
biomechanics of multibody systems.

7.2 Future Work
This section contains the main research lines that are identified for future developments.


When specific details of the joint motion are the object of study, the kinematic
structure used in the biomechanical models can not be enough. With the aim of
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solving this problem, a detailed model of some joints (such as knee or ankle) can
be integrated in the whole-body model introducing the geometry and the
anatomical properties of the joints. Moreover, these changes in the joint
definition can improve the accuracy of the results in inverse and forward
dynamic simulations.


The analysis of the input data uncertainties in an IDA reveals the importance of
improving the kinematic data processing. In this way, another important
development that can be introduced is a new methodology to improve estimates
of segment kinematics from measured marker trajectories. With this aim, some
different strategies are present in the literature such as the global optimization
method, Kalman filter techniques or local marker estimation. However there is
no agreement in the way to obtain the best kinematic procedure.



Similarly, the high sensitivity of some errors to force plate data when this
information is used as input data in an IDA, revelas that the acquisition
procedure using these devices could be improved.



Regarding the foot-ground contact model a new approach can be developed.
Since the foot is formed by a large number of bones and soft tissues are present
in the heel, a new approach based on a group of segments modelled as a flexible
body would be an alternative modelling technique. This detailed description can
be of great importance in the simulation of the foot impact since it could
increase the accuracy and reliability of the model.



The forward dynamic analysis performed in this thesis can be seen as a first step
in the field of motion prediction. Therefore, the implementation of the wholebody model using the developed methodology is an imminent future work line.
A tool allowing predicting the motion of real subjects under some virtual
condition would be of great help to anticipate the results of surgery or to assist
the design of prosthetic/orthotic devices.



Both the inverse and forward dynamics problems have been addressed
considering the actuation at joint level (torques and forces at the joints).
However, the joint torques are the result of the neuro-muscular actuation.
Therefore, the model can be improved including the muscles and tendons
definition. This procedure involves the selection of the relevant muscles, the
attachment points of the musculotendon units that actuate the human model and
the selection of the mathematical model of the muscle (and its parameters).



Since several muscles serve each joint of the skeletal system, muscle forces
cannot be directly computed from joint moments. This is the well-known
redundant actuator problem in biomechanics. In order to solve this problem,
optimization procedures need to be implemented. Several optimization methods
are available in the literature. Also, different choices can be found for the design
variables (muscle forces, muscle activations, neural excitations) and for their
mathematical description. Therefore, the different alternatives can be studied
and the most appropriate ones considering the computational cost and the
numerical robustness can be selected and implemented and the results can be
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qualitatively compared using EMG signals (the calculated muscle activations
and muscle forces can be contrasted with the measured and processed muscle
activations).


Since the presented 3D model is developed using a generic multibody
formulation, it can be used to study different human motions other than walking.
In this way, the application of the methodology in different tasks such as
running, jumping, dancing, etc. can be developed. Moreover, the human model
can be also used in different areas of study such as ergonomics, biomedical
design or physical rehabilitation.
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Appendix A
Appendix A:

Definition of Local Unit Vectors and Joint Positions
This Appendix contains the analytical expressions used to calculate the joint positions
and the segment unit vectors from the captured marker positions. Figure A.1 shows the
marker’s and the joint’s identification and Figure A.2 shows the segment unit vectors.
Finally, Table A.1 contains the mathematical expressions for both, joint positions and
segments unit vectors.
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Right forefoot (RFF)

M1
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J14
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Right hindfoot (RHF)
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J14
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Left shank (LS)
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Left arm (LA)
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Table A.1 Definition of the joint positions and the segments unit vectors.
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Appendix B:

Calculation of the Actual Joint Torques and External
Contact Wrenches from IDA Results
As seen in Chapter 4, since the independent coordinates z are the position of the lumbar
joint (J1) and the orientation angles of all the bodies with respect to the ground, the
components of the generalized forces Q m do not correspond to the actual external
wrenches (acting on the feet) and the joint torques. The procedure to obtain their values
involves three steps:


1. Transform the generalized forces Qm into an equivalent set of external wrenches G
 .G
 is a 6  1 vector containing the force acting on the
and internal torques T
m
lumbar joint (three components) and an absolute torque acting between the pelvis
and the ground (also three components). The tilde grapheme denotes that the
external wrench does not act at its actual location, i.e., the contacting foot/feet.
 from the lumbar joint to the feet. This requires the
2. Translate the external wrench G
 is
solution of the double support problem, that is, how the total external wrench G
shared between both feet G1 , G 2 . This step is explicitly developed in Section 4.5.
3. Use the obtained ground reactions G 1 , G 2 to calculate the actual internal torques
Tm .
The results are obtained by equating the vector of generalized forces due to the set of
forces and torques calculated when the external wrench acts on the pelvis, and the
vector of generalized forces due to the forces and torques when the external wrench acts
on its actual location.
The independent coordinate vector z  J1X , J1Y , J1Z ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,...,  18 ,  18 ,  18 
contains the driver variables. As seen in Section 3.4.1,  S ,  S ,  S are angular variables
that define the orientation of the rigid body S with respect to the ground using sequential
absolute rotations (firstly  S , secondly  S and finally  S ). As seen in Eq. (3.92) the
angular velocity of the rigid body with respect to the global reference frame can be
written as:
T

cos  S cos  S
Ω S   cos  S sin  S
  sin  S

 sin  S
cos  S
0

0  S 
cos  S cos  S
0  S   TS   cos  S sin  S
  sin  S
1   S 

 sin  S
cos  S
0

0
0
1 

(B.1)

which can be assimilated to three Euler rotations, being  S the third Euler rotation,  S
the second one and  S the first one.
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Each component of Q m is the generalized force related to the corresponding component
*
of the virtual velocity z m . The first three components of Q m are related to a force
acting on the lumbar joint of the pelvis, and as a result, it can be demonstrated that:

FJ1  Qm1 , Qm2 , Qm3

T

(B.2)

.
which are the three force components of the external contact wrench G
The other components of Q m are torques between the ground and each segment that
need to be expressed in the absolute global reference frame. It can be demonstrated that:

Γ S  TS T Q m S

(B.3)

where TS is defined in Eq. (B.1), and Qm S are the three components of Q m related to
 are
the segment S. Note that the three last components of the contact wrench G
calculated using Eq. (B.3) for the pelvis segment.

 (at the lumbar joint) and the external
At this point, the external contact wrench G
 . The
torques Γ S are obtained. The next step is to calculate the internal torques T
m
principle of virtual power establishes a linear relationship between the torques Γ S and
 . Figure B.1 shows these two sets of torques for
the set of equivalent internal torques T
m
the lower limbs. Note that the segments S are defined according to the segment
numeration (Figure 3.1) and internal torques are enumerated according to the joint’s
numeration (Figure 3.5 (b)).
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Figure B.1 Scheme of the lower limbs. (a) Absolute torques Γ S and contact wrench acting on the
 . (b) Relative torques calculated using the pelvis as a support segment T
 .
lumbar joint G
m

 can be calculated as:
As an example, for the right leg, the internal torques T
m
 Γ
T
m14
14

(B.4)
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  Γ T

T
m13
13
m14

(B.5)

  Γ T

T
m12
12
m13

(B.6)

  Γ T

T
m2
11
m12

(B.7)

In a similar way, these equations can be written for each human body branch (i.e., for
upper and lower extremities). As a result, all the internal joint torques can be
determined. However, an absolute wrench remains between the ground and the pelvis
 .
segment  G
This wrench corresponds to the contact forces applied to the multibody system, which
 needs to
appear actually at the foot-ground interface. Therefore, the external wrench G
be translated to the actual contact points at the feet. This step is explained on Section
4.5.

 is shared between both feet
Assuming as known how the total external wrench G
G 1  G F 1 , G M 1 G 2  G F 2 , G M 2  , (where subscript F and M indicate forces and
moment components, respectively) the actual internal torques Tm can be determined
applying the same principle. Again, for the right leg (see Figures B.1 and B.2):
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Figure B.2 Scheme of the lower limbs (a) Actual joint torques and contact forces.
(b) Joints numeration.

  G  (r  r ) ^ G
Tm2  T
m2
M1
J2
J13
F1

(B.8)

  G  (r  r ) ^ G
Tm12  T
m12
M1
J12
J13
F1

(B.9)

 G
Tm13  T
m13
M1

(B.10)


Tm14  T
m14

(B.11)
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where rJi is the position of the joint Ji in the absolute coordinate system.
Similarly, the actual joint torques belonging to each human body branch can be
calculated, and the set of actual torques and wrenches acting on the biomechanical
model can be finally determined.

Appendix C
Appendix C:

Use of Bézier Curves to Define the Evolution of the
Independent Coordinates
As seen in Chapter 5, Bézier Curves are used to define the analytical expressions of the
16 independent coordinates used in the bidimensional model z   x1 , z1 , 1 ,..., 14  (see
Figure 5.1).
To obtain these expressions, n  1 control points b j need to be defined for each curve
[Cardona and Clos 2001]:

b j   j n, b j  ,

j  0,..., n

(C.1)

The ordinate values b j (also known as Bézier coefficients) of these control points are
obtained via an optimization procedure which minimizes the difference between the
actual measured curve and the one obtained using the Bézier expression. This process
guarantees that the RMSE between the experimental curve z iexp and the analytical curve
expression zibez is lower than a chosen tolerance  :

1
N

N

  z  k   z  k 
k 1

exp
i

bez
i

2



(C.2)

where index i refers to the index of the independent coordinates  i  1,...,16  , k is the
index of the time instants  t k   k  1 t , being t  1ms  and N is the number of time
steps of the simulation.
The order of the Bézier curves (n) is different for each independent coordinate zi : n has
the minimum value to guarantee that the RMSE between the two curves is lower than
  104 rad for angular variables and lower than   104 m for the ankle position.
Bézier Curves are defined in a unit domain  u  . Therefore, a linear change of variable
needs to be applied:

u

t  t1
;
tN  t1

t t1, tN 

(C.3)

where t1 and t N are the initial and final time instants, respectively. The n-order
Bernstein polynomial bi  u  for each independent coordinate can be expressed as a
n
combination of Bernstein basis polynomials B j  u  as:
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n

bi  u    b j Bnj  u 
j 0

u   0,1

(C.4)

where the n  1 coefficients b j are the Bézier coefficients. In a unit domain, the
Bernstein basis polynomials of degree n are defined as:

Bnj  u   Cnj u j 1  u 

n j

j  0,..., n

(C.5)

where C nj  n !  j ! n  j  ! . Therefore, using Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5), the analytical
expression bi  u can be calculated and, by means of the linear change of variable, Eq.
(C.3), the time domain expression zibez  k  can be determined for each independent
coordinate.
Then, the velocities and acceleration of the independent coordinates can be calculated as
the first and second time derivatives of bi  u , respectively. Using the Bernstein basis,
the Bézier coefficients bj (coefficients of the time derivative expression) depend on the
known values bj :

bj  n  b j 1  b j 

j  0,..., n  1

(C.6)

Therefore, using both, the new Bézier coefficients bj and the Bernstein basis
polynomials of degree n '  n '  n  1 , the first time derivative expression bi u can be
calculated (Eqs. (C.5) and (C.6)). For the second time derivative, a similar procedure
needs to be applied obtaining a Bernstein polynomial of degree n ''  n ''  n '1 .
bez
zibez  k  can be calculated using Eq.
Finally, the time domain expressions zi  k  and 
(C.3).
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Appendix D:

Extended Kalman Filter Formulation
The original formulation of the Kalman filter (KF) is intended only to linear systems.
The multibody system used along this thesis is a nonlinear system, therefore the process
and measurement models of the KF have to be approximated in some way. There are
different types of algorithms based on the KF for nonlinear systems, in this thesis the
extended Kalman filter (EKF) formulation has been used.
The EKF is applied as a controller for the forward dynamic analysis in Chapter 6,
therefore, in this appendix, the implemented method and the combination with the
matrix-R formulation are described.
Kalman Filter
The equations for the system dynamics and the measurement model are presented
below. Consider a linear stochastic system dynamics (plant) given by a first order ODE
with independent states:

x  t   f  x t  , t   δ t 

(D.1)

y  t   h x t    ε  t 

(D.2)

where x is the (unknown) state vector, x its time derivative, and y is the measurement
vector. f is the system dynamics function and h is the function defining the
relationship between the state of the dynamic system and measurements that can be
made. The process noise δ and the measurement noise ε are considered zero-mean
Gaussian noises with covariances Q  t  and R  t  , respectively. The differential
equation for the recursive estimation of the states x̂ is given (for the KF) by:

xˆ  t   E f  xˆ  t  , t   δ t    K t  y  t   yˆ  t    F t  xˆ  t   K t  y  t   yˆ  t  

(D.3)

where E is the expectation, K is the Kalman gain matrix, x̂ is the estimated state
vector, ŷ are the predicted measurements and F is the matrix of a continuous linear
differential equation defining a dynamic system (obtained as the Jacobian of f ). Note
that f  x, t   Fx (t ) as f  t  is linear in this case. Moreover:

K t   P t  HT  t  R1  t 

(D.4)

yˆ  t   E h xˆ  t  , t   ε  t    H t  xˆ  t 

(D.5)
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P  t   F t  P t   P t  FT  t   P t  HT  t  R-1  t  H t  P t   Q t 

(D.6)

where H is the measurement sensitivity matrix (defined as the Jacobian of h) and,
since h is linear, h  t , x   Hx  t  . P is the covariance of the state-estimation error. The
main feature of the KF is its optimality: it minimizes the covariance P. In some cases
(as in this thesis) f and h can be nonlinear. In this case, the employed methodology is
known as the extended Kalman filter.
Extended Kalman Filter
Unlike in the KF, now f and h can be nonlinear functions. The EKF approach
approximates Eqs. (D.3), (D.5) and (D.6), respectively, by:

xˆ  t   E f  xˆ  t  , t   δ t    K t  y  t   yˆ  t    f  xˆ  t    K t  y  t   yˆ  t  

(D.7)

yˆ  t   E h xˆ  t  , t   ε  t    h xˆ  t  

(D.8)

P  t   F t  P t   P t  FT  t   P t  HT  t  R-1  t  H t  P t   Q  t 

(D.9)

Eq. (D.7) shows that the derivative of the state vector is function of the state vector and
in Eq. (D.8) it can be seen that the predicted measurements are function of the estimates.
The covariance matrix of state estimation uncertainty P is solved using the fixed point
iteration as in [Pastorino 2012]. The Kalman gain is obtained, as previously, using Eq.
(D.4) and the covariance matrix of the state estimation uncertainty using Eq. (D.6).
As explained in Chapter 3, the dynamics of the multibody system is described by the
constrained Lagrangian equations

 Tq λ =Q
Mq+Φ


Φ= 0


(D.10)

In order to adopt the form of the Eq. (D.1) required for application of the EKF, the
second order system of Eq. (D.10) is written as a first order one doing:



T

xT = qT v



(D.11)

 ). Using Eqs. (D.10) and (D.11)
where v = q (and, therefore, v = q

v = M1  Q ΦqTλ

(D.12)

qv  M Qv Φ λ  x = f x

(D.13)

which can be written as
1

T
q
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In order to convert the equations of motion into an ODE system the matrix-R procedure
is used. As the EKF is used in a forward dynamic analysis, rheonomic equations are not
present in the equations of motion. Therefore, the dependent velocities q can be
expressed as a function of the independent velocities z as:

q  Rz

(D.14)

and the generalized acceleration vector is defined as:

  Rz  Rz
q

(D.15)

Then, the equations of motion described in Eq. (D.10) case be rewritten as:
1

    M
 1Q
z   RT MR  RT  Q  MRz



(D.16)

  RT MR and Q  R T  Q  MRz
 .
where M
As the states are defined as:

x  t    z(t ) 
w(t )

(D.17)

the following equations can be written:
w

 z  t    w  t   
1
(D.18)
x  t   


T
T

1



 Q  R MR  R  Q  MRz    f  x  t  , t   x = f  x 
  t   M
w




where w  t   z  t  . And taking into account Eq. (D.7):
ˆ
w
  KZ 
 zˆ  
1
 ˆ   K W   y  yˆ 
ˆ    RT MR  RT  Q  MRw
w
  

  

(D.19)

Where KZ and KW are two blocks of K associated to vectors z and w , respectively.
Note that Eq. (D.19) perfectly matches to Eq.(D.1) and, therefore, the EKF in Eqs.
(D.7) – (D.9) can be straightforwardly applied.
In order to obtain the Kalman gain K , the covariance matrix P needs to be calculated
(Eq. (D.9)). For this purpose, matrices F and H need to be calculated:
H  t , x 

h  t, x  h  t  h  t  

 HZ HW 

ˆ 
xˆ
w
 zˆ


f  t  
 
Ft  
x 




0


M1Q

I

1  

 M Q

w 

 

z



(D.20)

(D.21)
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which can be approximated as:

0
I


F  t   M
1 T
 1RT  KR  2MR Rw

 



M
R
CR
MR


q



(D.22)

The resulting equations have to be integrated. Using the trapezoidal rule, the discretetime integration can be expressed as:

 zˆ k 1  2  zˆ k 1  zˆ k   zˆ k 
w
ˆ 
ˆ
ˆ   ˆ 
k
  k 1  t wk 1  wk  w

(D.23)

where the subscript indicates the time step. Finally, using Eqs. (D.19) and (D.23)
 2
ˆ k 1
w
ˆ  
 KZ 
 t  zˆ k 1  zˆ k   z k  
   k 1   y  yˆ 
2
 T
1
 ˆ   KW 
ˆ k   R MR RT  Q  MRw
ˆ k 1  w
ˆ k  w
 w
k 1    k 1 


 t


(D.24)

which can be rewritten as:
t


 zˆ k +1  zˆ k   zˆ k  wk +1  KkZ+1  yk +1  h  xˆ k +1  


2
g  xˆ k +1   
0

t

  MK
 ˆ  Mw
 ˆ  Mw
 ˆ  Q
 W  y  h  xˆ   
Mw
k +1
k
k
k +1
k +1
k +1
k +1 
2



(D.25)

where g is a nonlinear function that can be solved using the Newton-Raphson method:

g  xˆ

j 1

  g xˆ  
j

g  xˆ j 

xˆ k 1  xˆ j 1 when

xˆ

 xˆ

 xˆ

j 1

j 1

 xˆ j   0

(D.26)

 xˆ j   0

(D.27)

where j is the iteration index. Eq. (D.26) represents an iterative process that can be used
until the norm of the residual  xˆ j 1  xˆ j  is less than a specified tolerance.
The tangent matrix can be approximated as [Cuadrado et al. 2009]:
g  xˆ , t   g  xˆ  g  xˆ  

ˆ 
xˆ
w
 zˆ
t Z Z
t

I  KZHW 

 I 2 K H
2

t T
T
W Z

   MKWHW
R  CR  MR
R KR  MK H M 
2












(D.28)
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Q
Q
and C  
.
z
w
At this point the correction provided by the EKF must be calculated and the estimation
of the system state can be determined at each time step.

where, as previously, K  
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